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Goldman Sachs bailouts invited today’s concert
Jewish Soaps
By Sencha MacRae
renegadetribune.com

Not soap. We all know that there was
no Jewish soap. But there are Jewish soaps.
And Donald Trump is a crucial player in
the soap opera that may come to be known
as the end of the United States of America.
Readers here are well aware that Trump
is owned by Jews himself. He performs
when summoned at any AIPAC meeting.
And, no, Donald Trump will not look
into 911, if for no other reason than the fact
that he was intimately involved with Larry
Silverstein and the WTC building.

Peecee lamestream
Assuredly Donald Trump is completely
aware of who owns the media: those he has
made a habit of lambasting constantly but
never names.
Is he crazy, or completely compromised?
Does he even believe his own rhetoric?
Rhetoric that is right on board with the
Agenda despite all this media hysteria to
the contrary!
In his inauguration speech, Trump made
a point of including all Americans, as he
talked about the horror of Blacks living in
the inner city and has Ben Carson, a Black,
on the Cabinet as HUD director. Trump has
made a big point of how crazy he is about
the Mexicans and only wants to keep out
criminal illegals. He has “reached out” to
all the other races except for the Muslims,
spar ing the Jew ish es tab lish ment from
coming out as anti-Muslim, and allowing
them thus to continue supporting Muslim
immigration. Whether or not he is sincere
is beside the point.
The plot has become so twisted as to be

completely unbelievable. Are the
Hollywood spinmeisters running
out of material?

in reference to his “orange hair” as well as
a play on the word orangutan. So the Hate
Trump movement is now a global industry!

10,000% for Israel

Symphony in Lügen Major

As is completely understood
at this point, the Trump kids are
married into Jewish families, his
busi ness partners are almost
entirely Jewish and he has stated
himself repeatedly that he is a
friend of Jews and of Israel. He has said
that he will tilt U. S. policy even more in
favor of “our best friend” in the Middle
East.
And yet the media keep ranting, raving
about this “White supremacist” who will
destroy Planet Earth.
Donald Trump’s election was one of a
kind. Children, largely White children, ran
through the streets of Washington, DC, on
the day of the election disrupting as much
as they could.
Project Veritas came out with video
proof of the planned attempt by hard left
and anarchist groups under the umbrella
“DisruptJ20 in DC” to cripple the Metro
by attaching chains to individual Metro
cars.
Another video featured two additional
“activists” discussing putting butyric acid
through the sprinkler system of the National
Press Building.
Day Two of the Inaugurations saw those
women coming out to protest, not only in
Washington, DC, New York, Boston and
Minneapolis, but also in Paris, London and
Berlin. Such a horror at Donald Trump’s
Presidency was felt all over the world, we
were made to understand, as Madonna and
Whoopi Goldberg addressed their adoring
fans.
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And Bill Maher, weighing in with the
remark that America has a new leader,
Vladimir Putin. Yuk, yuk, yuk.
The nonstop media feeding frenzy in its
demonization, hatred and contempt for
Trump and the people he sup pos edly
stands for continued all week long. You
really couldn’t expect much more from the
“American media.”
But, for those who are fearing that South
Africa is just around the corner, look no
further. Actually, South Africa is just down
the street, that street being Pennsylvania
Avenue in Washington.
I tuned in to South Africa Broadcasting
Corporation and their coverage of the
Trump inauguration through the link on
CNN. Presenters, as they are known in
British English, all of them either Black or
colored in the old jargon, none White,
quietly discussed the worrying aspect of
the Trump Presidency.
I can’t find the live feed from Day One
but, in reading some of their remarks, I
noticed Trump referred to as an orangutan,
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“Taking down”
British MPs

The viciousness of these protests from
the “hard left” was more than matched by
other “mainstream” functionaries such as
Michael Moore, who vows to end Trump
carnage.

Never in the history of this country, or
any country, has the incoming leader been
subjected to anything even remotely this
savage.
So terrified of Trump are the Democrats
that they are buying underground bunkers.
The lines are being drawn even while
the roles are reversed. Leftwing African
American talking heads decry the election
of Donald Trump and express concern over
Russia controlling American politics. Now
it’s the Democrats that are hiding in the
bunkers!
But what is really happening according
to the Hollywood script is that this is the
last stand of the “evil White man.” The
whole world is united in its hatred for a
White man elected to run a still barely
White nation. White America is isolated
and now openly hated by the rest of the
country. Country singers are lampooned.
The leader of the prayer at the inauguration
was called a con man not minutes after the
prayer.
It being like that before he was even
in office, imagine what the next four years
will be like! Whether you see Trump as a
complete traitor to his own people who is
playing the Hollywood script of the stupid
White racist, or whether you believe that
he has contrived his way to the top and
really will set this country on a new course,
really its old course, is almost irrelevant.
One has to wonder, is he more hero or
masochist?
All that aside, it is clear at least that there
is no way back.
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HERE’S WHAT WAS IGNORED OR MISREPORTED ELSEWHERE:

Loony Left faking its differences with Trump
COLLEGES and universities acted up
on the “wrong” candidate’s election. One
of their more amusing put-ons, among all
those “safe spaces” turning campuses into
kindergartens, the University of Michigan
Law School had at first announced this
“post-election self-care” event with “food
and play” to include “coloring sheets, play
dough, positive card-making, Legos and
bubbles with your fellow law students.”
Then, embarrassed by the attention, UM
Law scrubbed that part from its website,
perhaps thinking people would wonder if
UM Law grads would still need Legos and
bubbles in the event of stressful litigation.
SAN FRANCISCO’S gathering was
late in the afternoon on January 21. By
the time speakers began addressing the
crowd around a City Hall bathed in pink
light, tens of thousands were crammed
shoulder to shoulder, spreading out for
several blocks from the plaza. Many
wore the pink, cat-eared hats adopted as
a symbol by marchers to mock Trump’s
comments about women’s private parts.
MANY on the Left and Right fall for it.
But those in the know, know who paid for
1200 busloads of women where only 1350
bus places at RFK Stadium were available,
shutting out any real threats to their show.
And not just in DC but worldwide: seeking
to portray women against Trump, men for
him, divide and conquer, oldest strategy in
the books, is here at work – as international
banksters smile.

DIANNE Feinstein: “All veterans
are men tally ill in some way and
government should prevent them from
owning firearms.” Yep, she really said it
on January 12 in a meeting of the Senate
Judiciary Committee. And the quote
below from the L. A. Times is priceless.
Occasionally even the Times gets it right.
“FRANKLY, I don’t know what it is
about California, but we seem to have a
strange urge to elect really obnoxious
women to high office. I’m not bragging, you
understand, but no other State, including
Maine, even comes close. When it comes to
sending left-wing dingbats to Washington,
we’re Number One. There’s no getting
around the fact that the last time anyone
saw the likes of Barbara Boxer, Dianne
Feinstein, Maxine Waters and Nancy Pelosi,
they were stir ring a cauldron when the
curtain went up on “Macbeth.” The four of
them are like jackasses who happen to
possess the gift of blab. You don’t know if
you should condemn them for their stupidity
or simply marvel at their ability to form
words.”
– Columnist Burt Prelutsky
Los Angeles Times
ISRAEL has approved constructing
new Israeli settler units by the hundreds
in East Jerusalem, despite international
calls to end the unlawful practice. Meir
Turjeman, deputy mayor, who as well
heads the so-called Jerusalem District
Zoning Committee, said officials had
approved plans to construct 566 Israeli
settler units in the occupied territories.
THOUSANDS of Israeli Arabs joined a
protest on January 21 against demolitions
of houses in the Arab sector Wadi Ara, an
area populated mainly by Arab citizens of
Israel where police had killed a Bedouin
teacher during the week. Police deployed
stun grenades against those protesters who
were demonstrating against the demolition
of Bedouin village Umm al-Hiran homes
and also at Qalansuwa, an Arab city in the
Central District of Israel. Some protesters
held aloft Palestinian flags and placards
slamming those raids.
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Challenging a Zionist-controlled mediacracy to tolerate the truth

BREXIT. All of this excitement being
generated in the belief that Britain’s exit
from the E. U. is actually some kind of a
“battle”; it’s not. Brexit is going to happen
because the globalists want it to happen.
The event, along with Trump’s presidency
and the likelihood of rising “populism” in
some E. U. Nations is a perfect distraction
and scapegoat for the next stage of today’s
ongoing economic crisis and what the IMF
calls the “great global reset.” Britain will
quit the European Union’s single market.
The drama is fake.
ALEPPO’S main shopping area was
swarmed with customers as it reopened
for the first time in two years January
14. Shopkeepers displayed their goods
and fixed shop entrances while families
walked between the different shops. AlTall street market, closed when targeted
with missiles by armed groups, is getting
back to normal after the Syrian Army’s
announcement on December 22 that it
had recaptured the whole of eastern
Aleppo following four years of militant
occupation. Prior to the conflict, this was
Syria’s industrial and financial center.
ISRAELI premier Benjamin Netanyahu
said in December that Trump would be a
good friend to Tel Aviv, adding, “I know
Donald Trump… And I think his attitude,
his support for Israel, is clear.” Unlike so
many other peoples, the Israelis welcomed
Trump’s election, hoping it would let them
continue annexing most of the occupied
West Bank, despite that U. N. Resolution
passed on December 23, 2016, condemning
Israeli settlement construction in occupied
Palestinian territories.

“Be assured that if this new provision
[the 14th Amendment] be engrafted in
the Constitution, it will, in time, change
the entire struc ture and texture of
our government, and sweep away all
the guarantees of safety devised and
provided by our patriotic Sires of the
Revolution.” – Orville Browning
Sec. of the Interior (1867)

MEXICO has now started deporting
Cuban invaders, who were on their way
to the U. S. following the ending of the
“wet foot, dry foot” amnesty policy,
proving that today’s mass Third World
invasion via Mexico could have all along
been stopped at any time. According to
the Mexican government, these latest
Cubans – 71 men and 20 women – were
flown back to Cuba aboard a Mexican
federal police jet from the southern city
of Tapachula.
NEWSWEEK, one of the most liberal of
all media outlets, has folded and their final
editorial was bitingly critical of Obongo. Is
this what happens when the bribe money
stops flowing? Newsweek – like all the
MSM – lost readers because no one trusts
them anymore.
“JUST as the knowledge that the earth
revolves around the sun led to a great
change in the general worldview, so
will the blood and race teachings of the
National Socialist movement produce a
major change in the view of human
history and the future. Old symbols will
lose their value; out of the impotence of
regional, dynastic, ideological, religious
and political division arises the German
folk carrying its banner of unity, which
sym boli cally does not doc u ment the
vic tory of a State, rather of a ra cial
prin ci ple.”
– Adolf Hitler

Scalawag of the Month
Asa Hutchinson

Wants to kill Lee holiday
By Dr. Edward DeVries

A

dixieheritage.net

rkansas Governor Asa Hutchinson
has asked the legislature to end that State’s
practice of honoring Martin Luther King
Jr. and Robert E. Lee on the same day.
He said re mov ing the Con fed er ate
general from the holiday honoring the
civil-rights leader is the right thing to do.
Arkansas is one of three States that

Beaming and hoping his Zionist masters will be
pleased with him, here’s their Asa Hutchinson.
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honor Lee and King on the third Monday
of January. An effort to remove Lee from
the King holiday was rejected by a House
panel in 2015.
Hutch in son said the pro posal he’s
backing would mark a day in October to
honor Lee but not create a State holiday
for it.

Seriously, now
Our Congressman answers when asked
about his attitude towards whiskey: “If you
mean that demon drink that poisons the
mind, pollutes the body, desecrates family
life and inflames sinners, I’m against it.
But, if you mean the elixir of Christmas
cheer, the shield against winter chill, that
taxable potion which puts needed funds
into public coffers to comfort little crippled
children, then I’m for it. This is my firm
position, and I will not compromise.”
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College professor opens New Year’s attack on South
claims about States Rights or that the War
was about the principle of secession. He
labels those claims as “pre pos ter ous.”
You can tell from the running dog of his
commentary that all his students will ever
get out of his classes is that the War was
fought over slavery. For him there is no
other reason worthy of mention, and besides
we all know – that the Confederates were
the bad guys, right? You can bet your kids
will know that after sitting at the feet of the
“master.”

Why do Southerners continue
to finance the destruction of their
children and culture?
By Al Benson Jr.
revisedhistory.wordpress.com

I

t never ceases to amaze me how people
can continue to feed their progeny into
those Marxist meatgrinders we refer to as
public schools and “institutions of higher
learning,” and then wonder why their kids
come home spouting the lessons they have
absorbed about Marx or Mao or Che, and
how wonderful the society they have
planned for us will be.
People spend literally millions every
year paying through the nose for their
children’s “educations” when, in most
cases, all these “educations” are really
about is the planned destruction of their
culture and faith. That may sound harsh to
some, but, having worked around and at
colleges, I can attest what those institutions
do to kids’ faith and culture. While I am not
indicting every teacher or professor (there
are some honest ones, though not nearly
enough), I do indict the systems they work
for that claim to be about “education” but
are actually indoctrinating students.

Deconstructing their lies
Con fir ma tion of my viewpoint was
driven home to me awhile back by a friend
in Georgia who has been participating in
the Southern Movement and happened to
have a Confederate flag in his garage. One
day his grandson came over and asked him
why he had that “racist” flag in his garage.
This grandson attends the local public
school. Realizing there was a def inite
problem with the boy’s history education,
Grandpa has taken it upon himself to work
with his grandson to correct some of the
gross errors perpetrated by that school’s
“history” or “social studies” teachers and,
at last report, it seemed to be helping out.
And that is good. But how many grandsons
across the South and other places have this
same historical bilge thrown at them where
there is no help from concerned dads or
grandfathers? Too many! So our history
and our culture are being systematically
trashed – and we are willingly paying for
it!
The same is true of colleges in the
South. Many naive Southern folks think
they can just avoid these problems by
mak ing sure the kids at tend South ern
colleges and don’t go north for their higher
education. That could have been true 130
years ago or so – but no more. Southern
colleges have been thoroughly infiltrated
by the minions of cultural Marxism every
bit as much as those in Yankeeland, so we
had better wake up and smell the college
coffee, which I can guarantee, you won’t
like; for its aroma is of the far, far Left!

Ceaseless drivel
A case in point – Richard Meagher, a
political science professor at Randolph
Macon College in Ashland, Virginia. This
Professor Meagher just had an op-ed piece
printed in the Richmond Times-Dispatch
for January 1, 2017. The headline for his
piece was, “A plea for the new year: No
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PUT IT BACK
Your “representatives” – forbidden by the Southern Puberty Lechery Center, a
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the Ten Commandments from Alabama’s Supreme Court now for
months.
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more Confederate nonsense, please.”
Meagher admits he is a transplanted
Northerner and that, therefore, he feels his
opinion will be worthless to a good number
of Virginia folks and other Southerners as
well – yet here he is, teaching in the South,
and spread ing that opin ion to lots of
Southern young folks. I guess he figures if
he can’t change their parents’ minds the
least he can do is to indoctrinate the kids
and change theirs.

Preying on inexperience
This was a clas sic “re con struc tion”
tactic after the War of Northern Aggression.
Ignore the parents and indoctrinate the
kids.
If what he says in his op-ed piece is a
sample of what he promotes in his classes
then those kids that sit in his classes are in
trouble. Meagher states: “When I teach my

politics courses, I remind students that the
long history of American politics boils
down to the repeated need to placate racist
Southerners. Beginning with the three-fifths
compro mise in the Con sti tu tion, and
continuing through decades of compromise
to prevent a Civil War, Northern politicians
did their best to tolerate a brutal apartheid
regime that was improbably nested within
their developing democracy.” And he
states later that: “To put it bluntly: The
Confederates were the bad guys, as were
their Jim Crow descendants. They lost, and
the country is immeasurably better for it.”
Re ally? Some one should ask Mr.
Meagher about the Jim Crow laws in
Illinois sometime, though I doubt if he’d
acknowledge the existence of them, but
exist they did, whether he will admit it or
not.
Meagher has no patience with Southern

Mr. Meagher attended the City University
of New York where he got his Ph. D. so I
guess that is the line they preach there.
Although you would have thought, with a
Ph. D., he would have realized that this
country was a Republic, not a “developing
Democracy,” but the difference between
the two seems lost on him.
What it all boils down to is this – we
have just got to cease celebrating all this
“Con fed er ate non sense” and we “need
to stop holding up the Confederacy as
something to honor.” In other words, the
Yankee/Marxists don’t like what we do
here in the South and so we just need to
stop doing it to keep them happy. And
when we stop doing this or that they don’t
like, why before long, they will appear
with another demand to cease and desist
from something else they don’t like. Do
you begin to see where all this is headed?

Roll call
So the systematic attack on Confederate
history and heritage has already begun for
2017. Meagher fired the opening shot on
New Year’s day – he didn’t even wait for
warm weather like the cultural Marxists
did the last two years. And good Southern
patriots had better not wait for the warm
weather to answer him, either. The battle
for your culture, faith and her itage has
already been joined for 2017. The only
question is – how long will it take before
we “bad guys” decide to fight back?

David Lane’s 88 Precepts
19. A people who are not convinced of
their uniqueness and value will perish.

A look back
20. The White race has suffered invasions
and bru tality from Af rica and Asia for
thousands of years. For ex ample, Attila
and the Asiatic Huns who invaded Europe
in the 5th century, raping, plundering and
kill ing from the Alps to the Bal tic and
Caspian Seas. This scenario was repeated
by the Mongols of Genghis Khan 800
years later. (Note here that the American
Indians are not “Native Americans,” but are
racially Mongolians.) In the 8th century,
hundreds of years before Negroes were
brought to America, the North African
Moors of mixed racial background invaded
and conquered Por tugal, Spain and part
of France. So, the at tempted guilt trip
placed on the White race by civilization’s
executioners is invalid under both historical
circumstance and the Natural Law which
denies inter-species compassion. The fact

is, all races have benefitted immeasurably
from the creative genius of the Aryan
People.
21. People who allow oth ers not of
their race to live among them will perish,
because the inevitable result of a racial
integration is racial inter-breeding which
destroys the characteristics and existence
of a race. Forced integration is deliberate
and malicious genocide, particularly for a
People like the White race, who are now a
small minority in the world.
22. In the final analysis, a race or species
is not judged superior or inferior by its
ac com plish ments, but by its will and
ability to survive.
23. Political, economic, and religious
systems may be destroyed and resurrected
by men, but the death of a race is eternal.
24. No race of People can indefinitely
continue their existence without territorial
imperatives in which to propagate, protect,
and promote their own kind.
25. A People without a culture exclusively

If

If you can keep your head when all about you
Are losing theirs and blaming it on you;
If you can trust yourself when all men doubt you,
But make allowance for their doubting too;
If you can wait and not be tired by waiting,
Or, being lied about, don’t deal in lies,
Or, being hated, don’t give way to hating,
And yet don’t look too good, nor talk too wise;
If you can dream – and not make dreams your master;
If you can think – and not make thoughts your aim;
If you can meet with triumph and disaster
And treat those two imposters just the same;
If you can bear to hear the truth you’ve spoken
Twisted by knaves to make a trap for fools,
Or watch the things you gave your life to broken,
And stoop and build ’em up with wornout tools;

their own will perish.
26. Nature has put a certain antipathy
be tween races and spe cies to pre serve
the in divid u ality and ex istence of each.
Violation of the territorial imperative
necessary to preserve that antipathy leads
to either conflict or mongrelization.

Today’s imperative
27. It is not constructive to hate those of
other races, or even those of mixed races.
But a separation must be maintained for
the survival of one’s own race. One must,
how ever, hate with a pure and perfect
hatred those of one’s own race who commit
treason against one’s own kind and against
the Nations of one’s own kind. One must
hate with a perfect hatred all those People
or practices which destroy one’s People,
one’s culture, or the racial exclusiveness of
one’s territorial imperative.
28. The concept of a multi-racial society
violates every Natural Law for species
preservation.
(To be continued)

And risk it on one turn of pitch-and-toss,
And lose, and start again at your beginnings
And never breathe a word about your loss;
If you can force your heart and nerve and sinew
To serve your turn long after they are gone,
And so hold on when there is nothing in you
Except the Will which says to them: “Hold on”;
If you can talk with crowds and keep your virtue,
Or walk with kings – nor lose the common touch;
If neither foes nor loving friends can hurt you;
If all men count with you, but none too much;
If you can fill the unforgiving minute
With sixty seconds’ worth of distance run –
Yours is the Earth and everything that’s in it,
And – which is more – you’ll be a Man my son!
– Rudyard Kipling
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“Mummy” Merkel battered as Germans lose faith in E. U.
Reprinted from our June 2010
issue, here’s where the E. U. stood
before its REAL problem began.
By Peter Millar in Berlin
timesonline.co.uk

Germans are proud of working for
global brand names, manufacturing firms
such as Mercedes-Benz, and are outraged
that Angela Merkel is giving taxpayers’
money to a country with little industrial
output.
Gisela and Susi, thirtysomething civil
service secretaries, were shivering over
their sausages in what the
tabloids labeled the “most
mis er a ble May of the
millennium” and planning
their summer holidays. “I
know where I’m not going,”
one of them said. “The hotels,
service and food aren’t as
good as Tur key but the
prices are as high as Italy!”
As Berliners bravely sat
on the banks of the River
Spree in unseasonably cold weather for the
Ascension Day holiday that traditionally
marks the start of summer, they had no
doubt that the cold wind was blowing from
the sunny south: Greece in particular.
The multi-billion-euro payout for Greece,
fol lowed by an even more ex pen sive
rescue package for the threatened single
currency, has created the greatest political
climate change in a generation.
Suddenly Germans are asking questions
about the European project that has been
the bedrock of their politics for 60 years,
leav ing Angela Mer kel, the chan cellor,
under fire from the electorate, the opposition
and her own party.
It took a stand-up dis play of ta blebanging aggression from President Nicolas
Sarkozy and an intervention on the telephone
from Pres ident Barack Obama to get
Merkel to agree to the euro package.
“We foot the bill for E. U. disaster,”
screamed a headline in Bild, the tabloid
newspaper. Christoph Schmidt, a government economist, responded by warning:
“Ger many can not be come Eu rope’s
paymaster.”
The ten sion between Ger many and
France threatened to spill over at a Brussels
summit last weekend when Merkel and
Sarkozy had a furious row. According to
observers, it ended with Sarkozy threatening
to leave the euro.
“It was a stand-up argument,” an official
told El Pais, the Spanish newspaper.
Sarkozy, furious at Merkel’s reluctance to
sign up to a safety net of €750 bil lion
(£644 billion), was shouting and bawling
at Merkel and smashed his fist on the table.
“It was Sarkozy on steroids,” one witness
said.

Her day yet to come

Dubbed “our Iron Lady” – or just “Mutti”
(Mummy) within the Christian Democratic
Union (CDU) that she dominates – Merkel
returned to Germany accused of having
given too much, too late.
Her timing was also poor. The euro talks,
combined with the Greek bailout, led to a
CDU defeat in North Rhine-Westphalia’s
State election last weekend and with it the
loss of her majority in the upper house.
The stakes could scarcely be higher. “If
the euro fails, it is not only the currency
that fails,” Merkel warned last week.
“Then Europe fails. The idea of European
unity fails.”
Sarkozy’s petulant outburst won the
day – Merkel was forced to back down on
the rescue – but in the longer term it may
undermine his objective of a more closely
integrated Europe.
There is now a pervasive awareness in
Germany that the postwar consensus of
sub suming its na tional iden tity – and
na tional self-in ter est – in the “common
European house” no longer gets a popular
rubber stamp.
“We give millions to countries where

they have big annual pay rises, perks for
civil servants and soaring pensions. I’ll
have to work to 67 for a pen sion that
might not be enough,” complained Ulrike
Daunheim, a 38-year-old shop assistant
and Bild reader.
“Greece has no industry worthy of the
name, makes no products with prospects
on a global scale and car ries out no
research to discover any,” was the verdict
of the left-lib eral Der Spiegel news
mag a zine.
The contrast is vividly demonstrated
by the Berlin Automobilforum on Unter

den Lin den showcasing the best of
Volks wagen, in clud ing Skoda, Seat,
Bentley and Bugatti – a pan-Eu ro pean
empire owned and run from Germany.
Part of the public outrage over Greece
comes from the shock felt over its financial
duplicity in a society based on trust and
honesty: Germans face no barriers on tubes
or trains, while soft drinks and beer are
sold from open fridges on the street into the
small hours.
This is not to say that German businessmen are incapable of adapting to local
conditions. Prosecutors are examining
allegations of bribes paid to Greek officials
to se cure co n tracts for the sale of
submarines, tanks and equipment that got
the Athens underground railway running
for the 2004 Olympics.
The paradox is that if German companies
were overpaid at the expense of the Greek
taxpayer, it is now German taxpayers who
have had the bill passed on to them.
Ger many’s share of the euro bail out
package is €120 billion, but it is already
expected to rise by a further €25 billion.
The greatest fear in German minds is
that by agreeing to buy bonds issued by
countries such as Greece, which have been
reduced to “junk” status, the European
Central Bank (ECB) will weaken the euro
and risk rampant inflation.

That is a word that strikes a chill in the
heart of every citizen of a Nation that has
twice in the past 100 years seen its money
made worthless and its savings evaporate,
most notably during the 1920s.
During a 16-way conference call of
ECB board members that had to endorse
Merkel’s and Sarkozy’s agreement, Axel
Weber, the Bundesbank president, pointed
out it was mostly German money and came
close to slamming down the telephone on
his colleagues.
The mar kets were boosted only
temporarily. Josef Ackermann, chairman
of Deutsche Bank, has warned
that Greeks may not be able to
meet their debts no matter how
much more they are helped.
Hardly surprising, German
critics say, that Sarkozy can
claim the deal as a “95%
French idea,” given the role of
his compatriots Jean-Claude
Trichet, the ECB president, and
Dominique Strauss-Kahn, head
of the International Monetary
Fund.
Merkel is being urged to insist that the
“sta bil ity pact” is hedged with strict
controls on national economic policies. By
the end of one week she was even coming
round to a suggestion by Olli Rehn, the
Finnish E. U. commissioner, that national
budgets should be submitted to Brussels
first to keep an eye out for further
Greek-style accounting.
Ulrike Guérot, head of the European
Council on Foreign Relations think tank,
said: “Germany has provided the oil that
greased Europe. If we don’t want to do that
any more, we need to say so. But that
means we no longer want to see a
Europeanized Germany, but a Germanstyle Europe.”
This would mean a halt to European
Union expansion – and certainly to eurozone
expansion to dodgy economies. A recent
issue of the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung,
the epitome of con ser va tive eco nomic
orthodoxy, suggested that if others do not
toe the line the euro could retrench to a few
economically compatible countries, or else
Germany should leave. That would finish
the euro and make Sarkozy’s threat to pull
out if he did not get his way look like a bad
joke.
The creation of the euro, within a decade
of East Germans being given the coveted

western D-mark, was sold as a “thank you”
for German unification: in effect extending
the stable German currency to the rest of
the continent.
The question being asked at the moment
is whether or not Merkel is standing up
strongly enough for Germany’s own best
interests.
Her allies in the pro-business Free
Democratic party (FDP) are furious that
their promise to cut taxes may be ditched
and say they may rewrite their coalition
agreement. Otto Solms, the party’s finance
expert, threatens to revolt against Merkel’s
support for a financial transaction tax.
Within her own party, Roland Koch,
prime minister of the State of Hesse, whose
economy is almost as big as that of Greece,
says he will be forced to shelve planned
free childcare for the under-threes.
The Christian Social Union (CSU),
Merkel’s Bavarian sister party, is also up in
arms. Christine Haderthauer, the State’s
social affairs minister, has accused Merkel
of “acting like an arsonist and thinking like
a dinosaur.” Horst Seehofer, the CSU
leader, has complained he heard about the
euro rescue pact “only on my car radio.”
The argument is about the future of the
European idea. Sarkozy felt Merkel was
wrong to leave behind the euro crisis to
attend a VE Day anniversary ceremony in
Moscow. For Merkel that was missing the
point: the European project has been about
superseding the national rivalries that lead
to war.
For 60 years Germans, aware of their
own past, were happy to pay the pipers of
peace.
The mantra of Britain, which always
argued that the E. U. should be expanded
without economic integration, was “wider,
not deeper.” This may have al lowed
countries such as Greece, with a different
economic culture, to be embraced all the
more readily.
German politicians believed the euro
meant stronger economic bonds that would
ultimately imply political union – and that
the dilution of national sovereignty would
be driven by the bigger partners.
That is now in doubt. In the midst of
the crisis Wolfgang Schäuble, Merkel’s
finance minister, was taken to hospital
after suffering an allergic reaction to
medication.
The same fate may yet await the
European project.

Who built this country in the first place?
The Jewish race plans to
exterminate blue eyes
with the down-breeding
of mud races
By Rudy “Butch” Stanko
thestampedenews.com

Madison Grant (1865-1937) was
one of America’s most influential racial
thinkers. His book, Conquest of a Continent,

W

here can one beat a deal like 100+
copies of The First Freedom for $35 or
$39? Each issue contains information the
“mainstream” presstitutes may not touch:
working strategies for our White Nation’s
counterstrike against forces sent gnashing
and slashing at us by media munchkins in
thrall to the Zejay overlords we must send
looking for honest employment. Decent
Aryans can control their government, so
let everyone you know benefit from the
growing influence of this newspaper. See
coupon on page 24 and order them today.

outlines the racial makeup of the Germanic
tribes who originally settled and tamed
Amer ica by con quest. Grant was an
unapologetic Nordic, a White man with
blue eyes. Grant reminds the readers that
North American Whites defeated both the
Mongolian Indian on the Western prairies
and the Mexicans in the Mexican War of
1848.
By using documented historical facts,
he proved that the colonial stock who
opened up America for settlement were of
Northwestern European or Germanic blueeyed stock. He goes on to show how
Amer ica reached it great est de gree of
racial homogeneity during the takeover of
California from the Mexicans during the
1849 gold rush and before the Civil War in
1860. His book had an influence on the
U. S. Congress in 1933, when it halted all
fur ther non-North west ern Eu ro pean
immigration.

Grant ex plains that the
In dian is of Mon go lian
ancestry and of the same
bloodlines as the Mexicans.
Grant accurately predicted in 1933 what
would happen if unlimited immigration
was allowed once again. He explained how
the ex isting racial problems left by the
migration of Negroes to the urban slums,
illegal Mexican immigration and the attempt

Tell those neo-cons the game is up
Get involved with the non-voting

American Defense Party
to assimilate the uncivilized Indian, would
lead to the degeneracy of the American
republic in the 21st century.
When I was in the meat business, I had
over 200 meat customers. Of the two
hundred, only two were of non-European
stock – one Negro and one Indian. Both the
Negro and Indian were on COD (Collect
the Money On Delivery). The only time
this Negro or Indian had money was when
the Jew government, a.k.a. the Fed eral
Reserve, gave them another federal loan.
This proves the Negro and Mongolian
races are not capable of competing with the
business world or life generally. Both sides
of my family immigrated from Europe
sixty years after the Civil War. They had
the cultural ability to never live in a slum,
and like European Donald Trump, I, also,
had the ability to become a self-made
millionaire.
It is obvious by the drift of America
being populated with the mud races, the
Jewish race is winning the racial war, and
is exterminating the blue-eyed people by
way of as sim i la tion. The North ern
European has been the only threat to the
Jewish empire in the last three thousand
years. Read Dr. Kevin MacDonald’s book,
The Culture of Critique.
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Southern police hospitality
By Olaf Childress

O

editor@firstfreedom.net

n December 17 just outside of Ladd
Stadium in Mobile, Alabama, attempting
to interview the Donald Trump team for
this newspaper stood your reporter hoping
he might ask why they were shaking down
a man holding his arms out sideways, upon
whose chest in large letters a placard read,
“CLINTON FOR PRISON.” Had not that
message come even from Trump’s mouth
prior to (S)election 2016?
It was well past the announced time for
our President elect’s thank-you speech, his
admirers being all inside the stadium and
the dozen or so uniformed Secret Service
agents now idled could’ve answered my
few questions except for the fact that they
knew I was the man having earlier passed
out The First Freedom on Virginia Street,
copies of it lying right there on their tables.
I was ordered to empty my pockets onto
one of those tables.
“You can’t go in there carrying that
weapon,” said Corporal Stonaker, seeing
my small penknife for opening bundles of
newspapers. I had no intentions of entering
the stadium, and told him this reporter only
wanted to ask a few questions, as we were
not blocking traffic, apparently everybody
wishing to see Mr. Trump then long inside.
He refused to talk, and wouldn’t refer me
to any spokesman for the group.
“Get outta here!” he shouted, motioning
his colleagues to surround me.
“Please give me a short interview or at

least a statement for the record about why
my presence here is a problem,” I said.
Suddenly several of them laid hands on
this reporter, brutally shoving me out into
the parking lot where the city police took
over. Various uniformed thugs assaulted
and incarcerated their prisoner for thirty
hours altogether, starting with the Secret
Service’s Corporal Stonaker, then Mobile
Police Department Lieutenant Panmeister
and finally Sheriff Deputy Kidd, the latter
denying me bail even though I had the cash
right there in my billfold.
Mobile Municipal opened on January 9
with Judge Whiddon addressing the court,
myself and other defendants present as
summoned. He departed without hearing
any case. I had hired a court reporter but,
learning it was only to be an arraignment
hearing for my Not Guilty pleas on the two
trumped-up charges, I paid her and she left
just before this Black female judge (no
nameplate) appeared, called me first before
anybody else in that packed chamber, said
she had dropped both charges and I was
free to go.
I’ve been there and done this repeatedly.
Today’s Police State locks up anyone who
still thinks he has rights in the presence of
these goons whom the system supports by
first punishing their victims, then, without
a “Sorry ’bout that” – dropping charges.
The online docket for January 9 later
gave no indication of this case ever having
existed, but papers in my possession still
record it, including a $526 receipt from

Muscle Mike jailed again
Like TFF Editor Olaf Childress,
TFF distributor Michael Weaver is
unwelcome on the Zog’s premises.
By Michael Weaver
musclemk24@gmail.com

On December 5, 2016, I was arrested at
my residence by two Cartersville, Georgia,
police officers on a
probation violation
warrant having been
issued at Columbus,
Georgia, then locked
up for two days in
Bartow County jail
until transferred to
Columbus by a pair
of Muscogee County Sheriff deputies.
Why?

Act III

Columbus probation officer David Shank
related his office having heard that I had
visited someone in prison. Mr. Shank also
gave the reason for my arrest as “Failure to
report to Columbus, Georgia, probation on
6/16/16 as directed.”
Here’s the actual situation: I’ve been on
non-report, non-call, unsupervised probation
since 2014 in Cartersville, Georgia; Officer
Dover having charge. In fact, this status
was confirmed by Probation Supervisory
Officer Byerly in March 2014 at his office
on Postelle Street. I haven’t been in trouble
with the law since my release back in April
2013 from the gulag.

One way street
On the day of my release I was homeless
and destitute, but since then I have been
gainfully employed, established a stable
place of residence and even bought a car.
Alas, their latest false imprisonment of me
has caused me to spend 25 days in jail, the
loss of my full-time job and I missed my
daughter’s first Christmas. All based on a
lie! We as citizens are held accountable for
our actions, but why aren’t those corrupt
powers-that-be ruling Columbus, Georgia,
accountable for their actions when violating
my rights as an American citizen?
On January 2, 2017, I went to my place
of employment to tell them the truth so I
could get my job back. However, though
having been a great worker and always on
time, because someone had meanwhile
told my employers about my past political

activities, alas, I wasn’t rehired.
Please help me right this injustice.
PayPal info: Musclemk24@gmail.com
or you may send a donation payable to
Michael Weaver
1521 35th Street
Columbus, Georgia 31904

Deputy Kidd when my bail should’ve been
$500. The search for a good lawyer was on.
These case numbers were CL023657-01
(disorderly conduct) and CL023658-01
(concealed weapon).
Your news reporter had every right to be
there beside Virginia Street interviewing
one-hour-early arrivals for the Trump rally
asking them what they now expect of the
new President, and handing papers to the
flood of later arrivals. He was circumspect
in waiting until they had all entered Ladd
Stadium before approaching the eventually
idle SS squad for a little chat. Even if those
three uniformed departments having laid
hands on him, the federal, city and county,
didn’t care for this newspaper’s content,
don’t they know that one slandered by TFF
can sue this paper and it’s not a lawman’s
duty to arrest the messenger? Haven’t such
officers ever read the First Amendment?

New Goldman Sachs lineup
Assuming the reader to be intelligent
and alert, an old-fashioned detective story
often began its penultimate chapter with
some variation of “The plot thickens.” Not
so today. Undetected and unsuspected, it
now thins. Those same culprits – suddenly
remembering “Obama’s 2014 orders” for
deploying 3,500 additional U. S. troops on
Russia’s border in the final week of “his”
administration – aren’t hinting but telling
their new boy’s “friend” Putin to stay home
when Iran gets the total Iraq/Libya/Syria
treatment.
More aware but less free than most of us
challenging the culprits-in-power-that-be,
one dozen Mobile, Alabama, lawyers your

editor tried to hire weren’t interested. A
few gave excuses: “We don’t handle that
type of case; find an attorney specializing
in civil rights; constitutional law; go to the
ACLU; the Southern Poverty Law Center;
sorry, we can’t help.”
Sometimes this criminal is out there in
public with accomplices. Reminded about
the big guy returning to Mobile only at the
last minute, however, that day it was just
myself wandering outside the Free Speech
Zone. Is getting locked up for thirty hours
and then no hearing worth the bother? You
bet! Those never-satisfied participants in
the game know themselves compromised
and forbidden to tread where the sovereign
freeman feels perfectly at home.
Whether cops or soldiers, when toughs
who use force justified solely by licensed
power interfere with the normal business
of a man or Nation, for their own good and
ours they’ve got to be punished. Shining
the light of truth into today’s dark corners
becomes more vital than ever, as even the
money-grubbing courts, creatures of habit,
are okay with deal-making and dismissing
false arrests, incarcerating garbage-pickup
slaves, for instance, who’ve harmed not a
single soul beyond their drugged selves.
Here are this newspaper’s charges and
judgment against you, Corporal Stonaker,
Lieutenant Panmeister and Deputy Kidd
pending possible future litigation: Under
color of law, depriving Olaf Childress of
exercising rights and immunities secured
to him by the Constitution and laws of the
United States, false arrest and forbidding
release on bond, then – having dictated his
presence there – failure to appear in court.

In Georgia, USSA, they’re getting touchy
The following is reprinted from
The First Freedom of April 2014.
By David Carothers

A

davidcarothers706@gmail.com

re Americans a free people or are we
not? Do Americans still have the right to
petition our government for redress of
grievances?
These questions were answered on the
morn ing of March 10 when this writer
received a knock on his door. Outside
stood two men, one clad in civilian attire,
the other in the uniform of a Muscogee
County sheriff’s deputy. The first deputy
was grasping a small stack of envelopes.
“We need to have a word with you sir,” he
said.
The envelopes contained copies of what
I had written for The First Freedom, an
article that was published in the December
2013 edition of this alternative newspaper.
Almost 200 copies of the article had been
mailed to every judge in Columbus, as well
as all ten city council members. The article
recounted the exploits and travails of thenColumbus, Georgia, based White rights
activist Michael Weaver juxtaposed with
the story of Jeffrey Foxx, a Black racist
rogue Columbus police corporal who had
resigned from that police department in
May 2013 amid charges of racial profiling
and violating the civil rights of Whites.
While on patrol in north Columbus, Foxx
had told a female friend with whom he was
talking on his cell phone: “They make me
work these White areas; somebody’s going
to pay the price.” He added: “I’m hooking
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American Defense Party
Your annual dues are what you pay
for The First Freedom, so sound off
in its pages why we’re NOT VOTING

these White folks up with tickets.”
Although Foxx violated several State
and federal laws via his targeting of White
citizens, he was never prosecuted.

Profiling
The two-tiered system of justice that
prevails in Columbus, Georgia, has treated
Michael Weaver much differ ently, his
politically incorrect activism having for
years been a thorn in the side of local law
enforcement and other Columbus power
brokers. They had eagerly awaited a chance
to silence him, put an end to his activism by
whatever means.
That excuse came late one afternoon as
Weaver, sitting in his car after leaving a
friend’s house, was accosted by two Black
thugs attempting to carjack his vehicle.
Weaver sprayed one of them with pepper
spray, then sped safely away. Returning to
his friend’s place about an hour later, he
was arrested by a Black cop who entered
the house without a warrant. Weaver was
charged with simple battery, a misdemeanor.
The “victim” had sustained no injuries from
the spray and declined medical treatment.
Weaver’s bond was low and, assigned to
appear in State Court the following month,
he walked out of jail a few hours later.
The power brokers had other plans for
Weaver, though. White female detective
Cathy Bush, who had hated Weaver for
years, referred his misdemeanor case to the
district attorney’s office. Weaver now faced
a felony aggravated assault charge.

Act I
Weaver’s hearings before Superior Court
Judge Bobby Peters on Nov. 14 and 15 of
2011 were a Soviet Union-style travesty –
a mockery – of justice. Weaver’s public
defender, Robin King, told him that his
case was a slam-dunk, an easy win even
for a first-year law student. She and her
co-counsel, Ray Lakes, were eager to go

to trial. Judge Peters and the prosecuting
attorney, Michael Craig, were not. They
knew they had a weak case at best, since
Weaver’s attackers both had long criminal
records and were on felony probation at the
time of the attack. The prosecution knew,
also, that even the testimony of thenCo lumbus-based Rabbi Jeffrey Salkin
would be of little actionable value. It is not
illegal to conduct an online debate with an
opponent. Salkin now resides in the area of
West Orange, New Jersey, where he heads
that State’s chapter of the infamous AntiDefamation League (ADL).

Act II
The jury forewoman contacted Judge
Peters while awaiting its time. The latter
shifted nervously on his throne, then called
a recess, beckoning Craig and counselors
Lakes and King into his chambers.
A few minutes later the four emerged
from Peters’ chambers. The dynamic of the
hearing had suddenly and very dramatically
changed. King, Weaver’s lead counsel, had
changed her mind about going to trial. She
now insisted that her client plead guilty to
the aggravated assault charge. Frightened
by the gravity of his situation and confused
by the abrupt change in the direction of the
hearing, Weaver agreed to plead guilty to a
crime he did not commit.
Obviously deals and promises had been
made in Judge Peters’ closed-door parley,
Weaver’s “defense” attorneys having sold
him out – an egregious violation of their
oaths of office and the right of a defendant
to a fair trial.
Before leaving this writer’s house, the
deputies “requested” that, should he seek
to correspond with his taxpayer-funded
“public servants,” he should send any such
correspondence to the Muscogee County
Sheriff’s Department, whence they would
forward it to the intended recipient. Yes, of
course they will.
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World banksters choose India for cashless trial run
efforts to digitize economies and create
new economic opportunities that extend to
hard-to-reach populations. Catalyst will
support these efforts by focusing on the
challenge of making everyday purchases
cashless.”

Washington is provoking India’s
brutal demonetization project.
By Norbert Haering
globalresearch.ca

I

n early November, without warning, the
Indian government declared the two largest
denomination bills invalid, abolishing over
80 percent of circulating cash by value.
Amidst all the commotion and outrage this
caused, nobody seems to have taken note of
the decisive role that Washington played in
this. That is surprising, as Washington’s role
has been disguised only very superficially.
The U. S. government’s development
agency USAID has negotiated cooperation
agreements with the In dian ministry of
finance. One of these has the declared goal
of pushing back the use of cash in favor of
digital payments in India and globally.
On November 8, Indian prime minster
Narendra Modi announced that the two
largest denominations of banknotes could
not be used for payments any more with
almost immediate effect. Owners could
only recoup their value by putting them
into a bank account before the short grace
period expired. The amount of cash that
banks were allowed to pay out to individual
customers was severely restricted. Almost
half of Indians have no bank account and
many do not even have a bank nearby. The
economy is largely cash based. Thus, a
severe shortage of cash ensued. Those who
suffered the most were the poorest and most
vulnerable. They had additional difficulty
earning their meager living in the informal
sector or paying for essential goods and
services like food, medicine or hospitals.
Chaos and fraud reigned into December.

Four weeks earlier
Not even four weeks before this assault
on In dians, USAID had announced the
estab lishment of “Catalyst: In clusive
Cashless Payment Partnership,” with the
goal of effecting a quan tum leap in
cashless pay ment in In dia. The press
statement of October 14 says that Catalyst
“marks the next phase of part ner ship
between USAID and Ministry of Finance
to facilitate universal financial inclusion.”
The statement does not show up in the list
of press statements on the website of
USAID (anymore?). Not even filtering
statements with the word “India” would
bring it up. To find it, you seem to have to
know it exists, or stumble upon it in a web
search. Indeed, this and other statements,
which seemed rather boring before, have
become a lot more interesting and revealing
after November 8.
Reading the statements with hindsight
it becomes obvious, that Catalyst and the
partnership of USAID and the Indian
Ministry of Finance, from which Catalyst
originated, are little more than fronts
which were used to be able to prepare the
assault on all Indians using cash without
arousing undue suspicion. Even the name
Catalyst sounds a lot more ominous, once
you know what happened on November 9.
Catalyst’s Director of Project Incubation
is Alok Gupta, who used to be Chief
Operating Officer of the World Resources
Institute in Washington, which has USAID
as one of its main sponsors. He was also an
original member of the team that developed
Aadhaar, the Big-Brother-like biometric
identification system.
According to a report of the In dian

Veterans of the war on cash
in action
Economic Times, USAID has committed to
finance Catalyst for three years. Amounts
are kept secret.
Badal Malick was Vice Pres ident of
India’s most important online marketplace
Snapdeal, before he was appointed as CEO
of Catalyst. He commented:
“Catalyst’s mission is to solve multiple
coordination problems that have blocked
the penetration of digital payments among
merchants and low-income consumers. We
look forward to creating a sustainable and
replicable model… While there has been
… a concerted push for digital payments
by the government, there is still a last mile
gap when it comes to merchant acceptance
and coordination issues. We want to bring
a holistic ecosystem approach to these
problems.”

Ten months earlier
The multiple coordination problem and
the cash-eco system issue that Malick
mentions had been analyzed in a report that
USAID com mis sioned in 2015 and
presented in January 2016, in the context
of the anti-cash partnership with the Indian
Ministry of Finance. The press release on
this presentation is also not in USAID’s list
of press statements (anymore?). The title
of the study was “Beyond Cash.”

Incubating the idea
“Merchants, like consumers, are trapped
in cash ecosystems, which inhibits their
interest” in digital payment, it said in the
report. Since few traders accept digital
payments, few consumers have an interest
in it, and since few consumers use digital
payments, few traders have an interest in it.
Given that banks and payment providers
charge fees for equipment to use or even just
try out digital payment, a strong external
impulse is needed to achieve a level of
card penetration that would create mutual
interest of both sides in digital payment
options.
It turned out in No vem ber that the
declared “holistic ecosystem approach” to
create this impulse consisted in destroying
the cash ecosystem for a limited time and
to slowly dry it up later, by limiting the
availability of cash from banks for individual
customers. Since the assault had to be a
surprise to achieve its full catalyst results,
the published Beyond-Cash study and the
protagonists of Catalyst could not openly
describe their plans. They used a clever
trick to disguise them and still be able to
openly do the necessary preparations, even
including expert hearings. They consistently
talked of a regional field experiment that
they were ostensibly planning.

Going for totality
“The goal is to take one city and increase
the digital payments tenfold in six to twelve
months,” said Malick less than four weeks
before most cash was abolished in the
whole of India. To not be limited in their
preparation on one city alone, the BeyondCash report and Catalyst kept talking about
a range of regions they were examining,
ostensibly in order to later decide which
was the best city or region for the field
ex per iment. Only in No vember did it
become clear that the whole of India
should be the guinea-pig region for a
global drive to end all reliance on cash.
Reading a statement from Ambassador
Jon a than Addleton, USAID Mis sion
Director to India, with hindsight, it is clear
that he stealthily announced as much four
weeks earlier when saying:
“In dia is at the fore front of global

What are the institutions behind this
decisive attack on cash? When presenting
the Beyond-Cash report, USAID declared:
“Over 35 key Indian, American and international organizations have partnered with
the Ministry of Finance and USAID on this
initiative.” On the website catalyst.org one
can see that they are mostly IT and payment
service providers who want to make
money from digital payments or from the
associated data generation on users. Many
are veterans of what a high-ranking official
of Deutsche Bundesbank called the “war
of interested financial institutions on cash”
(in German). They include the Better Than
Cash Al li ance, the Gates Foun da tion
(Microsoft), Omidyar Network (eBay), the
Dell Foundation, Mastercard, Visa and the
Metlife Foundation.
The Better Than Cash Alliance, which
includes USAID as a member, mentions it
first for a reason. It was founded in 2012
to push back cash on a global scale. The
secretariat is housed at the United Nations
Capital Development Fund (UNCDP) in
New York, which might have its reason in
the fact that this rather poor, small U. N.
organization was glad to have the Gates
Foundation in one of the two preceding
years and the Mastercard Foundation in the
other as its most generous donors.
The members of this Alliance are large
U. S. institutions which would benefit most
from pushing back cash, i.e., credit card
companies Mastercard and Visa, and also
some U. S. institutions whose names come
up a lot in books on the history of the
United States intelligence services, namely
Ford Foundation and USAID. A prominent
member is also the Gates Foundation.
Omidyar Network of eBay-founder Pierre
Omidyar and Citi are important contributors.
Almost all of these are individually also
part ners in the cur rent USAID In dia
Initiative to end reliance on cash in India
and beyond. The initiative and Catalyst
program seem little more than an extended
Better Than Cash Alliance, augmented by
Indian and Asian organizations with a
strong business interest in a much decreased
use of cash.

Reserve Bank of India’s IMF
Chicago boy
The partnership to prepare the temporary
banning of most cash in India coincides
roughly with the tenure of Raghuram Rajan
at the helm of Reserve Bank of India from
September 2013 to September 2016. Rajan
(53) had been, and is now again, economics
professor at the University of Chicago.
From 2003 to 2006 he had been Chief
Economist of the International Monetary
Fund (IMF) in Washington. (This is a
cv-item he shares with another important
warrior against cash, Ken Rogoff.) He is a
member of the Group of Thirty, a rather
shady organization, where high-ranking
rep re sen tatives of the world’s ma jor
commercial financial institutions share their
thoughts and plans with the presidents of
the most important central banks behind
closed doors and with no minutes taken. It
becomes increasingly clear that the Group
of Thirty is one of the major coordination
centers of the worldwide war on cash. Its
membership includes other key warriors
like Rogoff and Larry Summers.
Raghuram Rajan has ample reason to
expect to climb further to the highest rungs
in international finance and thus had good
reason to play Washington’s game well. He
already was a President of the American
Finance Association and inaugural recipient
of its Fisher-Black-Prize in fi nan cial
research. He won the handsomely-endowed

prizes of Infosys for economic research
and of Deut sche Bank for fi nan cial
eco nom ics as well as the Fi nan cial
Times/Goldman Sachs Prize for best
economics book. He was declared Indian
of the year by NASSCOM and Central
Banker of the year by Euromoney and by
The Banker. He is considered a possible
successor of Christine Lagarde at the helm
of the IMF, but can certainly also expect to
be considered for other top jobs in international finance.
As a Central Bank Governor, Rajan was
liked and well respected by the financial
sector, but very much disliked by company
people from the real (producing) sector,
despite his penchant for deregulation and
economic reform. The main reason was the
restrictive monetary policy he introduced
and staunchly de fended. Af ter he was
viciously criticized from the ranks of the
governing party, he declared in June that he
would not seek a second term in September.
Later he told the New York Times that he
had wanted to stay on, but not for a whole
term, and that premier Modi would not
have that. A former commerce and law
Minister, Mr. Swamy, said on the occasion
of Rajan’s departure that it would make
Indian industrialists happy:
“I certainly wanted him out, and I made
it clear to the prime minister, as clear as

possible… His audience was essentially
Western, and his audience in India was
transplanted westernized society. People
used to come in delegations to my house to
urge me to do something about it.”

Disaster had to happen
If Rajan was involved in the preparation
of this assault to declare most of Indians’
banknotes illegal – and there should be
little doubt about that, given his personal
and institutional links and the importance
of Reserve Bank of India in the provision
of cash – he had ample reason to stay in
the background. After all, it cannot have
surprised anyone closely involved in the
matter, that this would result in chaos and
extreme hardship, especially for the majority
of poor and rural In dians, who were
flagged as the supposed beneficiaries of
the badly misnamed “financial inclusion”
drive. USAID and partners had analyzed
the situation extensively and found in the
Beyond-Cash report that 97% of India’s
transactions were done in cash and that
only 55% of Indians had a bank account.
They also found that even of these bank
accounts, “only 29% have been used in the
last three months.”
All this was well known and made it a
certainty that suddenly abolishing most cash
would cause severe and even existential
problems to many small traders, producers
and people in remote regions without
banks. When it did, it became obvious how
false the promise of financial inclusion by
digitalization of payments and pushing
back cash has always been. There simply
is no other means of payment that can
compete with cash in allowing everybody
with such low hurdles to participate in the
market economy.
However, for Visa, Mastercard and the
other payment service providers who were
not affected by these existential problems
of the huddled masses, the assault on cash
will most likely turn out a big success,
“scaling up” digital payments in the “trial
region.” After this chaos, and with all the
losses that they had to suffer, all business
people who can afford it are likely to make
sure they can accept digital payments in the

— Chutzpah —
future. And consumers who are restricted
in the amount of cash they can get from
banks now will use opportunities to pay
with cards, much to the benefit of Visa,
Mastercard and the other members of the
extended Better Than Cash Alliance.

Why Washington is waging a
global war on cash
The interests of those U. S. companies
that dominate the global IT business and
payment systems are an important reason
for the zeal of the U. S. government in its
push to reduce cash use worldwide, but it is
not the only one and might not be the most
important. Another motive is surveillance
power that goes with increased use of digital
payment. U. S. intelligence organizations
and IT companies together can survey all
in ter na tional pay ments done through
banks and can monitor most of the general

stream of digital data. Financial data tends
to be the most important and valuable.
Even more importantly, the status of the
dollar as the world’s currency of reference
and the dominance of U. S. companies in
international finance provide the United
States government with tremendous power
over all participants in the formal non-cash
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financial system. It can make everybody
conform to American law rather than to
their local or international rules. German
newspaper Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung
has recently run a chilling story describing
how that works. Employees of a German
fac tor ing firm do ing completely le gal
business with Iran were put on a U. S. terror
list, which meant that they were shut off
most of the financial system and even some
logistics companies would not transport
their furniture any more. A major German
bank was forced to fire several employees
upon U. S. request who had not done
anything improper or unlawful.
There are many more such examples.
Every internationally active bank can be
blackmailed by the U. S. government into
following their orders, since revoking their
license to do business in the U. S. or in
dollars basically amounts to shutting them
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down.

Just think about Deutsche
Bank, which had to negotiate
with the U. S. treasury for
months whether they would
have to pay a fine of 14 billion
dollars and most likely go
broke, or get away with seven
billion and survive.
If you have the power to bankrupt the
largest banks even of large countries, you
have power over their governments, too.
This power through dominance over the
financial system and the associated data is
already there. The less cash there is in use,
the more extensive and secure it is, as the
use of cash is a major avenue for evading
this power.

America’s quiet war on cash
By Shaun Bradley

G

activistpost.com

overnment campaigns of intimidation
– like the wars on drugs, terror and poverty
– have been used to extort the public for
decades. Despite the previous failures of
institutional “wars,” a new war on cash is
being waged that threatens
freedom in a more subversive
way than ever before.

All-intrusive
Banks and gov ern ments
around the world are cracking
down on the use of pa per
money, and in turn, eliminating anonymity
still in the current system. Through strict
rules on cash transactions and civil asset
forfeiture laws, for example, the system
has already instituted penalties for using
cash. But, as payments evolve into a purely
digital network, the consequences of this
new paradigm are being brought into the
spotlight.
The ability to track, record and mediate
transactions of all individuals is a power
that dictators throughout history could
have only dreamed of. Those who value
privacy are turning to alternatives like
cash, cryptocurrencies and precious metals,
but these directly threaten central bank
dominance. This ongoing tug-of-war in
financial innovation will determine whether
we enter an age of individual empowerment
or centralized enslavement.
As mundane as it may seem, the main
reason for this push to go cashless is directly
tied to what the world central banks are
doing to prop up their economies. The
manipulation of interest rates to zero or
even negative has left central banks no
ammunition to fight off the next recession.
Without the ability to cut interest rates
even further, stimulating economic growth
is nearly impossible.

Decisions made in response
to the 2008 crisis have led to
a perverted environment in
which cus tomers could be
charged just for hold ing
money in their accounts.
As long as individuals have the ability to
move their funds into paper currency and
escape the losses, banks are still limited
to how far they can push the envelope.
Re gard less, the fed eral gov ern ment
continues to pressure banks into issuing
“Suspicious Activity Reports” for withdrawals of even as little as $5,000. That
amount will undoubtedly decrease if and
when more people resort to stuffing cash
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the non-voting political movement
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under their mattresses.
Kenneth Rogoff, former chief economist
of the International Monetary Fund, noted
in a recent paper how a cashless world
would expand banks’ options:
“In principle, cutting interest rates below
zero ought to stimulate consumption and
investment in the same
way as normal monetary
policy, by encouraging
borrowing. Unfortunately,
the ex istence of cash
gums up the works. If
you are a saver, you will
simply withdraw your
funds, turning them into cash, rather than
watch them shrink too rapidly. Enormous
sums might be withdrawn to avoid these
losses, which could make it difficult for
banks to make loans.”

Another Hollywood sales job
Conditioning the public to believe privacy
and mere possession of cash are criminal
acts is key to the establishment’s push into
this new digital model. The media’s focus
on cash and Bitcoin being used to fund
cartels, terrorism and gang activity is just
a smokescreen for the real agenda of
complete control – especially considering
the big banks have already been caught
laundering money for cartels and terrorist
groups.
The disruptive role cryptocurrencies
and precious metals will play in this grand
scheme is yet to be seen, but for now,
they’re the best compe tition to the fiat
dollar hegemony.
Bitcoin has been the trailblazer of
blockchain technologies. With its mobility
and limitless applications, it has created an
entire frontier for entrepreneurial innovation.
Bitcoin’s peer-to-peer network promotes
free association, free trade and increased
privacy without needing a government or
bank stamp of approval. With the help of
free-think ing de velop ers, the cashless

revolution could take shape as an
open-sourced network that empowers
people in incredible ways. The cashless
central bank knockoff being put in
place is nothing more than a Trojan
horse that, over time, will reveal itself
as obsolete, like all other centralized
models. The transformative effect on
communication that will come with the
development of the internet offers
some idea of what the blockchain will
do for the financial sector. Peer-to-peer
banking has done a better job encouraging
small business growth and entrepreneurship
than any government policy ever has.
The rapid rise of Bitcoin’s price created
a frenzy of interest, but the volatility and
hack ing scan dals that fol lowed have
stalled the momentum. If cryptocurrencies
are going to have a real chance as a viable
alternative to government paper, they have
a lot to prove before they can win over the
masses. The blockchain ecosystem needs
time to stabilize, and the public needs a
chance to ed u cate them selves on its
potential. Until then, a balance between
this new technology and more stable,
time-tested assets can create a foundation
for those seeking financial independence.

Safe assets
Gold and silver bullion shouldn’t be
over looked when it co mes to per sonal
finance; with a hard asset that preserves
wealth, losses from inflation and negative
interest rates can be a thing of the past. Not
only have they outlasted every government
fiat cur rency in his tory, but they also
provide a way to hold value off the books
and transact anonymously. With precious
metals, there is no counterparty risk, and
their worth isn’t dependent on any bank,
government or company. Having tangible
assets directly in your possession assures
the purchasing power of your savings is
secure.
Euro Pacific Capital CEO Peter Schiff

warned about not diversifying out of fiat
currency:
“People should have an escape valve
for their money, their assets. If you have
substantial financial assets, the government
is going to confiscate the pur chasing
power of those assets and spend it.”

Think or be enslaved
The government’s crusade to restrict
fi nan cial free dom is just be gin ning; as
always, fear and propaganda will be used
to condition the masses into submission.
The per sonal re spon si bil ity needed to
protect yourself from the inevitable changes
in the system can be overwhelming, but
without taking the proper steps, the current
ruling class will make the decisions for
you.
A cashless society is sold as a way to
protect your identity, prevent crime and
create a safer world, but there is always a
tradeoff. The only cashless model that can
succeed is a decentralized one that sustains
itself without bailouts or manipulation.
Banks and governments aren’t motivated
by some noble vision for society; like all
humans, self-interest is paramount. If their
power monopoly is threatened by cash,
free speech, drugs or anything else, that
threat will be demonized and attacked with
no mercy. Although this technology-based
future has many unknowns, hopefully, the
path we choose will create opportunities
for entrepreneurs to make real progress
against this financial oligarchy.

No cash means no privacy or freedom
By Carolanne Wright

I

jewworldorder.org

too was enamored with the advent of
debit cards and other technological advances
to make shopping easier. The convenience
of not needing to cart around cash and
fumble for exact change seemed liberating
in its own way. This was decades ago, of
course, and much has changed in how I
view electronic transactions. What once
was a starry-eyed love affair with a new
technology has now morphed into horror
as the ramifications slowly come to light.
Now it’s the U. N. Capital Development
Fund’s Better Than Cash Alliance, backed
by none other than the Bill and Melinda
Gates Foundation, MasterCard and Visa,
among others. Ironically, the alliance claims
“electronic payments can provide a pathway
to a broader range of financial services, is
generally safer, especially for women and
girls and more efficient for low-income
people.” Apparently, they haven’t been

following the ensuing nightmare in India
for the disenfranchised and poor after its
move to limit the availability of cash.
Also ignored are the repercussions of
purely dig ital trans actions on per sonal
liberties. We trade privacy and freedom for
electronic convenience. Every purchase –
and consumer – is tracked. A data base of
information is compiled each time you
swipe a card. On the surface, this may not
seem worrying – but if you dig a bit deeper,
the implications are sobering.
Say you pay for a metro ticket with
your card. Now, information is collected
show ing where you en tered and then
exited – in other words, the possibility of
tracking just became that much more real.
The same goes for any purchase – from
food and clothing to entertainment, and
much more. All of a sudden, a profile is
created based on these transactions. With
the expansion of the National Security
Agency (NSA) in col lect ing data on

anyone and everyone, we’ve moved from
science fiction into reality, one in which
surveillance is not only tolerated, but
unwittingly embraced.
Writes Sarah Jeong in The Atlantic:
“Information is lightning-quick. It crosses
cities, States, and national borders in the
twinkle of an eye. It passes through many
kinds of devices, flowing from phone to
phone, and computer to computer, rather
than being sealed away in those silent
mar ble temples we used to call banks.
Information never jangles uncomfortably
in your pocket.
“But wherever information gathers and
flows, two predators follow closely behind
it: censorship and surveillance. The case
of digital money is no exception. Where
money becomes a series of signals, it can
be cen sored; where money be comes
information, it will inform on you.”
In other words, it’s Big Brother’s dream
come true.
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How to predict the behavior of globalists
By Brandon Smith
alt-market.com

In my last article, “How globalists predict
your behavior,” I outlined the primary
method globalists use to measure public
consent, or, public dissent. The use of
macro-analytics and the hyper-monitoring
of web traf fic is a pow er ful tool at the
disposal of the establishment for gauging
shifts in public consciousness in real time.

Why the fuss?
For example, in early 2016 the elites were
entirely aware of the rise of conservative
and sovereignty movements in the U. S.
and Europe. In fact, the dangers of growing
“populism” were all that elitists and their
publications talked about for the first six
months of the year. At first, this notion
seemed a little odd to me. Generally, when
globalists are attempting to manage public
opinion, they are careful not to reveal the
slightest hint that conservative movements
exist beyond an “extremist fringe.” They
cer tainly never sug gest that there is a
massive undercurrent of nationalism ready
to topple the globalist structure.
In fact, whenever such movements do
arise the establishment is swift to obstruct
them or co-opt them. I witnessed this first
hand during the Ron Paul campaign in
2008 and 2012 – the mainstream deliberately
refused to acknowledge Dr. Paul’s existence,
because attacking him repeatedly would
have been a zero sum strategy that would
have given him greater public attention and
free publicity.

Controlling the opposition
I saw it during the Neo-con co-option
of the Tea Party, a movement that I was
involved in long before Fox News latched
onto it and long before mainstream RINO
Republicans not only jumped on the bandwagon but hijacked the horse. In a matter
of months the Tea Party became a defunct
entity, a shell of its former self. Luckily,
most liberty activists simply left it behind
and started their own separate groups and
projects rather than being absorbed into the
Neo-con fold.
I also saw establishment interference on
a local and State level during elections in
Montana. An associate of mine was running
for State office on a liberty platform and
was doing rather well in the polls. He was
approached by a contingent of political
elites running as Republicans who told him
in no uncertain terms that he could run on
any platform and use any rhetoric he
wanted, but if he won, he would be required
to fol low their di rec tion. They even
encouraged him to continue arguing for
constitutional government in his speeches
and debates, because they felt this was the
best way to “sell” his candidacy. But when
all was said and done, he was supposed to
stab his constituency in the back and take
orders from the party leadership.

Brandon Smith

The point is, the elites dom i nate the
political system. Nothing happens within it
with out their say. So, for those same
elites to suddenly and openly suggest that
“populist movements” were threatening to
overtake the world and destroy the global
economy was suspicious, to say the least.
In or der to pre dict the behav ior of
glob al ists and the out come of fu ture
economic and political events, it is important
to understand certain dynamics. As just
de scribed, the es tab lish ment has a
stranglehold on the political system. Party
politics are a sham built around the false
left/right paradigm. However, certain new
dynamics are developing, and you must be
able to track them.

your opponent is really pursuing, you can
easily obstruct his efforts because all his
movements will become predictable. If his
goal is to take your queen, and you know
this, then he should never be able to take
your queen. This is why the elites go to
great lengths to distract their opponents
(meaning us) from their true target. They
want you to think they are going straight
for your king, or your knight; they want
you focused elsewhere. They will use
feints often.
Another core strategy of chess is the
“forced sacrifice.” That is to say, the best
chess players are very good at positioning
one of their pieces so that it threatens two
or more of your pieces. This forces you to
sac ri fice one piece for the sake of the
others. If they do this often enough, before
you know it you have sacrificed your way
into defeat. The globalists always have a

Learn to play chess

The elites are obsessed with chess and
chess symbolism. Many of their strategies
develop much like a game of chess develops.
If you don’t know how to play chess, I
suggest you learn. You don’t have to master
the game, but you do need to understand
the basic concepts of winning the game.
For example, if you know the target that

American Defense Party
exist, globalism can never truly prevail.
Therefore, obstructing movements based
on these principles is not enough. The
globalists must also destroy any positive
perceptions of our principles for generations
to come. 4) As stated in the section on
chess, the globalists like to use the strategy
of forced sacrifice, in which they threaten
two targets simultaneously, or kill two
birds with one stone. I re al ized at the
beginning of 2016 that all the rhetoric by
globalists in their own publications on the
“rise of populism” was staging the groundwork for the success of the Brexit and the
success of Trump. What better strategy for
the establishment than to allow conservative
movements to take the helm of the political
and economic ship just as that ship is about
to sink? In this way, the globalists can have
the crisis they need, while at the same time
scapegoating conservatives and avoiding
blame, and, de stroy ing the image of
conservative ideals, perhaps forever.

Have no sacred cows

Tracking the trackers
The best way to do this is to watch what
globalists say within their own publications.
They often reveal their intentions directly
or indirectly. In many cases I think in their
arrogance they assume that the masses are
too stupid to read these publications and
grasp what is being said.
The most important element of predicting
glob al ist ac tions is to know what they
ultimately want; to know their ultimate
goals. If you know the specifics of what
any group or individual desperately wants,
those people become highly predictable,
because there are only so many useful
paths to get to any goal.
I have used this method to great effect
over the years, so I am not merely presenting
a theory, I have concrete successes to back
my position.
For example, just in the past couple of
years I cor rectly predicted the Fed eral
Re serve taper of QE, I pre dicted the
inclusion of China in the IMF’s Special
Draw ing Rights years in ad vance, I
predicted the exact timing of the first Fed
rate hike, I predicted the success of the
Brexit referendum when most of the world
and the liberty movement said it was never
going to happen, I predicted that the Saudi
9/11 bill would pass, that Barack Obama
would veto it and that Congress would
override his veto, I predicted that Hillary
Clinton would be the Democratic candidate
and that Don ald Trump would be the
Republican candidate for President of the
U. S. and, I predicted that Donald Trump
would win the 2016 election.
Except for the China SDR inclusion, I
predicted all of these events many months
in advance and received a heavy amount of
criticism each time from people in the
mainstream and even from people in the
liberty movement. Hilariously, as soon as
these predictions proved true, some of the
same people that were fervently opposed
came quickly out of the woodwork to
claim they “saw it coming all along.” I
suppose this is human nature, but it is a
problem because it keeps people from
learn ing how to better gauge globalist
behavior and come to correct conclusions.
My goal in this article is to make every
liberty activist adept at predicting globalist
driven events. So, here is a good place to
start:

What’s more American than resistance
to tyranny? We must stop entering that
sheepfold called the voting booth!

primary target and a secondary target. There
is always more than one move developing
at any given time.
Knowing chess is key to knowing how
the globalists think.

Know your own darker side
Going by their behavior and rhetoric
when they are unguarded, most globalists
display highly narcissistic character traits
as well as sociopathy and psychopathy. It
is not enough to research these traits in a
clinical fashion, you have to tap into the
darker side of your own psyche, and think
as they think. This means being willing to
entertain evil and malicious concepts. You
must be willing to ask yourself: “If I were
them, how would I go about getting what I
want?”
Understanding devious and aberrant
psy cho pathic in tent goes a long way
toward making the globalists predictable.
Remember, many psychopaths are actually
highly intelligent and intuitive. They don’t
have a moral compass and have lost the
voice of conscience, but in order to adapt
they have learned how to fake it. They are
chameleons.
All people are inherently capable of evil
actions, just as they are inherently capable
of great good. You don’t have to become
like the elites, but you do have to go to
some ugly places in your own mind. An
elitist is basically a person who went to
those places and discovered that he liked it
there.

Read them

As noted above, the globalists have their
own media outlets in which they publish
their “views,” such as Foreign Policy, The
Economist, Bloomberg, Reuters, etc. These
views may be honest and sometimes they
are calculated propaganda. Again, if you
know exactly what the elitist targets are,
then you can better discern if what they are
saying is legitimate or a feint to distract
you.
I predicted the success of the Brexit and
the Trump win based on the knowledge
that: 1) The globalists need a large scale
crisis in order to drastically change public
perceptions on society and governance.
That is to say, they need to create a crisis
so terrifying that people will be willing to
accept a fully centralized global economic
system and global governance as a solution.
2) The glob al ists have al ready set in
motion an economic crisis that cannot be
reversed. It is a crisis that they must avoid
blame for at all costs once it accelerates. 3)
Conservative and sovereignty principles
are the primary threat to the dominance of
globalism. As long as ideas of individualism,
national sovereignty and decentralization

This is a hard one for many people. We
all have certain biases and these biases can
blind us to reality. The overreaching bias
within the liberty movement is a desire for
heroic leadership. We have grown up on
stories of heroes from George Washington
to Thomas Jefferson – grand statesmen and
military giants that crushed tyranny. The
problem is, while men like Washington
and Jefferson were indeed instrumental,
they were nothing without the hundreds
of thousands of unsung patriots working
tirelessly for freedom on their own.
The founding fathers were not considered
the founding fathers until long after the
American Revolution was over. At the
time, they were not thought of necessarily
as heroes or even great leaders. They were
just men, like many other men, gambling
life and liberty on a cause that was uncertain
at best.
Activists need to stop looking around for
mighty leaders and start taking leadership
themselves in their own way. If we do end
up with another Washington or Jefferson
or Paine or Madison, etc., we will not
know who they are until the fight is over
and the history books are written.

Neither knight nor king
The globalists take full advantage of the
movement’s weakness in seeking out and
artificially elevating heroes. Also, when
people have this bias, they end up with
blinders when examining such heroes with
any skepticism. Obviously I am referring
to Donald Trump here.
Sacred cows prevent accurate predictions
of major events because a person will refuse
to consider them as a potential negative
factor.
It is one thing to be able to predict the
outcome of social and political events; it is
another matter to do something about them.
In my next article I will outline solutions
liberty activists can pursue on their own
and in groups to counter globalist activity.
Predicting their tactics is essen tial, but
acting to disrupt those tactics should be the
ultimate goal.
The globalists believe that even if some
of us do manage to decipher their activities
and methods, we will have no means to do
anything about them. They see themselves
as the “history makers,” as the men who
act. They see us as the “history watchers,”
or the meaningless masses wafting about
with geopolitical tides, help less and
incapable of determining our own destinies.
I believe we will become history makers in
due course. One weakness of the globalists
that will sabotage them is their own hubris.
They see people as pawns, but what happens
when a piece walks off the chess board
completely and acts in an unpredictable
way? It is this po ten tial alone that will
destroy the globalists in the end.

— The protracted conflict —
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Justice Department okays Trump’s son-in-law on board
presstv.ir

President Donald Trump’s
hiring of his son-in-law Jared
Kushner will not violate any
anti-nepotism laws and can go
forward, says an official with the
U. S. Justice Department (DOJ).
“In choosing his personal staff,
the President enjoys an unusual
degree of freedom, which Congress
found suitable to the demands of
his office,” said deputy assistant (L-R) Jared Kushner, Ivanka Trump and First Lady Melania
Trump watch the presidential inaugural parade for President
at tor ney gen eral in the DOJ Donald Trump on January 20, 2017 in Washington, DC.
Office of Legal Counsel (OLC),
Daniel Koffsky, as reported by CNN.
or to appoint his relative to the White
He made the statement amid concerns House under title 3 and sub ject him to
that hiring Ivanka Trump’s husband could substantial restrictions against conflicts of
violate federal anti-nepotism laws or make interest,” Koffsky stated. “We believe that
the situation harder for Palestinians, given the president’s special hiring authority in
the close ties Kushner maintains with the 3 U.S.C. § 105(a) permits him to make
Israeli ruling Likud party.
appointments to the White House Office
“A President wanting a relative’s advice that the anti-nep o tism stat ute might
on governmental matters therefore has a otherwise forbid.”
choice: to seek that advice on an unofficial,
Since his victory on November 8,
ad hoc basis without conferring the status Trump has insisted that Kushner should be
and impos ing the re spon si bil i ties that present during daily presidential briefings,
accompany formal White House positions; despite not having security clearances

necessary.
The presence of Kushner and his wife at
a meeting of Trump with Japanese Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe drew criticism from
po lit i cal ex perts as they both lack the
se cu rity clear ance needed to at tend a
meeting with a world official.
His ap pointment could po ten tially
violate the 1967 anti-nepotism law, which
bans fed eral au thor i ties from giv ing

government positions to civilian relatives
in agencies under their control.
Kushner was raised in an Orthodox
Jewish family in New Jersey and studied as
an honors student in a private yeshiva high
school in 1999.
According to Tampa-based investigative
journalist Wayne Madsen, Ivanka’s husband
“has very close links with the Likud party
of Israel.”

Trump train rolls
U. S. President Donald Trump expelled
all ambassadors to foreign countries and
international organizations on his first day
in office. Sworn into office as the 45th
President of the United States, he had
demanded that all ambassadors appointed
by his predecessor Barack Obama leave
their offices on the same day.
As many as eighty ambassadors for
countries, agencies and issues, including
the ambassador for global women’s issues,
were discarded.
By common policy, politically-appointed
ambassadors resign at the start of a new

presstv.ir

administration, but it is less common to
have no replacements in line.
Trump’s transition team had announced
the decision to foreign ambassadors on
December 23. The move risks cutting all
direct connections with Germany, the U. K.
and Canada, as well as other critical allies.
In addition, countries such as China, India,
Japan and Saudi Arabia will be waiting for
replacements, a lengthy pro cess that is
carried out by the U. S. Congress.
So far, a few appointments have been
made, including South Carolina Governor
Nikki Haley as ambassador to the U. N.

Lutherans pushing invaders on North Dakota
newobserveronline.com

The Lutheran Social Services of North
Dakota (LSSND) has been named as the
group primarily responsible for pushing
hundreds of nonWhite invaders pretending
to be refu gees into the State of North
Da kota.
News of the Lu ther ans’ attempts to
destroy North Dakota’s racial homogeneity

has emerged with an attempt by North
Dakota lawmakers to pass a bill that would
create a way for communities to request
temporary bans on new refugee resettlement
and would grant the Governor power to
impose such a ban statewide.
The LSSND is the only federally recognized and approved “refugee resettlement
organization” in the State of North Dakota.
According to the 2010 census, the State
was 88.7 percent White, with the largest
nonWhite group being Amerindian.
According to a report in the Valley News
Live news service, State legislators have
proposed House Bill 1427 to “provide for
the determination of refugee absorptive
capacity.”
The bill lays out all of the sections of a
community that need to be evaluated to
determine how many “refugees” a certain
place can take in.

Declaring the obvious
A ban could last up to a year and so
could an extension of the ban, the bill
says. Before applying for a ban, a local
government would have to hold a public
hearing and issue a finding that “further
re set tle ment of ref u gees in the host
community would result in an adverse
impact to existing residents,” the bill
states.
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Such a finding would be based on what
the bill calls a commu nity’s “ref u gee
absorptive capacity.” This capacity would
be determined by various factors, such as
local availability of housing, jobs and
healthcare, as well as the ability of social
services, schools, police and other government agencies to meet refugees’ needs.

Sordid details
Furthermore, at the end of
each year, a raft of reports will
be re quired to be sub mit ted,
including information on how
much money was provided in
cash assistance pro grams, the
requirements for enrollment in
such pro grams, how many
“refugees” failed to comply with
the requirements, a full report on
all crimes committed by the “ref ugees,”
including “child abuse, female genital
mutilation, domestic abuse, sex or human
trafficking and terrorism.”
The bill ends saying local governments
will be allowed to apply for a “moratorium

on resettlement” if they can’t meet the
requirements. It also says the Governor of
North Dakota may issue a moratorium to
the program too through executive order.
North Dakota Governor Doug Burgum
has previously said that filing a lawsuit
against the federal government in regards
to the refugee resettlement program is an
option to be considered, based on that fact
that the “federal government did not have
authority to name Lutheran Social Services
to govern the resettlement program in the
State.”

Busybodies

The LSSND resettled 558 “refugees” in
fiscal year 2016, which ended September
30. Of those, 372 went to Fargo, 106 to
Grand Forks, 50 to Bismarck, and eight to
West Fargo. In fiscal year 2017, the group
has projected it will resettle 315 refugees
in the Fargo area, 110 in Grand Forks and
50 in Bismarck.
The LSSND website says that as the
“State refugee coordinator appointed by
the North Dakota Department of Human
Services, Lutheran Social Services of

North Dakota,” they “welcome about 400
ref u gees each year” who are “re settled
in Fargo, West Fargo, Grand Forks and
Bismarck,” and in total have “resettled”
7,600 “refugees” in those cities.

Agenda 21
The LSSND “se cures an apart ment
for the [refugee] family, provides deposit
and first month’s rent, basic furnishings,
clothing and a two week supply of food;
provides assistance in applying for Social
Security cards, registering adults and
children in English Language Learning
classes and public education programs;
sets up medical appointments and assists in
applying for other support services;” and
“prepares a self-sufficiency plan together
with client and employment specialist.
Assists client in identifying and removing
barriers to success.”
The LSSND website says that it is
sup ported by the Lutheran Services in
America (LSA), the Lutheran Church
Mis souri Synod, and the Evangelical
Lutheran Church in America.

NPD celebrates victory over Stasi State
compatriots who want to keep Germany not uphold the attempt to ban the party was
“Our commitment to the people of for the Germans.
that it was, in their opinion, too weak to
newobserveronline.com

Germany is not unconstitutional,” the
“The Karlsruhe decision is an impetus achieve its goals.
leader of the National Democratic Party of for democracy and freedom of expression,
The implication of this decision is that
Germany (NPD), Frank Franz,
if the party was, for example, attracting
said in his reaction to the second
sup port lev els of the Al ter na tive für
failed attempt by the Stasi State
Deutschland (AfD) party, then they would
to ban his party.
have banned it.
The Ger man Con sti tu tional
This open admission by the court’s
Court in Karlsruhe on January
judges reveals the true rationale of these
17 turned down an application
“democrats” – namely that they will ban
brought by the Federal States –
any attempt by the electorate to replace the
all controlled by a combination
current political parties by democratic
of the major “democratic” parties
means.
– to ban the NPD on the grounds
The Stasi State’s previous attempt to
that its policy to keep Germany
ban the NPD in 2003 failed after it was
German was “unconstitutional” NPD leader Franz Frank addresses the media after the court’s revealed that the internal State security
and a “threat to democracy.”
decision.
agency had been responsible for generating
NPD leader Frank – who was clearly and will boost us in our current election the “evidence showing how bad the party
overjoyed at the outcome – said that it was campaign in Saarland,” he said.
was” through its planted agents within the
“not just the NPD in the stocks today, but
The court’s decision was preceded by a party.
freedom of expression.”
judg ment which con tained a
barrage of insults and abuse, with
Heart of the matter
the judges parroting the claims
He said the attempt to ban the NPD was that the NPD was against “human
also an attempt at banning “an entire canon dignity, integrity and equality
of expression, [namely] the criticism of be fore the law,” and wanted
mass immigration, that commitment to the to “replace the con stitutional
peo ple and their in her i tance, and the State of the Ba sic Law by an
demand for German national sovereignty. authoritarian Nation State which
“The NPD will now continue the fight was racist in character,” which
to ensure that the German people remain “fore sees no room for the
sovereign in their own country.”
par tic i pa tion of eth nic nonAn NPD election poster currently being used in the Saarland
Frank added that the flood of messages Germans in the for mation of reads:
“68 percent of all under six-year-olds in Frankfurt are of
of congratulations he was receiving gave political will.”
foreign heritage. This is why we have no time for the ‘AfD-lite’
him courage, and that there are still many
The only reason why they did solutions.”
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Today’s terrorists waging wars on terrorism nothing new
By Christine Miller

T

millercbm@gmail.com

he more things
change, the more they
stay the same. That
fashion model walking
down the promenade
changes her outfit, but
underneath is the same
woman. The image is
but superficial. History
does not change, only
repeats itself. The system appears new, in
other words is looking different, but man
remains the same.
Der kleine Gott der Welt bleibt stets
vom gleichen Schlag.
Und ist so wunderlich
als wie am ersten Tag.
Ein wenig besser würd er leben,
hätt’st du ihm nicht den Schein
des Himmelslicht gegeben;
Er nennts Vernunft und braucht’s allein
nur tierischer als jedes Tier zu sein.
The little God of this world remains the
same, and is as strange as on his first day.
He would live a little better if you had not
given him this appearance of a heavenly
light. He calls it reason and then uses it to
be more beastly than any beast.
And such beastliness runs down through
history like a bloody red threat.
What had happened to the Confederacy
during that so-called Civil War repeated
itself when the Allies declared their war on
Germany. Sherman was given to break into
the South then push through to the North.
His precise order was to kill and destroy.
But there was nothing in the South except
peaceful villages with women, children,
old men and slaves who remained loyal to
their families and did not revolt as was the
aim behind Lincoln’s emancipation gambit.
The North at this time had a superiority of
weaponry and manpower, the South only
its superior command.
So the South’s defeat was assured, as
Sherman’s Anaconda moved on – houses,
farms and grain fields burning, dead cattle

rotting in the fields and the “freed” slaves
starv ing with their families. Sherman’s
subordinate, Sheridan, wrote Washington:
“I was able to burn up two thousand barns
full of grain, seventy mills. I had three
thousand sheep killed and in an area of five
miles I had burned all the houses down.”

Same situation
Back to Germany: At the end of 1944
the war was already decided, since Allied
superiority in weapons and manpower
stood not merely double but 1 to 25. The
Germans’ only superiority resided in their
leadership and soldiery. My father always
told me about Russia’s inferior leadership,
and how the officers willingly sacrificed
common Russian soldiers en mass. That is
not surprising, since Stalin had liquidated
the officer corps of the Czarist regime.
At the end of 1944 there was nothing in
Germany except peaceful cities and villages
with women, children and old men, along
with inmates in the concentration camps.
(All the Allies built concentration camps.)
The English and Americans had a free sky,
dropping their excess bombs until the very
last day of the war. The dead were mostly
German women and children. Those who
survived began starving, and that included
the concentration camp inmates.

Comparable
Lincoln maintained that his war was to
preserve the Union. But, after the “Great
Emancipator” met assassination, what did
the Congress do? It kicked the Confederate
States out of the Union. That is not only
hypocrisy, it is schizophrenia; they make a
war to preserve the union and then dissolve
it. The Southern States were turned into
military dictatorships ruled by Generals
and plundered. All those Negroes got the
right to vote, while more than a hundred
thousand Confederate loyalist Whites were
excluded.
Negroes were then put in charge of the
governments. And, no, those who received
the reins were not all as nice as Mamie in

Gone with the Wind. Man remains man.
Schizophrenia runs like a madding threat
through American history during and after
WWII. Former valuable Ally Josef Stalin’s
Communist Soviet Union, which the United
States had salvaged with weapons and
food, became a deadly enemy. Communism
was suddenly the big threat which had to
be defeated in Vietnam, whereby 55,000
American soldiers met their deaths. The
German prisoners of war in the Soviet
Union were fed with corn and fish meal
arriving from the USA.

Reconstruction’s façades
Whites in the South necessarily resorted
to a self-help organization, the Ku Klux
Klan. It was a defensive organization, but
one which now has the media’s stamp of
odium, evil personified, just like the Nazis.
Adolf Hitler had left the Allied Nations
(victors club) and was roundly condemned
for this action. After the war those victors
formed a new club, the U. N. – to which
Germany was not admitted until many
years later. Just as the North gave Negroes
in the defeated Confederacy power over
Whites, the Allies allowed Jews to govern
the defeated Germans. So Jews gained the
media and have used that weaponry ever
since to relentlessly “reeducate” Germans,
to malign them and enhance their own kind
– and Israel. Anybody having belonged to
the party was not allowed to teach, heal or
work in his former job.

Beastlier than any beast
One of my aunts had a job in a welfare
office. She was dismissed from there, and
finally found a job as a kitchen helper. The
Americans flung open the concentration
camps, deeming all those inmates innocent
and giving them double food rations. For
the German civilian population, this meant
robberies and murders. But, unlike how the
South had responded to wilding Negroes,
in Germany after the war there was no
self-help group such as the Ku Klux Klan.
Yet the Allies feared “the Werewolf.”

There was no Werewolf! Andy Rooney, in
My War, stated his surprise at the absence
of resistance to the occupation. I wrote
back to him: “Who was supposed to be part
of the Werewolf? My uncle, a bedridden
invalid, his wife crippled with a bad hip,
their daughter having her hands full keeping
the little farm going, or I, a ten-year-old
girl? My cousin Xaver was finally released
from a Soviet prisoner-of-war camp in
1955.
In the former Confederacy there is a
movement to eliminate statues of their war
heroes and pronounce damnatio memoriae
over any leadership associated with the
Confederacy. (So far, however, the former
slave owners Jefferson and Washington
seem to be exempt.)
The present-day German government
elite has pronounced damnatio memoriae
on Adolf Hitler and his party. They want to
expunge his memory. The reason naturally
is, not because he was so bad, but because
he was that good. They are afraid of the
comparisons. Within one year he brought
Germany back. It took the German “elite”
– even with help from the Jewish media – a
few decades to bring Germany low again.

Brain laundry
When I challenged one Mr. Pelz, a
“Ho lo caust sur vi vor,” he be came very
irascible and told me that the Germans
should have committed national suicide.
The young audience clapped. When I look
at present-day Germany now and see how
asylum seekers are flocking like maggots
to the lard which Merkel has hung out, it
seems to me that Pelz is getting his wish.

Forces encircling Russia “fear Russian aggression”
The biggest racket is not
war, Smedley Butler, it’s a
government that beats the
war drums – while it lasts.
presstv.ir

Around 3,500 U. S. troops
have arrived in Poland, one of
the largest deployments of U. S.
forces in Europe since the end of
the Cold War in 1991, sparking
American soldiers are pictured crossing the Polish-German
immediate anger from Russia.
border in Olszyna, Poland, on January 12, 2016.
They crossed into Poland from
Germany on January 12 aboard hundreds brigade and heavy equipment deployed
of military vehicles, part of a larger NATO in Po land and nearby NATO part ners
operation “to deter Russian aggression.”
Es to nia, Lat via, Lith u a nia, Bul garia,
The American troops will spend about Hungary and Romania on a rotational basis.
a month training in Poland before moving
Doublespeak
to other NATO member States in Eastern
Outgoing U. S. President Barack Obama
Europe for additional training exercises.
The Pentagon operation, dubbed Atlantic was said to have ordered the deployment in
Resolve mission, will involve an armored 2014 to reassure NATO allies in Eastern

Europe after Russia’s alleged intervention
in Ukraine’s crisis.
But the mission came a week ahead of
President Donald Trump’s inauguration.
He had called for closer ties with Russia,
despite recent allegations of Moscow’s
meddling in the U. S. presidential election.
Dmitry Peskov, a spokesman for Russian
President Vladimir Putin, said the NATO
operation threatens “Russia’s interests and
our security.
“This is even more pronounced when a
third party (the United States) reinforces
its military presence on our doorstep in
Europe,” he added.
Alexei Meshkov, Russia’s deputy foreign
minister, said the deployment is “a factor
destabilizing European security.”
The U. S. and its allies have been at odds
with Moscow since Ukraine’s strategic
Black Sea peninsula of Crimea rejoined
Russia following a referendum in March

2014.

Asking for it

Since then, the European Union, the
U. S. and some other Western countries
have imposed several rounds of sanctions
against Russia.
NATO also cut ties with Moscow in
2014 and started to deploy troops and
weaponry to Baltic States Latvia, Lithuania
and Estonia – near Russia.

Ties between the U. S. and
Russia further deteriorated
when Mos cow last year
launched an air offensive
against Daesh terrorists in
Syria, many of whom were
initially trained by the CIA
to fight against the Syrian
government.

Greek minister: invaders not “refugees”
newobserveronline.com

Greek Minister for Migration Yannis
Mouzalas has finally admitted that the vast
majority of Third World invaders pouring
into Europe via his country are not refugees
but “economic migrants.” Of course, none
of them are actually “refugees,” as they all
have come from safe third countries.
Mouzalas – a member of the cryptoCommunist Greek government – admitted
last month that “people entering the country
illegally from Turkey are not predominantly
from war-torn countries like Syria and
Iraq. They are no lon ger refu gees, but
economic migrants.”
At least 60,000 nonWhite invaders are
trapped in Greece after Eastern European
States under the leadership of Hungary

erected fences and deployed troops to
halt the invasion. Most of that 60,000 in
Greece now live in government-provided
camps where they are housed, fed and
clothed by the already hard-pressed Greek
tax pay ers, subsidized by the European
Union (EU).

Reneges

Add to Greece’s problems, the Angela
Merkel regime in Berlin has engaged in yet
another hypocritical policy flip, announcing
that, as from March, “refugees” who first
landed in Greece will be sent back to that
country. The so-called Dublin Agreement
on “asylum seekers” always said that those
seeking asylum had to apply in the first
E. U. State in which they landed.
This policy was applied until 2015, when

Merkel announced she was unilaterally
abandoning it and would offer “asylum” to
any Third World invader who managed to
reach Germany.
Now, however, with elections coming
up and a dramatic rise in support for the
Alternative für Deutschland (AfD) party,
Merkel has decided the Dublin Agreement
rules should once again apply.
A German Interior Ministry spokesman,
Tobias Plate, has said that Germany would
reinstate the Dublin rule and return newly
arrived “asylum seekers” to their first E. U.
port of call.
Mouzalas said the Dublin Agreement is
“unable to respond to the historic migration
flows and leaves the burden to the member
States that migrants first arrive in.”

But neither Mouzalas nor Merkel admit
that, even under the E. U.’s absurd “asylum”
rules, none of the millions of Third World
invaders having poured into Europe in the
last few years qualify as “asylum seekers.”
Even those who might genuinely have
fled war zones – such as Syria or Iraq –
have all either refused to move to other,
completely safe, parts of their own country,
or passed through safe countries on their
way to Europe. The accepted definitions of
asylum state that the seeker must be fleeing
out of a well-grounded “fear for his or her
life.” All of the invaders reaching Europe
left safe third countries, therefore not a
single one is actually a refugee at all. They
are, without exception, scroungers seeking
to parasite off the European taxpayers.

— New world odor —
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Reconstruction: E. U. ships 10,000 invaders northwest
newobserveronline.com

The United Nations’ International
Organization for Migration (IOM) has
announced that over 10,000 invaders
who landed in Greece and Italy have
been airlifted to other European Union
(E. U.) member States through the
E. U. “relocation program” agreed to
by the European Commission.
According to a statement on the
IOM website, during one January week
alone, 168 fake refuges left Greece for
Estonia, Lithuania, Luxembourg, Norway
and Portugal, while another 81 were moved
from Italy to Spain.

The latest transfers bring
the total number of invaders
re lo cated – at Eu ro pean
taxpayer expense – to 10,189
since its launch in October
2015.
The program was set up by the European
Union to help Greece and Italy cope with
the mass Third World invasion by moving
106,000 invaders into other E. U. member
States as part of a two-year program.
The IOM said in its state ment that

although it “welcomed” the 10,000 figure
mark, the program needed to be sped up.
Eugenio Ambrosi, Director of IOM’s
Regional Office for the E. U., Norway and
Swit zer land, said that “faster and full
implementation of the E. U. relocation plan
will help to alleviate overcrowding and
suffering” among invaders in Greece.
“A very good plan is in place and IOM has
been fully supporting its implementation,
but what we are now seeing in Greece is
the consequence of the delays. Picking up
the pace of the re lo ca tions is not only
operationally possible, it is absolutely vital
for improving the living conditions and
well-being of thousands of people eligible
for relocation,” he said.
The IOM called for the provision of
more dedicated relocation centers, and said

that E. U. member States participating in the
program “should also reduce processing
time and in crease the avail abil ity of
accommodation for people who are ready
to be relocated.”
A total of 5,000 invaders were relocated
in the program’s first 11 months, whereas
the next 5,000 people were relocated in
only 3.5 months. An average of 1,371 were
re lo cated per month from Oc to ber to
December 2016, a marked increase from
an average of 486 per month in the first
year of the program, the IOM said.

Coast “guards” shuttle them
A record number of invaders were moved
from Italy and Greece in December 2016.
For Italy, there were almost twice as many
people relocated in November and more
than three times October’s total.
To date, France (2,702), the Netherlands
(1,216) and Germany (1,099) have received
the most invaders under the scheme.
Another 1,193 invaders were expected
to be relocated from Greece and Italy to
other E. U. member and associated States
by the end of January 2017.
As of December 31, invaders claiming
to be Syrians comprised the majority of
E. U. relocation beneficiaries (58 percent),

followed by Eritreans (27 percent), Iraqis
(12 percent) and other nationalities (three
percent).

“Youths”

Men account for 61 percent of those
relocated, and 33 percent claimed to be
un der the age of 18. The pro gram has
relocated 165 “unaccompanied children”
from Greece, with Finland accepting the
largest number.
To help the invaders “integrate in their
new communities,” the IOM runs “prede par ture ori en ta tion ses sions, which
provide useful information on their rights
and obligations, as well as initial post-arrival
reception and early integration assistance.”
Where necessary, IOM also provides
med ical escorts, as well as escorts for
unaccompanied minors or large groups, to
assist them during their travel.
“Interpreters and cultural mediators are
in contact with beneficiaries throughout
the re lo ca tion pro cess to en sure that
they understand the procedures and can
communicate any concerns or questions,”
the IOM statement added, concluding with
the boast that, so far, the orga ni za tion
has “assisted over 300 group relocation
move ments to 23 Eu ro pean coun tries
participating in the program.”

CDU human rights speaker quits over open door policy
Reconstructed Germany
rt.com

A human rights spokesperson for
Chancellor Merkel’s CDU is quitting the
“conservative” party citing sharp discontent
with the government’s “political will” to
let thousands of unidentified refugees in,
de spite the risk of ter ror ists slip ping
through as well.
Erika Steinbach, a longtime member of
Chan cellor Angela Merkel’s Christian
Democratic Union (CDU) and the party’s
human rights spokesperson, explained her
démarche in a Saturday interview with Die
Welt.

Not a traitor

“Would I vote CDU at the moment? No.
Would I join the CDU today? No. I can
only draw the honest conclusion of quitting
the CDU,” she told the newspaper.
Steinbach, who until recently was a

member of the CDU faction’s
leadership, maintained that the
government’s decision to allow
hundreds of thousands of migrants
and asylum seekers into Germany
without checking their identity
went “against our laws and against
E. U. treaties.”
She observed that Merkel’s
cabinet had deliberately invited
il le gal im mi gra tion: “At the
President of the German Federal Association of Expellees
Federal Office for Migration,
(Bund der Vertriebenen, BdV) Erika Steinbach (L)
thousands of passports have
and German Chancellor Angela Merkel
been identified as counterfeit,
without any legal consequences for the seekers, but also – as many warned from
respective migrants being drawn. There is the very outset – terrorists. Our security
a political will behind it.”
environment has significantly deteriorated
She also argued that failure to identify since opening the borders,” Steinbach
new arrivals has resulted in a security lapse said.
which has allowed terrorist organizations
CDU’s leadership has yet to comment
to send their operatives into Europe.
on her decision to resign, though Manfred
“With migrants came not only asylum Pentz, the party head from Steinbach’s

home State of Hessen, said that it was
“predictable.”
“It would be consistent if she also laid
down her Bundestag mandate [credentials
as a lawmaker] which she… owes to the
party,” Pentz said.

Welcomes her decision
The Frankfurter Allgemeine newspaper
was quick to report that the far-right, antiimmigration Alternative for Germany (AfD)
Party had promptly received Steinbach’s
res ig na tion.
AfD Vice-chairman Alexander Gauland
said he will “reach Mrs Steinbach very
soon and dis cuss her fu ture po lit i cal
plans.”
While Steinbach said she isn’t tempted
to join the AfD, she expressed hope that
the party will enter the parliament after
September’s general election “so that there
is finally an opposition.”

Hungary still holding out against IsraAID’s invasions
hungarianambiance.com

Prime Minister Viktor Orbán expects
two major battles in Brussels this year: one
on the issue of migration, and the other on
economic strategy. On both fronts, he said,
“we shall have to defend our sovereignty.”
On Kossuth Rádió’s “180 Minutes,” the
Prime Minister said that Hungary must
block attempts by Brussels to appropriate
national competencies related to migration.
In this context, he said the government has
de cided to re in state de ten tion of alien
persons, and with this measure “we are
openly opposing” the European Union. In
his view, this measure is necessary due to
the threat of terrorism in Europe. To ensure
national defense, he said, all legal provisions
which make acts of terrorism easier must
be changed.
Regarding the “other battle,” Mr. Orbán
said that Brussels is seeking ever greater
power of intervention in issues of economic
strategy – such as energy pricing, taxes and
wages. In his view, however, Hungary
must ensure that such intervention cannot
happen.
He specifically highlighted defending
reductions in household utility charges.
Such defense is necessary, he explained,
because the planned Euro pean en ergy
union would prohibit State price regulation,
which in turn would mean that reductions
in household utility charges would need to
be phased out.
The Prime Minister described the coming
year as one of rebellion: the Nations of the
E. U. will rebel against Brussels’ policy of

seeking to continually appropriate powers
from the Nation States, “sometimes openly,
sometimes by stealth.” He mentioned the
center-right French presidential candidate
François Fillon, whom he described as
having “a program of rebellion”: on the
issue of migration, for instance, the program
rebels against the common European asylum
policy which has been pursued to date.
In Mr. Orbán’s opinion, in 2017 we
can expect a major struggle between an
approach that seeks to protect Member
States’ rights within the E. U. and the
centralizing impulse in Brussels that seeks
to appropriate ever more powers.
He also said that a feeling of “sour
grapes” lies behind “Western sophistry.”
Mr. Orbán observed that Westerners are
accustomed to telling Central Europeans
how to be modern, how to be successful,

how to build capitalism and the market
economy, and explaining what democracy
is. “Now they are suffering from a lack of
success: their figures are poorer, ours are
better, and the reason is that we are doing
things differently from them. They do not
want to admit that our way of doing things
is more sensible,” he stated. He added that
instead of people in the West facing up to
reality, “they continue to force their broken
record onto the turntable” for ideological
reasons.
Regarding the Visegrád Four, Hungary
will attempt to intensify V4 cooperation
during the Hungarian presidency starting
in July. He also spoke of Hungarian-Polish
relations, noting that “solidarity is working
well.” As an example, he observed that in
the E. U. recently the Hungarians stood up
for the Poles on the issue of coal mining,

and in return he asked Warsaw to stand up
for Hungary in Brussels on reduction of
VAT on internet services to five percent.
Concerning the Hungarian economy,
Mr. Orbán said the Government’s efforts
are coming to fruition. “The change in the
workfare economy is also slowly taking
place in people’s lives”: in other words,
there is the possibility of work for everyone
who wants to work, unemployment is falling
dramatically, wages are rising and payroll
taxes are decreasing. He said that shortages
of labor are a sign of continuously growing
business investment.
Finally he mentioned recent extremely
cold weather. Mr. Orbán asked homeless
people to make use of the shelters which
have been made available. He stressed that
there are more spaces in the shelters than
there are homeless people.

Country of Soros’ birth disowns him
hungarianambiance.com

George Soros... were set up to interfere
with the policies of the elected government,
while no one has elected them,” said the
Fidesz party vice-president to atv.hu.

The Hungarian government wants to
get rid of the most pernicious among nongovernment organizations (NGOs) today
operating as foreign agents who, however,
camouflage themselves as “civil rights”
groups.

Subversive aims

Not fooled

In Hungary everyone having average
intelligence knows the names of the most
extremist and anti-Hungarian NGOs that
are promoting the globalist agenda.
Szilárd Németh, vice president of the
ruling Fidesz party, has even named the

Szilárd Németh

most noxious ones. They can – one way or
another – be linked to billionaire George
Soros, said Németh.
“In my opinion these NGOs linked to

Earlier, Németh had remarked that these
NGOs have sneaked parallel structures into
Hungary supported by experts and financed
by a billionaire targeting the democratically
elected government’s policies. Their hidden
and treacherous agenda is betrayed by their
strong pro-immigration stance regarding
the ongoing European migration crisis.
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More adventures in Legal Land
By Lt. Colonel Donald Sullivan (Ret)

L

aloe910@aol.com

ast month’s report focused on the good
news of my IRS win,
but the news wasn’t all
salutary in December.
The federal complaint
which sought to hold
a certain State trooper
(“Lyin’ Bryan”) liable
for perjured testimony
during my concealed
weapon case was dismissed “with prejudice”
(can’t re-file) on the federal civil rights
charges. The complaint included three of
his contemporaries, plus his supervisor,
along with three DAs, a sheriff, the North
Carolina Attorney General (now Governor)
and Governor. The case not only focused
on that trooper’s perjury, but also on the
other defendants’ refusal to put the charge
before a grand jury to investigate the alleged
crime fully with the objective of securing
an indictment.

Isolation of the grand jury
In dismissing this complaint, the judge
protected those defendants with language
such as, “Prosecutors are absolutely immune
when carrying out the judicial phase of
prosecutorial functions, including initiating
a judicial proceeding or appearing in court”;
and, “Pri vate cit i zens can not pe ti tion…
courts to compel criminal prosecution of
another person”; thus, again confirming
that the people no longer have access to the
grand jury.
Since the DA acts as gatekeeper to the
grand jury, it has now become impossible
for a private citizen to get justice against a
government employee without permission
from another government employee.

Bryan must answer
However, the court dismissed the State
charges “without prejudice” (these can be
re-filed), leaving me the option of filing a
complaint for declaratory judgment in State
court to determine whether Lyin’ Bryan’s
pre var ica tions un der oath con sti tuted
perjury. My hope is the State court judge

will determine the trooper’s testimony to
constitute perjury and put the charge to the
grand jury. (In North Carolina, only DAs and
judges initiate grand jury investigations.) I
have proven that in spades, to the point of
inviting contempt charges from the court.
Since I’m not one who is prone to giving
up, expect me to file a new complaint as
soon as I can free up some time.
On a more pressing subject, the county
tax collector has filed a complaint seeking
liens and an order to foreclose them against
me in an effort to collect six years of back
property taxes; in other words, he’s asking
permission to steal my land for taxes.
While I am not convinced the laws of the
State require me to pay property taxes, or
that the State has authority to tax me or my
land, that is not the reason I have not paid
this tax over the past six years.
When the IRS notified me in late 2011
of its ten-million-dollar assessment against
me for unpaid income taxes, that news
became a realization that the assessment
had generated a lien against everything I
owned in the same amount. So, one has to
ask himself why in the world would he pay
property tax on land which was about to be
seized by the IRS? Plus, with the IRS lien
already in place, it might be difficult for the
county tax office to perfect a lien which
was subordinate to a federal tax lien.

Who is the owner?
But, now that the IRS has lost its case
against me, its lien should very soon be
released and the land will be vulnerable to
the county’s efforts to seize it. It therefore
becomes incumbent upon me to defend my
land from those thieves in government yet
again.
My motion to dismiss the complaint was
denied by the district court in December,
compelling me to answer that complaint by
the end of January. In the meantime, I had
challenged the legality of their tax with said
“taxing units” (county and town) pursuant
to the State tax code. There is no response
yet from the county, but the town denied
my demand for the tax claims to be released.
I upped the ante, moving for reconsideration

of my demand to the town when advising
that I will file a federal lawsuit against the
town if it continues refusing to recognize
my right to private property. After all, we
fought a war to wrest ownership of our
land from King George; and there can be
no freedom where there is no right to own
one’s land. If we have to pay “rent” on our
land, and the State can take it from us if we
don’t make the payment, it’s not ours.
The first plank of Communism is the
“abolition of all private property.” If we are
to preserve this “Republic,” we must take
back our right to private property. After all,
number 17 of those 27 grievances against
King George listed in the Declaration of
Independence stated that, “The King… has
imposed taxes upon us without our consent.”
I have not consented to this property tax,
nor authorized my representatives to so tax
me in my State Constitution. While the State
law on property taxation is constitutional,
it is being enforced unconstitutionally.
My defenses for my land not to be taxed
by the State are as follows:
1. State property tax law does not allow
the taxation of a private individual. Only
“legal entities” can be taxed.
2. The U. S. Supreme Court has ruled
that “a State may only tax that which exists
by its au thority or by its per mission.”
McCullough v. Maryland (1819).
3. The State Constitution requires that
all taxation must be uniform throughout
the State. By contrast, each governmental
unit has its own, independent method of
assessment and computation of tax rates.
As I learned from my recent victory
against the IRS, the only way to beat the
taxman is to use his own procedures and
rules against him. For the most part, those
rules and procedures are constitutional;
and we need to educate ourselves as to
what the documents really authorize. Just
like in days gone by, “Our peo ple are
destroyed for their lack of knowledge.”
“Information may become knowledge.
Knowledge may become wisdom. Wisdom
is power.” Us ing knowl edge with out
wisdom can be hazardous to one’s wellbeing.

Neocon axis wants $5 trillion for military
presstv.ir

Former U. S. presidential candidate and
Congressman Ron Paul says there is a
neoconservative axis in the Senate, made
of John McCain, Lindsey Graham and Tom
Cotton, which might destroy America by
increasing the military spending up to five
trillion dollars over the next five years.
Paul, founder of the Ron Paul Institute
for Peace and Prosperity, made the remarks
in a January 19 online weekly broadcast
called Ron Paul Liberty Report, co-hosted
by Daniel McAdams.

Named insane with reason
Sen ate Armed Ser vices Chair man
McCain has published a 35-page white
paper, “Restoring American Power,” in
which he says the U. S. military must
achieve the capability of waging and

Ron Paul (right) speaks while Daniel McAdams
listens during the broadcast of Ron Paul Liberty
Report on January 19.

winning conventional warfare in three
priority theaters – Asia, Europe and the
Middle East.
In the paper, the hawkish senator also
outlined his plans to counter the new
threats of battlefield nu clear weapons,
cyber attacks and irregular warfare, which
would cost $430 billion more than current
plans over five years.
In December, Congress passed the U. S.

Republican Senators Lindsey Graham (R) front,
Tom Cotton (C) and John McCain (L).

military budget of $618.7 billion for the
next fiscal year.
“We want to talk about the spending –
there is too much of it,” said Dr. Paul,
“but there is a major paper came out just
recently from the leader of the neocons in
the Senate. You know there is a neocon
axis in the Senate made of McCain, Graham
and Cotton.
“They’re the three top dogs there, and
they have declared that we are in great
danger, we are going to be attacked, and we
are unprepared, we have no weaponry, we
don’t spend enough money, and therefore
their proposal is simple: ‘five trillion dollars
in next five years just on the military,’” he
stated.
“‘Rebuild the military!’ Sounds like
Donald Trump might like that. He has been
arguing the case. These guys are neocons. I
don’t think Trump has earned the title. And
how this does come together, which will be
interesting,” he noted.
“But five trillion dollars is what they
want to spend to rebuild the military,
claiming that we are in great danger, and
that we have to be prepared to fight three
wars at a time,” Dr. Paul said.
On his turn, McAdams said that “The
real question what we have when coming

up with this topic is on the one hand
Donald Trump has been saying that we
need to rebuild our military. He has been
critical of some weaponry but overall he
says we need to rebuild the military…
“Will this be a way of healing the
wounds? I mean McCain and Trump have
not been friends, not in the slightest. Will
this be where they come together?” he
asked.
“And if so who will be the big enemy
because Trump has talked about wanting to
have better relationships with Russia?
How do you justify having such a huge
military?” he wondered.

Wil liam A. White 13888-084
U. S. P. Marion
P. O. Box 1000
Marion, IL 62959
Author and activist Bill White is
facing his eighth Federal trial in only
six years. His real “crime” is being
an out spo ken po lit i cal dis si dent.
Bill is accused of extorting a U. S.
judge and a U. S. at tor ney into
dismissing charges against 14 White
political prisoners.

Re cent in ves ti ga tive re ports,
however, reveal that Bill White was
framed. He desperately needs to raise
$3,000 right away for investigators
to prove his innocence.

DONATE/BUY DIRECTLY:
POISONED PEN PUBLISHING
P.O. Box 2770
Stafford, VA 22555
Attn: Defense Fund

OR BUY HIS BOOKS AT
WWW.AMAZON.COM
www.amazon.com/shops/
A2J0JWM0DDKTJ5

Can it be any plainer?
Dr. Paul responded that he does not think
that “the military or militarism is going to
be diminished in the Trump administration
because we have a couple of generals there
that are there for a purpose…
“They are also influenced as usual by
those individuals in the weapons industry,
and they talk to them all the time,” he
noted.
“When they talk about these weapons,
making America strong again and this is
what we need, do they ever look at the
other side of the equation?” the veteran
political commentator asked.
“Maybe financially it is going to destroy
us, and that’s how most empires end
anyway,” he observed. “But they really
don’t talk about that.”
Dr. Paul, whose son, Senator Rand Paul,
ran for president in 2016, has maintained
strong po si tions against the mil i taryindustrial complex and the Federal Reserve,
each of which he considers responsible for
many of the ills afflicting the United States.

Centuries of Revolution:
Democracy, Communism
& Zionism
$25 plus $4 S&H inside the U. S.

The Tradition of the
Mother: The Aryan &
the Non-Aryan in the
Mideast & Europe
$25 plus $4 S&H inside the U. S.

For more info on the trial visit:
WWW.BILLWHITETRIAL.INFO
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Iran no threat to the United States, why are we there?
Not seeing the forest for the
trees, or, the insanity of American
Zionism: What is the U. S. military
doing in the Strait of Hormuz, or,
even worse, firing “warning shots”
there at Iran? Just look on a map;
the Strait of Hormuz is in Iranian
territory. That would be similar to
the Iranian military going into the
Gulf of Mexico near Texas and
firing warning shots at American
boats. Do you think America would
tolerate that? Betcha not! In fact, I
double-betcha-not!
– Socrates
vanguardnewsnetwork.com

U. S. Navy ship fires warning
shots at Iranian vessels in
Strait of Hormuz
rt.com

A U. S. Navy ship fired three warning
shots on January 8 at four vessels of the
Iranian Revolutionary Guard after they
closed in at high speed in the Strait of

in the Strait of Hormuz, the
Pentagon announced at the time.
The incident happened in inter na tional wa ters, U. S. military
officials noted.

Other standoffs
The encounters are just the
latest in a spate of similar ones
involving the Iranian and U. S.
Navies in 2016. In July, the USS
Guided-missile destroyer USS Mahan (DDG 72)
New Orleans and its escort ship,
Hormuz, according to U. S. defense officials the USS Stout, a guided missile destroyer,
were approached by several Iranian vessels
cited by Reuters.
The USS Mahan destroyer apparently whose crews filmed the sailors.
The most widely-reported case, however,
tried to establish contact with those four
approaching Iranian vessels and asked occurred in January 2016, when ten U. S.
them to reduce their speed, but they did not sailors were taken into custody after their
respond, according to unnamed officials boats crossed into Iranian waters. Footage
later emerged showing U. S. servicemen
quoted by the news outlet.
According to Reuters, Iranian ships kneeling on the deck of the patrol boat with
came as close as 800 meters (2,624 feet) to
the USS Mahan, which had been guarding An idle mind is the devil’s workshop
So get busy; join the angels
other U. S. vessels.
In late November, a small Iranian vessel
pointed its gun at a U. S. Navy chop per
by the boxful

Distribute TFF

their hands up, and later seated in a room
being given tea and food by the Iranians.
The Pentagon later announced that the U. S.
sailors had crossed into Iranian waters due
to a malfunction in navigation equipment.
The Strait of Hormuz is located between
the Gulf of Oman and the Persian Gulf. It is
the only seaway from the Persian Gulf to
the open ocean and is among the world’s
key maritime “choke points.”
Tehran has repeatedly threatened to
close the path for the U. S. and other international powers during political tensions.
The Strait of Hormuz is cru cial to both
regional security and the global economy,
and accounts for about one-third of global
oil shipments. Keeping maritime traffic
through the strait open is essential for gas
and oil importers such as the U. S. and
China.
The USS Mahan is an Arleigh Burke
class destroyer commissioned in 1998. It is
armed with dozens of Tomahawk cruise
missiles, which have a range of about
1,000 nautical miles (around 1,900 kilometers) and are used for precise targeting.

No longer realistic to solve Syria crisis without Assad
Caught between two knots (E. U.,
Syria) and a hard place (Russia),
Turkey is having second thoughts.
presstv.ir

T

urkish Deputy Prime Minister Mehmet
Simsek says Ankara can no longer insist
upon Syrian President Bashar al-Assad’s
resignation as a precondition for resolving
the nearly six-year-long crisis in that Arab
country.
“The facts on the ground [in Syria] have
changed dramatically, so Turkey can no
longer insist on a settlement without
Assad, it’s not realistic,” Simsek advised
a panel on Syria and Iraq at the World
Economic Forum in the Swiss city of
Davos on January 20.
“We have to be pragmatic, realistic,” he
said.
The Turkish government had previously

demanded the Syrian president’s resignation,
describing his removal from power as the
only so lution to the conflict which has
ravaged Syria since 2011. Ankara, however,
has become less insistent on Assad’s leaving
office since its recent rapprochement with
Russia, which supports the Syrian president,
and ahead of peace talks planned to be
held in Kazakhstan’s capital of Astana on
January 23.
Ankara stepped up its cooperation with
Moscow recently, prompting speculation
that Turkey might be moving away from
the U. S., which is supporting Rothschild’s
Kurdish militants in Syria.

Realignment talks
Syrian government representatives and
foreign-sponsored opposition groups were
expected to take part in the upcoming
Astana negotiations.

The negotiations, which excluded the
Daesh and Jabhat Fateh al-Sham Takfiri
terrorist groups, were mediated by Russia,
Turkey and Iran. The three countries had
successfully implemented a similar accord
in December after militants were defeated
in Syria’s northwestern city of Aleppo.

Changing scene
The Syrian president on January 19 said
the upcoming peace talks in Astana would
focus on enforcing a cessation of hostilities
across the Arab country.
“I believe that they will focus, in the
beginning, and will prioritize, as we see it,
reaching a ceasefire,” Assad said.
The peace negotiations in Astana came
ahead of the next round of U. N.-brokered
political negotiations in the Swiss city of
Geneva on February 8.
The Astana talks were to be held in the

Turkish Deputy Prime Minister Mehmet Simsek
attends the World Economic Forum annual meet
in Davos, Switzerland, on January 20, 2017.

wake of a nationwide ceasefire in Syria
which was mediated by Mos cow and
Ankara as endorsed by the United Nations
Security Council on December 31.
Syria has been fighting foreign-sponsored
militants over the past six years. According
to estimates by U. N. Special Envoy for
Syria Staffan de Mistura, 400,000 people
have been killed to date in that country’s
crisis.

Over 40 terrorists killed by air strikes in Syria’s Aleppo
presstv.ir

late 2016, the Syrian government adopted
a plan of action to restore public services
and security in the northwestern city.
The plan includes a range of measures
such as the opening of Aleppo’s roads,
providing water, electric ity and fuel to
citizens as well as assessing conditions for
repair and reconstruction activities there.

More than forty Takfiri terrorists from
Fateh al-Sham Front have reportedly been
killed in air strikes on their camp in Aleppo
Province in northwestern Syria.
The so-called Syrian Observatory for
Human Rights said it cannot immediately
specify who carried out the January 19 air
strikes in the western part of the province.
“Warplanes, which may have been Russian
or coalition aircraft, struck a Fateh al-Sham
camp in Jabal al-Sheikh Suleiman,” the
Britain-based group said.
The Takfiri group, formerly known as
al-Nusra Front, along with Daesh, is not a
party to a coun trywide ceasefire deal
reached between Damascus and militant
groups on December 30, 2016.

Mass grave found in Aleppo
Meanwhile, the Syrian army forces have
discovered a mass grave at a school in the
eastern sector of Aleppo City, which was
liberated from the militants late last year.
The “14th Amendment” wasn’t ratified!
It’s not the law! Get this
32-page booklet
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Members of the Ahrar al-Sham terrorist group
walk in the Sheikh Lutfi neighborhood of the
northern Syrian city of Aleppo in 2014.

According to a letter sent by the Syrian
army to United Nations Secretary-General
Antonio Guterres, the victims had been
ex e cuted by the Takfiri Fajr al-Is lam
militant group.
The letter said certain countries consider
the terror ist group as mod erate fighters
and equip them with arms and technical
support.
Twenty of the victims had been identified
and investigation was underway to identify
another 37 victims, the letter added.

Aleppo reconstruction
In a January 20 interview with Iran’s Fars
News Agency, Aleppo Governor Hussein
Diab said clean-up and reconstruction
operations in Aleppo have already made
signification progress.
He said the reconstruction process will
include the entire Aleppo province, with a
primary focus on urban services.
The operations include removing debris,
cleaning up the streets, providing security
for vehicles and reopening schools after
four years, Diab said.
He said 20 schools have been reopened
for 5,000 students and three health centers
have started providing medical services to
the citizens.
Following the liberation of Aleppo in

Lavrov “optimistic”
On January 20, Russian Foreign Minister
Sergei Lavrov expressed optimism over
the prospect of a peace process on Syria,
saying the meeting in the Kazakh capital
Astana on January 23 was as an important
step toward establishing a framework for
talks taking place in Geneva.
“As you know an inter-Syrian meeting
between the Syrian government delegation
and armed opposition will take place next
week in Astana. We view this meeting as
an important input into work on parameters
of integral political reconciliation in the
Syrian Arab Republic which will continue
at larger events in Geneva in the beginning
of February,” he added.
Russia is currently in talks with Iranian
officials on preparations for the upcoming
Syria peace talks, among them a possible
U. S. presence in the discussions.
Iran voiced strong opposition to the
U. S. participation in the upcoming Astana
talks, citing Washington’s dedication to the
ouster of the Syrian government and its
longtime support for those Takfiri terrorist
groups operating in the Arab State.
Representatives of the Syrian government
and foreign-sponsored opposition groups
were expected to take part in the Astana
negotiations.
The conflict resolution talks on Syria
were brokered by Moscow, Ankara and

Tractors start to clean up areas formerly held by
Takfiri terrorists in the northern city of Aleppo on
December 27, 2016.

Tehran. The three sides have in the past
months been engaged in a diplomatic
process, which helped establish a ceasefire
in Syria late last year and bring Damascus
and various opposition groups back to the
negotiating table.
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— Deceptions versus revelations —

CIA assets don’t come cheap but that’s no problem
“Their ability to falsify remains
unlimited,” says Douglas Valentine
in providing the background for
understanding “USIC v Trump.”
By Kevin Barrett
veteranstoday.com

O

ne way to look at it: The United States
Intelligence Community on the one hand,
and Trump, Inc., on the other, are two
feuding organized crime
families.
Here at VT we have
e x p o s e d Tr u mp ’s
history as a frontman
for organized crime,
naming such names as
Roy Cohn, the Lansky
mob and Permindex.
We have also exposed
a fair number of USIC scandals, many if
not most of which are tied to mobbed-up
elements close to Israel.

Bot tom line: The real
problem isn’t that Trump is
owned by the Russians. It’s
that he’s owned by Bibi and
his gang of extremist Israelis.
I almost wish Trump were owned by the
Russians. However humiliating it would be
to have a blackmailed pervert as president
(something that may have already happened
once or twice), if the Russians were totally
running him they could make sure he did
not move the U. S. Embassy to Occupied
Jerusalem and fall into line with Bibi’s
plans for war on Iran.
In any case, we are dealing with an
“intelligence” world that is really organized
crime. And that is the point of Douglas
Valentine’s new book The CIA as Organized
Crime. Here is an excerpt.

The following is a slightly edited
excerpt from The CIA as Organized
Crime: How Illegal Operations
Corrupt America and The World
(Clarity Press, 2016). Ryan Dawson
is Webmaster for ANCreport.com
which features podcasts on politics
and economics with professionals
from around the world.
RYAN DAWSON: This is Ryan Dawson
of the ANC Report. With me today is Doug
Val en tine. I’m go ing to be ask ing him
tonight about the CIA’s role in Ukraine and
in infiltrating the media. Mr. Valentine, it’s
a pleasure to have you back on the show.
VALENTINE: It’s my pleasure, thank
you.
DAWSON: I want to ask you about this
organization working with NGOs in the
Ukraine. It’s called United Action Centre.
I want to read something short from their
page and get your thoughts. It says: “The
NGO Centre UA has a strong professional
human potential. The team has experience
running projects in the sphere of European

W

here can one beat a deal like 100+
copies of The First Freedom for $35 or
$39? Each issue contains information the
“mainstream” presstitutes may not touch:
working strategies for our White Nation’s
counterstrike against forces sent gnashing
and slashing at us by media munchkins in
thrall to the Zejay overlords we must send
looking for honest employment. Decent
Aryans can control their government, so
let everyone you know benefit from the
growing influence of this newspaper. See
coupon on page 24 and order them today.

and EuroAtlantic integration. At the same
time, the Centre UA consists of experts and
activists who have experience in journalism,
pub lic ser vice, PR, pub lic ac tiv i ties,
et cet era. Also, the Cen tre UA has an
extensive database of contacts with international experts, politicians, and journalists.
At the mo ment, The Cen tre UA is the
coordinator of the New Citizen’s Public
Campaign which brings together around
40 NGOs.”
We know from the Carl Bernstein report
on the media how much the CIA has infiltrated the media.1 Could you give your
thoughts about Centre UA and what they’re
doing there with 40 NGOs, supposedly to
promote democracy and have activists and
experienced journalists working together?
VALENTINE: The Centre UA is the
organization that Pierre
Omidyar co-funded
two years ago. Centre
UA is an umbrella
orga ni za tion that is
linked to var i ous
activist projects and
NGOs,2 one of which
is the New Cit i zen cam paign which,
according to the Financial Times, “played
a big role in getting the protest up and
running.”3
In fact, according to the Kyivpost, the
“Centre UA received more than $500,000
in 2012… 54 percent of which came from
Pact Inc., a project funded by the U. S.
Agency for International Development.
Nearly 36 percent came from Omidyar
Network, a foundation established by eBay
founder Pierre Omidyar and his wife.
Other do nors in clude the In ter na tional
Re nais sance Foun da tion, whose key
funder is billionaire George Soros, and
the National Endowment for Democracy,
funded largely by the U. S. Congress.”4
Why did Omidyar prove willing to
come on board with such known regimechange sponsors as USAID and NED – to
say nothing of Soros? Where else is he
[co]operating? It should never be forgotten
that this is the kind of company he keeps.
Why?

hear no, speak no evil.” Why? Is that the
quid pro quo for the handout?

Making problems to solve
What I do know is that billionaires like
Omidyar and Soros and the Rockefellers –
to say nothing of USAID and NED – aren’t
funding political action out of the goodness
of their hearts. They’re doing it to advance
their interests. That’s why an organization
like Centre UA is created: to advance the
interests of its financial backers. To me it
looks like a CIA-facilitated mechanism to
create a crisis in Ukraine and exploit it.
The 40 NGOs it coordinates are perfectly
placed to provide cover for covert CIA
political action.
The Centre UA must have a tech team.
Let’s say, hypothetically, this tech team is a
CIA proprietary which, for purposes of
plausible deniability, the CIA staffed with
consultants (as opposed to on-the-books
employees) from a third country. Maybe the
consultants are professional underworld
Guccifer-style hackers, and the CIA has
provided them with fully back-stopped
fake identities. Maybe the hackers subvert
governments for hire. Given its cuttingedge technology, the CIA’s new Digital
Di rec tor ate could eas ily run such a
mercenary tech team without ever being
discovered. Maybe the team organizes color
revolutions and resistance movements in
Nations like Ukraine, using CIA-supplied
intelligence to expose official corruption,
infiltrate and subvert security forces, and
even deploy and direct private militias in a
national emergency in places like Donetsk.
Maybe it’s the CIA’s equivalent of Mr.
Robot’s Dark Army.
Given the CIA’s history of placing its

Mystery man

While Omidyar was born in Paris and
his parents moved to Maryland when he
was young, he appears to be of Iranian
descent. His mother was a Farsi linguist
and, as of 2016, was president of the
Roshan Cultural Heritage Institute. As
bizarre as it may seem, little information
is pub licly avail able about his fa ther,
including his name. He apparently was a
urologist or surgeon at Johns Hopkins, and
if that was the case, his name should be
available. The secrecy suggests some sort
of intelligence connection, perhaps to the
type of upper class émigré circles the CIA
cultivates in America. It is a fact that the
CIA station in Iran served as one of the
Agency’s main bases for agent operations
against the Soviets. The CIA and Mossad
cre ated SAVAK, the Shah’s no to ri ous
internal political security service, and the
Shah in turn gave the CIA a free hand to
run operations against the Soviets.
Maybe Pierre Omidyar is accessible to
U. S. foreign policy agencies due to some
prior family con nec tions. Maybe that
accounts for why he spent a few hundred
thou sand dol lars (a pal try sum for a
billionaire) to help put the Centre UA in
place in the Ukraine: so the CIA could run
operations against the Russians, as it did out
of Iran. I’ve never heard any explanation
from inquisitive Glenn Greenwald. When
it co mes to his sugar daddy’s mon key
business, Greenwald’s policy is “see no,
1. http://www.carlbernstein.com/magazine_cia_and_
media.php
2. Retrieved February 10, 2016, from centreua.org/
en/team/445/, as cited in Chris dePloeg, Ukraine in
the Crossfire, Clarity Press, Inc., 2017.
3. R. Olearchyk (December 14, 2013) Ukraine: Inside
the pro-EU protest camp. Retrieved from http://blogs.
ft.com/beyond-brics/2013/12/14/ukraine-inside-thepro-eu-protest-camp/?Authorised=false>, cited in
dePloeg, Ukraine in the Crossfire.
4. Cited in dePloeg, Ukraine in the Crossfire.

officers under commercial cover, one
might plausibly wonder if this applies to
members of Omidyar’s private tech security
team as well. His en ter prise re portedly
invested in InnoCentive, a company that
markets crowd sourcing technology. The
CIA’s venture capital firm, IN-Q-TEL, also
invested in InnoCentive. So a business
connection may already be there too.
All that is speculation, of course, but
the Centre UA does, in fact, coordinate
politicians and journalists with experts on
international affairs and public relations. It
says so on its website. All these people are
involved in managing information; maybe
they’re linked on a private server like Hillary
Clinton used while Secretary of State. It
will have occurred to the political and
psywar experts in the CIA’s digital Dark
Army that they could easily garner public
sup port for their color rev o lu tions by
creating websites that unite and direct
people; that they could manipulate potential
rebels us ing the same, albeit up dated
“mo tiva tional in doc tri nation” meth ods
people like (U. S. Information Service officer)
Frank Scotton pioneered in Vietnam.5
The Centre UA’s public relations experts
certainly guide pro-American candidates
5. Scotton’s psychological operations are described in
detail elsewhere in the book.

in Kiev the same way American PR people
manipulated Boris Yeltsin in Moscow. As
is well known, Yeltsin gave away the store
after he became President of the Russian
Fed er a tion. In the same way the CIA
promoted Yeltsin, Centre UA journalists
certainly make sure that pro-American
politicians get favorable press. They spin
the facts in such a way that Omidyar, who
has made their operation possible, will be
happy.
The Centre UA’s stated purpose was to
pull Ukraine out of the Russian orbit and
deliver it to Western corporations. And that’s
what happened, along with the obligatory
political payoffs. Indeed, a few short years
af ter Cen tre UA was es tab lished, Vice
President Joe Biden’s son joined the board
of directors of the larg est Ukraine gas
producer Burisma Holdings. Hunter Biden
heads Burisma’s le gal de part ment and
liaises with international organizations.
The book Flashpoint in Ukraine 6
provides ample evidence that the Obama
re gime and its pri va teer ing cor po rate
partners overthrew the pro-Russian Ukraine
government and installed a government
packed with neo-cons and American elites.
They did this for their own enrichment, and
yet the U. S. media never made it an issue.
It’s busi ness as usual. The av er age
Ukrainian citizen doesn’t benefit; just the
“super-pred a tor” Amer i can elite who
organized the coup. It’s amazing to behold.

Shifting maneuvers
Biden’s smash and grab op er a tion
oc curred in 2014. In 2016, an other
super-pred a tor, Natalie Jaresko, took
control of Datagroup, the company that
controls Ukraine’s telecom market. Jaresko
at one time held a top job at the State
De part ment co or di nat ing trade and
commerce agencies that dealt with the
former Soviet Union, including the Overseas Private Investment Corporation. Check
her out on Wikipedia. She’s a part of the
global elite: the IMF/World Bank/European
Bank for Reconstruction and Development
network. In the Clinton Administration she
served as Chief of the Economics Section of
the U. S. Embassy in Ukraine, and helped in
paving the way for the coup d’état that
occurred there 20 years later. These coups
take years to organize. Many more are
planned.
Jaresko acquired Ukrainian citizenship
on the same day as her appointment as
Minister of Finance of Ukraine in 2014, at
which point she squeezed her competitor,
the owner of Datagroup, out of business
using the kind of foreign currency loan
debt scam favored by Mafia hoods and
economic hitmen. That’s how freewheeling
capitalists work: they overload targeted
Nations and business people with debt and
then clean them out. Again, not a word of
protest from the mainstream media: it’s
non-political “free trade” in action.
The CIA plays a central but secret role
in these schemes, doing the illegal but
plausibly deniable things that require high
tech espionage and underworld assets –
reaching into a Nation’s secret police files
or using private investigators to get dirt on
people, then setting them up and blackmailing them. These kinds of subversion
operations can’t be done publicly by the
likes of Biden or Jaresko or their PR people.
For eign shake downs have to be done
secretly through the criminal underworld,
and that’s where the CIA comes into play.
Other times the media play the central
role. In the U. S., for example, people win
elections through negative campaigning.
The Democratic Party hires investigators
to get dirt on Re pub li can can di dates.
Republicans do the same thing. The truth
doesn’t matter because events are happening
instantaneously. Hyperbole becomes fact
be fore any one can re spond. Sen a tor
Elizabeth Warren reportedly claimed to be
6. Stephen Lendman, ed., Flashpoint in Ukraine:
How the US Drive for Hegemony Risks World War III,
Atlanta, Clarity Press, 2014.

— Deceptions versus revelations —
part Native American in her application to
Harvard, and once she started campaigning
for Hillary Clinton, Donald Trump called her
“Pocahontas” every chance he got. There
are all sorts of ways, within the eternal
pres ent of spec tacu lar domi na tion, of
influencing events through manufactured
scandals and misrepresentations without
it being illegal or secret. It just requires
celebrity status, a Twitter account and the
attention of the networks of information
control.

Dirty business

As Guy Debord said long before the
internet in his book Comments on The
Society of the Spectacle, “One aspect of the
disappearance of all objective historical
knowledge can be seen in the way that
in di vid ual rep u ta tions have be come
malleable and alterable at will by those
who control all information: information
which is gathered and also – an entirely
different matter – information which is
broadcast. Their ability to falsify is thus
unlimited.”
Anyone can be smeared, and apart from
the unknown Protected Few in the CIA and
National Security Establishment, there’s no
defense. Overseas, the CIA is perpetually
collecting information on adversaries like
Vladimir Putin and passing it along to the
Western media, which rejoices in spinning
it a million different ways.
What is less well known is the CIA is
en gaged in tip ping the balance in the
domestic as well as international contests.
That’s why it’s se cret, and why all the
corporate privateers protect it. They share
the same business ideology. CIA officers,
PR peo ple, jour nalists, politicians and
academics who get paid to give “expert”
testimony on Fox or MSNBC, are knowingly manipulating social and political
movements here in the U. S., just like they
do for the Ukrainian opposition or the
Venezuelan opposition.
The CIA sets up Twitter accounts and
Facebook pages and social websites to move
people into mass organizations to achieve
its secret ends. In May 2016 Twitter “cut
off U. S. in telligence agen cies from a
service that sifts through the entire output
of Twitter’s social media postings.”7 The
guilty party was the CIA’s Open Source
Enterprise, which contracted with a private
contractor, Dataminr, through the CIA’s
ubiquitous venture capital fund In-Q-Tel,
to spy on American citizens. Such superse cret “in tel li gence” op er a tions are
frequently used as cover for highly illegal
“offensive counterintelligence” operations.
DAWSON: We saw the Na tional
En dow ment for De moc racy, which is
totally CIA, at the forefront in the Ukraine.
But why does the CIA need so many NGOs
as middlemen? What is their purpose for
hav ing 40 differ ent non-gov ern men tal
7. Eamon Javers, “Why Twitter chose to do battle
with the CIA,” CNBC, 13 May 2016.

organizations?
VALENTINE: I’ll give you an example.
When the CIA moved into Vietnam, which
had a culture the U. S. hadn’t dealt with
before, the first thing it did was buy a lot of
property. This was during the First Indochina
War and they did this clandestinely, through
cut-outs, so they’d have safe houses to set
up organizations later on. It’s always best
for them to buy real estate during times of
crisis when prices are down. Like Trump
always says, “Buy low.” And when are prices
lowest? As Baron Rothschild famously
said, “When there’s blood in the streets.”
The CIA bought huge tracts of property
in Saigon in between 1952 and 1955,
during the First Indochina War, when there
was blood on the streets. The CIA bought
prime property at ten percent of its value.
That’s the first step – get your nose in the
tent. These buildings served as places
where CIA officers could meet their agents
and plot dirty deeds. They passed some to
NGOs and civil organizations to operate.

Buying assets
William Colby introduced me to one of
his cohorts, Clyde Bauer, the CIA officer
who ran Air America in Vietnam in the
early days. Bauer told me he set up South
Vietnam’s For eign Relations Council,
Chamber of Commerce and Lions Club,
“to create a strong civil base.” That’s what
the CIA is doing in Ukraine through the
Centre UA. It’s creating a pro-American
civil base, from which political candidates
emerge.
The CIA influences politics in foreign
Nations in many ways. CIA officers are
constantly funneling money to all political

parties, right and left, and establishing longrange agents to monitor and manipulate
political developments. That’s standard
operating procedure.
The next thing the CIA does is seize
control of a Nation’s secret services. That’s
what they did in Vietnam, and in Ukraine.
As I’ve explained elsewhere, they offer
training and high tech gadgetry to people
in the secret services; they corrupt them
and use them for their own purposes, like
they used SAVAK in Iran. It’s highly illegal
to suborn officials in foreign Nations. We
don’t like it when it’s done to us, and it’s not
something even an influential billionaire
like Omidyar is trained to do (although his
private security force is probably staffed
by former CIA officers or FBI agents who
do know how to do it).
The CIA in fil trates all the po litical
parties and as soon as a politician they own
is in place, right or left, they can elevate
him or her to Defense Minister or Interior
Minister. These ministers are on the CIA
payroll and appoint military, security and
police officials who do the CIA’s bidding.
The CIA tries to place its people throughout
the captive Nation’s government and civil
so ciety. In South Amer ica they re cruit
junior military officers via the School of
the Americas (now innocuously renamed)
and when the time is right, have them stage
a coup with the support of all the other
people they’re been cultivating for years,
sometimes decades.8
U. S. corporations need the CIA to help
put these parallel governments in place. The
CIA penetrates the military and security
8. See Chap ter 4: The Sys tem atic Gath er ing of
In tel li gence.
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services, and simultaneously creates a civil
base through deniable organizations like
Centre for UA. This is how societies are
ruled when there’s no over whelming
popular support: through the ownership of
property and by having the proper people
in government and civic institutions. The
CIA recruits people in place, someone like
union leader Lech Walesa in Poland.

Often the people running
the unions are on the CIA
payroll; people running the
education system too, like
preacher Fethullah Gülen in
Turkey.
The CIA can recruit these people because
it has so much money. The Russians can’t
compete, when billionaires like Soros are
sprinkling a million here and five million
there – money that goes into building civic
institutions that are ideologically attuned.
Whether people do it for love or money,
or belief in a brighter future, the CIA is
ma nip u lat ing the so cial and po lit i cal
processes. Its officers and their agents are
recruiting people and putting them in
place, having them sign con tracts that
effectively say, “In exchange for working
for us in advancing our interests here in
Kiev you will get $100,000 in a Swiss bank
account and your life will be rosy.”
It’s illegal. It’s treasonous. You can’t
take money from a foreign intelligence
agency and work against your own country,
but that is what the CIA is doing in the
Ukraine right now and around the world on
a massive scale.

MI6: Iraq War “inextricably tied” to Israel
newobserveronline.com

actually does have WMDs:

The decision to wage war against
Saddam Hussein’s Iraq was “inextricably
tied” up with the “problems” created by
Israel, a now-declassified but formerly top
secret letter from the U. K.’s intelligence
unit MI6 stated back in 2001.
The document, sent by private secretary
of MI6 head Richard Dearlove to Sir David
Manning, former U. K. Ambassador to the
United States, was revealed as part of the
Chilcot Inquiry into the Iraq War.
The Chilcot Inquiry – which, to no one’s
surprise, found that former U. K. prime
minister Tony Blair had misled the country,
parliament and the world about the true
nature of Iraq’s nonexistent “weapons of
mass destruction” – deferred from making
any direct reference to the Jewish lobby’s
proven role in fo menting the Iraq War,
although Israel is mentioned hundreds of
times in its supporting documents.
In the memo, dated December 3, 2001,
titled “Letter from Richard Dearlove’s
Private Secretary to Sir David Manning,”
and stamped “TOP SECRET Declassified

“Iraq: Further thoughts
“Iraq policy has got bogged down in
talk about double standards over Israel and
WMD.”

April 2011,” under the section “Attachment
1 to [letter] of 3 December 2001,” the
following conclusion appears:

“The strategic view

Under the section titled “U. S. attacks on
Iraq: The risks and costs,” the memo also
admits that the U. S. and U. K. face the risk
of: “Accusations of double standards (one
law for the Israelis; another for the Arabs).”
In the section titled “Why move?”, the

“Iraq policy is inextricably tied
up with the problem of Israel…”

Fur ther in the docu ment, the memo
admits that U. K. and U. S. policy applies
dou ble stan dards, in that they seek to
prosecute war against Iraq for allegedly
having WMDs, but ignore Israel which

memo goes on to say that:
“The re moval of Saddam
remains a prize because it…
[will] remove a threat to Jordan/
Is rael… [and that ]… [W]orking for
regime change could be a dynamic process
of alliance build ing which could effect
cli ma tic change in the Arab-Is raeli
con flict.”

“Taking down” British Members of Parliament for Israel
This Israeli Embassy employee
discussed with a Tory staffer the
“taking down” of certain MPs and
the State Foreign Minister.
rt.com

A

senior official at the Israeli Embassy
in London was secretly filmed discussing
with a Conservative staffer how
British officials known for their
pro-Palestinian stance could be
“taken down.”

MP Robert Halfon, deputy chairman of the
Conservative Party at the time the recording
happened. The filming was done by an Al
Jazeera reporter posing as a pro-Israeli
activist, Al Jazeera said.
On the record, Masot is heard asking
Halfon whether he could give her the
names of some MPs to “take down.”

Blockbuster
Footage of the controversial
conversation was released on
January 8 by Al Jazeera, which
said it was a preview for a larger
four-part exposé showing Israeli
in flu ence on Brit ish pol i tics,
which would begin airing on the following
Sunday.

In flagrante

The footage showed a lunch discussion
between Israeli Embassy official Shai
Masot and Maria Strizzolo, chief of staff to

Snapshot of video showing Shai Masot

Strizzolo is heard laughing and saying:
“Well you know, if you look hard enough
I’m sure that there is something that
they’re trying to hide.”
They then move on to the topic of “taking
down... the deputy foreign minister” or,

according to Al Jazeera, Sir Alan Duncan,
a State min is ter un der U. K. For eign
Secretary Boris Johnson. Duncan has been
publicly critical of Israeli settlements in the
occupied territories.
Strizzolo asked: “You still want to go for
it?” Masot ambiguously replied that the
British official was still causing problems.
Strizzolo then said: “I thought we had, you
know, neutralized him just a little bit, no?”
to which Masot said: “No.”
The two also dis cussed Sec re tary
Johnson, whom the Israeli official described
as “basically good,” but also “an idiot” who
became Britain’s top diplomat “without
any kind of responsibilities.”
“So tech ni cally if some thing real
happened, it won’t be his fault,” he added.

Sorry about that
Responding to the report, the Israeli
Embassy released a statement in which
Ambassador Mark Regev apologized to
Duncan and called Masot’s re marks
“completely unacceptable.”
The embassy called its staffer a junior

employee rather than a diplomat, and said
he “will be ending his term of employment
with the embassy shortly.”
During the conversation with Strizzolo,
Masot described his ambition to become
head of the Foreign Affairs department and
“the Intelligence Department in Israel.” His
business card calls him “a senior political
officer,” according to The Guardian.

Yes, sure
Strizzolo told the newspaper the quotes
were used out of context, and that the
conversation was “light, tongue-in-cheek
and gossipy.”
“Any suggestion that I, as a civil servant
working in education, could ever exert the
type of influence you are suggesting is
risible,” she said.
The British Foreign Office expressed
satisfaction with the apology, saying that it
was “clear these comments do not reflect the
views of the Embassy or the Government of
Israel. The U. K. has a strong relationship
with Israel and we consider the matter
closed.” Yes, sure.
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— Transfer of Power —

Legislative-Executive power struggle
Congress Attacks Lincoln
By Elliott Germain
Transfer of Power

Lincoln and Congress having made a
working agreement in
July of 1861 to share in
the federal expansion
of power that was
created out of so many
emergency measures,
Lincoln and Congress
enjoyed three years of
agreement co-usurping
the Constitution. But something happened
by December of 1863 to change all that.

Sic semper
As it became more obvious that the
Federal Army would defeat the Confederate
Army, he looked beyond his war, saw too
the destruction he had wrought, guilt having
aged his face by twenty years. Lincoln now
softened; he wanted to end the destruction
of the South the moment they surrendered,
and neither did he wish to punish anybody
afterwards. Though over a year remained
of the war, Lincoln wanted to make peace
with the Confederate States and welcome
them back into the Union, not that the
Southern people were seeking any return
into the cor rupted Un ion; the South had
a less favorable opinion of Washington,
D. C., in December of 1863 than had been
the case in 1861.
As early as 1861 Lincoln had stated that
the postwar status of the South would be
the responsibility of the Executive Branch,
a mere academic issue at the time. But, by
December 8, 1863, that argument became
strategically important, Lincoln’s annual
message before Congress including an
Executive Proclamation of Amnesty as the
postwar status of the South, meaning a full
pardon for all Confederates except high
rank ing offi cers, gov ern ment offi cials,
officers who had resigned from the U. S.
Army to join the Confederate Army and
those having mistreated prisoners of war.
These Executive pardons depended upon
recipients swearing a loyalty oath, after
which, all property except slaves would be
restored. Statehood back into the Union
was to be recognized when one-tenth of
each State’s citizens had taken an oath of
loyalty to the Union and had renounced
slavery.

Party nominated Lincoln. Salmon P. Chase
having tried several times to resign from
Lincoln’s Cabinet, in 1864 he was secretly
organizing support for his own presidential
campaign. After Lincoln got wind of that,
next time Chase offered to resign, Lincoln
accepted saying: “You and I have reached a
point of mutual embarrassment.”
But Horace Greeley had decided to back
Benjamin Butler, who was to become a
major player in the next few years, instead
of Chase, for President.
Massachusetts Lawyer Benjamin Butler
had received his appointment as a General
in the U. S. Army for political reasons. In
May 1861, after the Baltimore riots against
the Massachusetts troops, Butler illegally
had without higher authorization occupied
Maryland under his own martial law. This
was the General Butler who then became
known as “Beast” Butler because during
his occupation of New Orleans he ordered
his men to mistreat Southern women who
showed any disrespect for Union troops.
Confed erate President Jefferson Davis
responded by calling Butler a felon and an
enemy of mankind when suggesting his
execution if caught. Butler had voted for
Jefferson Davis to be the Democratic
Party’s Presidential candidate in the 1860
Convention, but that was just part of the
occult attempt to split the Democratic
Party. Benjamin Butler later advocated
hanging Robert E. Lee and Jefferson Davis.
Even the English Parliament called for
“Beast” Butler’s resignation.

Ultimate hypocrite
Butler was also called “Spoons” because
of his repeated thefts of Southern silverware,
a practice also of many other “Union”
troops. Among such marauders, some even
exhumed the dead, looking for jewelry to
rob. Butler is also the General who coined
the term “contraband” when referring to
freed slaves, then putting them into work
camps, incurring the wrath of the famous
Black orator Fredrick Douglas. Yet, when
Butler ran for Congress in 1865, as one of
the first politicians to use the race-card to
his ad vantage, he in troduced the initial
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At last

On February 3, 1865, Lincoln and his
Secretary of State William Seward met
with Confederate Vice President Stephens
on a ship offshore of Hampton, Virginia, to
discuss terms of peace. Remember, Lincoln
had in 1861 ordered Seward not to address
or acknowledge any representatives of the

U. S. Secretary of State William Seward

Confederacy. Why couldn’t Mr. Lincoln
have done that 600,000 lives earlier? After
all, Seward had advised Lincoln before he
took office:
“I do not know what the Union would be
worth if saved by the use of the sword.”
How prophetic! But Lincoln at that time
was not yet guilt-ridden over the deaths of
hundreds of thousands of Americans. It
was but one day before Seward’s comment
that Lincoln expressed his own position in
this letter to James Hale of Pennsylvania
concerning allowing the Southern States to
secede; Lincoln:
“If we surrender, it is the end of us, and
of the government.”

Thunder and Awe 1865

Grandiose ideas

His proclamation sent shock waves
through the Radical Republican members
of Congress. Did Lincoln grow a heart that
day? Was his proclamation an expression
of guilt for having caused ever-growing
numbers of dead Americans all because he
had to prove a point at Fort Sumter? No
one can know, but, as for Congress, they
didn’t care. The next month, January 1864,
Lincoln even approved a plan whereby
after the war freed slaves could go back to
work for their former masters and receive
wages. Also in January 1864, he loosened
the amnesty requirements in areas that had
already been conquered to grant Southerners
therein citizenship following approval by
their occupational governing generals.
On February 22, 1864, after Lincoln had
eased the amnesty policy, except for some
crocodile tears upon his assassination, the
Radical Republicans turned against him
forever. They launched an attack upon his
Reconstruction policy. New York publisher
(of Karl Marx articles) Horace Greeley
demanded a new presidential candidate for
the 1864 elections. In Cleveland, Radical
Republicans nominated General Fremont,
but in Baltimore the Republican “Union”

takes a two-thirds majority to override a
presidential veto. President Lincoln was
reelected by less than a half million votes.
In those earlier times, the post-election
“lame duck” Congress still had an entire
session ahead of them, from December
until March 4. The President would begin
his term of office on the same day that
Congress adjourned for the year. The new
Congress elected in November 1864 would
not sit until December 1865. So, after the
1864 election, Lincoln and a comparatively
moderate Congress had thirteen months to
bring the Southern States back into the
Union under more benevolent conditions
before the congressionally-elected Radical
Republicans’ vulgar Reconstruction plans
took over.

U. S. Lawyer-General Benjamin Butler

commendation medal for Negro soldiers.
General Grant, in December 1864, called
for Butler’s dis missal; Lin coln obliged
on Janu ary 7, 1865. All of these sordid
qualifications made Benjamin Butler an
ideal candidate for the Radical Republicans,
but his presidential hopes in 1864 were
short lived.
In June 1864, the Radical Republicans
engineered the Wade-Davis Reconstruction
bill through Congress, but Lincoln gave it
a pocket veto on July 4th. The Radicals
who opposed and were outraged at Lincoln
became referred to as “Black Republicans.”
Senator Wade, namesake for the harsh
Reconstruction bill, was also running for
President in opposition to Lincoln. Senator
Wade and Congressman Davis issued the
Wade-Davis Manifesto on August 5 when
proclaiming that it was “their right and
duty to check the encroachment of the
Executive on the authority of Congress.”
This meant political war.
In the 1864 elections, the Republicans
tried to distance themselves from their own
popular label as the “war party” and ran
under the name of “the National Union
Party.”
The November 8, 1864 election gave
Congress a Union (Republican) majority.
There would be no stopping their radical
plans for Reconstruction, except that it

Lincoln was already appointing civil
Governors in the defeated Southern States
before the war’s end. During March 1865
Lincoln transferred the governing power in
Louisiana from military to civilian control.
Under his sway, Tennessee and Arkansas
held Constitutional Conventions whereat
rewriting their State Constitutions – as he
required of them for renewed Statehood.
Although his mandatory rewriting of State
Constitutions was treason, yet the Radical
Republicans considered Lincoln’s actions
in that regard as uncalled-for generosity.
Lincoln met with Generals Sherman and
Grant on March 27, 1865, and told them
that as soon as the Southerners laid down
their arms he was willing to grant them full
citizenship. As April and the last days of
the war approached, Congress had already
adjourned until December, so the Radical
Republicans of the next (39th) Congress
demanded that Lincoln call for an extra
session to handle Reconstruction issues.
He refused, and by the end of March 1865
the Legislative-Executive power struggle
was dangerously overheating.
General Lee didn’t have command of the
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American Defense Party
entire Confederate Army until February 4,
1865. On April 2, 1865, Lincoln declared
that the “insurrection” was at an end. Lee
surrendered April 8, 1865. Lincoln called
for the Virginia Legislature to reconvene
and assemble their postwar government.
He was going to appoint Virginia turncoat
Francis Pierpont as Governor of the real
State of Virginia. The Orig inal State of
Virginia already had a Governor, William
Smith. Pierpont was only Lincoln’s puppet
Governor who had been acting out the role
of Governor of the “Virginia Loyal” junta
operating in occupied Northern Virginia.
After the war, Pierpont was “Provisional
Governor” from 1865 to 1868, followed by
Governor and Union General Henry Wells.
Lincoln, finding the taste of victory sour
after his legacy of deceit, was attempting to
save the South from radical Reconstruction
that came to be America’s greatest shame.
Yes, even worse than slavery.

Reconstruction
Because of Lincoln’s changed heart and
his actions to readmit the South on equal
footing, he was walking on very dangerous
ground. His Republican enemies were now
desperate to thwart him before he could
reverse their brewing congressional plans
for a “New America” with its all-powerful
Federal Government. Lincoln’s abandoning
of his fellow usurpers came much too late
for the South, yet he had begun sounding
the alarm. With no more to gain in life, he
finally grasped the big picture and started
exposing those occult forces behind the
war, that is, the marriage of corporations
and politicians, men who were looking to
manipulate and acquire America’s wealth
and those who were setting up a venue of
racial politics. Lincoln warned America:
“I see in the near future a crisis approaching
that unnerves me and causes me to tremble
for the safety of my country; corporations
have been enthroned, an era of corruption
in high places will follow, and the money
pow ers of the country will endeavor to
pro long its reign by work ing upon the
prejudices of the people, until the wealth is
aggregated in a few hands and the Republic
destroyed.”
The day before his assassination, Lincoln

told Secretary of the Navy Gideon Welles
that it would be best to have the Southern
State governments already in operation
when the 39th Congress reconvened in
December. Welles was also an opponent of
radical Reconstruction. But Lincoln, at age
56, was shot on April 14, and his plan for
Reconstruction died with him on April
15th. Official history downplays the events
surrounding his assassination, yet Lincoln
was not the only target that night nor Booth
the sole assassin.
Four men had been scheduled to die in
assassination attempts on that April 14th:
Lincoln, Vice President Johnson, Secretary
of State Seward and General Grant. Grant
had a fortuitous change of plans that night
and was a no-show at the theater. Seward,
one of the men having advised Lincoln
against the Fort Sumter instigation, was
stabbed but lived. Vice President Andrew
Johnson’s assassin backed out, but was
later caught and confessed to his part in the
conspiracy. If the intended victims had
been killed with Lincoln as planned, the
radical Congress would have gained the
opportunity to choose their own President,
very likely Ohio Senator Benjamin Wade,
co-au thor of the rad ical “Wade-Davis”

— Transfer of Power —
Reconstruction plan. However, as fate had
it, Andrew Johnson was not murdered that
night, which the Radical Republicans lived
to regret.
Thus did the power struggle between the
Legislative and the Lincoln Executive end
with murder; but, because Vice President
Andrew Johnson survived, this legislative
antagonism toward the Executive Branch
turned into a war of Radical Republicans
against new Democrat President Andrew
Johnson. Therefore, let us consider here
this philosophical distinction between the
presidency of Andrew Johnson and that of
his predecessor Lincoln: Johnson inherited
an ex ist ing un con sti tu tional Fed eral
Government; he did not create it.

Jacksonian Democrat nominated at the
“Na tional Un ion Party” (Re pub lican)

No new deal nonsense

Not radical
Born in North Carolina, Andrew Johnson
moved to Tennessee. He was a Southerner
and even owned a slave once. He was a

Convention to be Lincoln’s Vice Presidential
candidate in the 1864 election. Johnson
was chosen to secure the moderate vote.
Although he ran on the “National Union”
(Republican) ticket, he was no Republican.
Johnson remained a Democrat and voted
Democrat. In his political career he had
been an Alderman, a State Legislator, a
Representative in the U. S. House, the
Governor of Tennessee and a U. S. Senator
representing that State. Johnson kept his
Senate seat even after secession, and at
Lincoln’s request then became the Military
Governor of Tennessee in February 1862.

Andrew Johnson

He was elected Vice President of the
United States in 1864, and upon the death
of Lincoln – having served only 42 days as
Vice President – on April 15, 1865, became
President of the United States.
Johnson was a “poor man’s” candidate.
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Having come to be known as “the Old
Commoner,” he did not appreciate either
the “rich” Southern aristocracy nor corrupt
Northern money powers. He had been a
tailor by trade, and made his own clothes
even while in the White House. Johnson’s
honesty was apparent during his time as
Military Governor of Tennessee. In other
occupied Southern States, embezzlement
and fraud by Military Governors was the
norm, whereas Johnson left his office as
Military Governor poorer than when he
had entered. As President, he usually
worked until midnight. Andrew Johnson
had two passions: the Union and the U. S.
Constitution. So, after the South lost the
war, his concerns changed from preserving
the “Union” to restoring and preserving the
Constitution.
The above is from Transfer of Power, 270 page book
by Elliott Germain, yours PPD for $10 check or cash.
Liberty Nation, P. O. Box 464, Hanover, VA 23069

Home Secretary’s foreign workers speech called “hate”
rt.com

British Police are investigating Home
Secretary Amber Rudd’s speech on foreign
workers at a Conservative Party Conference
as a “hate incident.”

Failure to love as directed
In the speech made in October of 2016,
the minister advocated imposing tougher
restrictions on foreign workers to prevent
immigrants from coming to the
U. K. and “taking jobs British
people could do.”
The comments were reported
to West Midlands Police by Oxford
Uni ver sity phys ics pro fes sor
Joshua Silver, the Times reports.
“I felt politicians have been
using hate speech to turn Britons
against foreigners, and I thought
that is prob a bly not law ful,”
Silver said.

A Home Office spokesman disputed the
claim, in sist ing: “This was not a hate
crime.”
Rudd told delegates at the ruling party’s
annual conference: “I want us to look again
at whether our immigration system provides
the right incentives for businesses to invest
in British workers.
“I can announce today, we will shortly
be consulting on the next steps needed to

control immigration. We will be looking
across work and study routes. This will
include examining whether we should
tighten the test companies have to take
before recruiting from abroad.
“British businesses have driven the
economic recovery in this country, with
employment at record levels. However, we
still need to do more so all British people
get the opportunities they need to get on
in life.
“The test should ensure people coming
here are filling gaps in the labor market,
not taking jobs British people could do.”

“Wrong authoritarians”

Britain’s Home Secretary Amber Rudd

The government U-turned just one week
later on plans to force firms to list foreign
employees.
Despite a YouGov survey show ing
pop u lar sup port for the measure, the
government backtracked on the proposal

after receiving fierce criticism across the
po litical spec trum for its author itarian
ap proach.

U. S. increasing air drops of arms supplies to militants
Any unreconstructed American
know why our taxes are supplying
foreign mercenaries fighting the
legitimate government of Syria? Is
Rothschild banking again behind
Serbia/Iraq/Libya/Ukraine variety
“spreading democracy,” perhaps?
presstv.ir

The United States is increasing its air
drops of weapons, ammunition and other
equipment to foreign-backed militant forces
in the northeastern Syrian city of Raqqah,
according to a report.
“Our ex panded pre ci sion air drop
capability is helping ground forces take the
offensive to (Daesh) and efforts to retake
Raqqah,” U. S. General Carlton Everhart,
commander of the U. S. Air Force’s Air
Mobility Command, was quoted by USA
Today as saying.
The Air Force carried out a total of 16
air drop missions in Syria last year. Six of
those were in December alone, the report
said.

Officials say the air drops are meant to
boost the capabilities of militants who do
not have extensive ground supply lines in a
hostile environment. Raqqah is Daesh’s
self-proclaimed “capital.” The terrorist
group took over the city in March 2013.
“In those in stances air drops are
absolutely essential,” said Air Force Col.
John Dorrian, a military spokesman in
Baghdad.

The U. S.-led coalition is
backing a proxy force of some
45,000 mil i tants al leg edly
battling Daesh terrorists in
Syria, with air strikes and
U. S. Special Operations troops.
The militants have also been fighting
Syrian President Bashar al-Assad, whom

Why not? “Our” Zog is better at
this than South Korea.
rt.com
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$35 or $39 on page 24 and help distribute the truth.

Militants take part in a military training session
in the Syrian city of Aleppo on June 10, 2015.

Foreign-backed militants load ammunition into
a tank during clashes with Syrian forces near the
village of Om al-Krameel in Aleppo’s countryside,
on May 5, 2016.

capturing weapons and other supplies air
dropped by the U. S. military.
The State Department said last month
that the U. S. could not guarantee that the
weap ons it sends to militants in Syria
would not end up in the hands of Daesh
terrorists.
The Central Intelligence Agency (CIA)
and the Pentagon have also been providing
the militants with military training.

U. S. to handle assassination of Kim Jong
Should Seoul launch an operation to

U. S. Air Force C-17 Globemaster III aircraft
dropping supply packages

“the U. S.” has repeatedly said must step
down.
The U. S. Air Force uses GPS technology
and steerable parachutes to guide bundles
of supplies, rang ing from small arms
ammu ni tion to ve hi cles, onto land ing
zones.
The Daesh terrorist group has released
several videos in the past bragging about

charged with eliminating the North Korean
government in case of a war would be
1,000 to 2,000 strong, the report added.

Impatient for war
assassinate North Korea’s leader in the
Seoul announced plans for creating an
event of war, U. S. spe cial op er ations
forces would participate, Yonhap news anti-Kim unit earlier last month, citing a
rising threat from Pyongyang. The idea has
agency claims.
“The South Korean military will form a circulated among South Koran officials for
special brigade based on that of the U. S. a while, with some even suggesting that the
sometime later this year,” a highranking government official told
the agency on con di tion of
an o nymity, add ing that U. S.
special agents are expected to be
under Korean command during
the operation.
“Al though the bri gade is
mod eled af ter that in the U. S.,
it will be tailored to the special
environments of the peninsula,”
the source was cited as saying.
A man chants slo gans during an anti-North Korea rally in
The South Korean task force central Seoul, South Korea, February 11, 2016.

assassination should not be delayed until
an open military conflict.
The decision comes a month after
Pyongyang angered Seoul by staging a
military exercise involving a commando
raid on a mock-up of the South Korean
presidential residence, the Blue House.
The drill was rem i nis cent of an ac tual
attack in 1968 on the home of the South
Korean president, which was attacked by
North Ko rea in a failed as sas si na tion
at tempt.

Rambosia

A fictitious CIA plot to assassinate
North Korea’s leader was explored in the
2014 comedy film The Interview. The film
was drawn into focus of the confrontation
between Washington and Pyongyang after
the U. S. accused North Korea of launching
a cyberattack against Sony Pictures as
retaliation for producing The Interview.
Washington punished North Korea with a
new round of economic sanctions.
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American Communism
“Voting” was mandatory under
Soviet rule. Most readers of TFF
opted for The Donald without even
being ordered to, but appearances
fooled us. The mediacracy’s future
hung on that all-or-nothing risky
bet which delayed Nuremberg II.
By J. B. Campbell
americandefenseparty.com
First published 12/22/2011

Obama didn’t veto the

NDA Act. What does this
mean?
Well, it means that the
House of Rep re sen ta tives
voted to put us un der
military rule, or martial law,
making us all subject to arrest with no
charge and disappearance with no trace.
It means that the U. S. Senate voted to
put us under military rule, or martial law,
with the same malice toward us as the
House demonstrated.
It means that the President of the U. S. is
a totalitarian dictator who also claims the
power to have any person, American or
for eigner, as sas sinated. In deed, he has
already used his power on an adult and a
child, both Americans. This is in addition
to the thousands of innocent people he has
murdered with his CIA Predator drones.

We see all kinds of nonsense
comparisons of Obama with
Adolf Hitler. Hitler forbade
political assassination despite
constant and endless attempts
by the British and Americans
and Jews to assassinate him.
So, it all means that our government is
our deadly enemy and is officially at war
with us. There is no where to turn for
protection. There may be some sheriffs and
some police who do not approve of martial
law or being instructed by the Jews in the
ADL to consider normal Americans as the
enemy. That’s good and they should be
encouraged.
But we Americans are now on notice
that there is no le gal pro tection from
unwarranted search and seizure of our
property or ourselves or our families or
friends. Most po lice, as we see in the
Occupy confrontations, more than most, do
what they’re told to do by their treacherous,
weak bosses.
They torture peaceful protestors and
sexually abuse their female victims. We
must consider them to be State terrorists
and treated thus. Renegade cops have no
authority and, due to their being armed and
proven dangerous, must now, with the
passage of this vile new law, be designated
as enemy forces. What choice have the
House, Senate and President given us?
How else can we respond to an act of war
by our own federal government?
American civilians were always the
ultimate targets of the Jews, who train the
police to consider any aware American to
be a “terrorist.” Now, it is plain for all to
see: we are the designated enemies of the
federal government, which has rewarded
us for supporting it with money and votes
by placing us under martial law, subject to
summary ex e cu tion or dis ap pear ance,
torture and secret execution.
When I started the modern militia in the
late ’80s, I proposed a program of attacking
and wip ing out the se cret, in vis i ble
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government known as the Council on
Foreign Relations in Manhattan, at 58 E.
68th Street. I also proposed that the visible
federal government’s elected representatives
be left alone. Not that I wanted them
protected but because I felt that American
sensibilities would recoil at the idea of
executing elected politicians. So I tried to
discriminate between the secret, unelected
leaders and the more exposed elected ones.

To eliminate the Zog
Today, however, with the unbelievable
treachery by both houses of Congress and
the president, this distinction can no longer
be made. Only a total revolution against
the federal government and all the traitors
in it is realistic.
I propose total revolution and the total
re duc tion of the anti-Amer i can fed eral
government to nothingness. There is now
no need for treason trials or any sort of
legalistic proceedings. Who would prosecute
them, the Justice Department? Who would
conduct them, the federal courts? We are in
the hands of traitors and thieves who are
desperate to shut us up and arrest us and
kill us.
The Congress and President have given
notice that we shall receive no quarter,
meaning no mercy. Any American designated
by Obama’s White House death squad is to
be killed at the earliest possibility. In the
shocking case of Anwar al-Awlaki and his
young son, the death warrants were drawn
up by two Jewish lawyers, David Barron and
Martin Lederman, who found no problem
with murdering an American who didn’t
even have a parking ticket, not to mention
his teenage American son two weeks later,
along with several other innocent nonAmericans. Mr. al-Awlaki didn’t happen
to like Amer i can Com mu nist sol diers
in vad ing other coun tries, a po si tion I
happen to share.
The Jews have put us in an outrageous
position.
Our outrageous position is this: We
cannot allow any uniformed highwayman
to stop us at a “roadblock” and question us
and search us. Two weeks ago, yes. We could
have allowed it, before the congressional
traitors in two thousand dollar suits sold us
out. Now, a roadblock by militarized cops
is a potential death trap. We know about
the red lists, the blue lists and the black
lists. Hell, we know very well about the
White House black list, which reportedly
contains dozens of Americans who are to
be assassinated. We know that a couple of
Jews already signed the death warrants of
two of us with a lot of “collateral damage.”
Yesterday, Press TV in Tehran called for
a comment on the night raids by Americans
in Afghanistan. Of course, the American
Com mu nist raid ers call them selves
“NATO.” As if it’s okay if NATO does
it. It’s not naked American Communist
aggression if NATO does it. Well, NATO is
a CIA front, just like everything else. Here
is what I said:
“A night raid against a private home is
the symbol of tyranny and totalitarian
dictatorship.
“A night raid is intended to create terror;
whoever uses it is a terrorist. Why else raid
private homes at night, when it is known
not only how terroristic it is, but how
deadly? Hun dreds upon hun dreds of
innocent victims have been slaughtered by
the American Communists in their night
raids.
“America is now revealed as the most
vicious and sadistic totalitarian dictatorship
in world history, starting with the Civil War
and the Philippine War right up to today
with our mass kidnapings, ren di tions,
tortures, murders and disappearances of
totally innocent people.
“Americans don’t realize what their
government is doing to innocent people
all over the world, but they are going to
realize it probably next year, when the
Levin/Obama dictatorship starts making
night raids here. Renditions, detentions and

disappearances are now legal here.
“Night raids are now authorized for
Americans, which is only fair.
“Americans can only, in our ignorance
and arrogance, find out how terrible night
raids are when we begin to experience the
terror of the front and back doors crashing
in at three in the morning.
“The Afghan peo ple must an swer
Amer i can night raids with sus tained
bursts of gunfire. Wait for the American
Communists to crash in and then give them
everything you’ve got. The night raids will
come to a halt.
“Karzai must do what Maliki did – he must
demand that the American Communists
leave the country.”

Looking ahead
That’s the defensive version of what we
all must be prepared to do. Whether we live
in Afghanistan or Alabama, we’re in the
same boat – we’re confronted by vicious
American Communists who intend to kill
us all. Realize that this is the American
way and has always been the American
way. It’s just that the American press has
always been the public relations firm for
the government, which is why it is referred
to as the fourth branch of government.
The U. S. government started out as a
death squad against the American natives,
whom I failed to mention in my brief
comments to the Iranians. But this was the
prototype genocide program used first by
American totalitarians and then the Soviets
and then the Chinese and then the Israelis
and throughout the two centuries by the
Americans, who exterminated millions of
Indians, over a million Filipinos and many
millions of Germans during and after the
two world wars. America exterminated
mil lions of Ko re ans and mil lions of
Vietnamese and are now exterminating
millions of Moslems in several countries.
The Jewish genocide of Russians and
the Chinese genocide run by Mao were
American policies, since the Bolsheviks
and the Chicoms were put in place by the
American government, just as were the
Communist dictators of North Korea and
North Vietnam.
These ugly facts must be borne in mind
con stantly by Amer i cans, who might
be reluctant to defend themselves under
the delusion that surely the American
gov ern ment is not ca pa ble of bes tial
behavior and mass murder. That’s really all
the American government has ever done,
from the very beginning of the country, and
has never stopped doing it.

Fear of Nuremberg II
The Amer ican gov ern ment must be
destroyed, or we will all die very unpleasant
deaths. It’s either them or us. The only way
the American Communists can avoid prison
and hanging for war crimes and crimes
against hu man ity is to at tack and kill
mil lions of Amer i cans as soon as
pos si ble. That’s why the trai tors in
Congress and the White House are in such
a hurry to start the roundups of Americans
and put us in concentration camps. That
shows how guilty they are, and how afraid
of us they are.
We live under American Communism.
Red fascism, same thing. Don’t be fooled
by Jewish-paid tricksters into comparing it
with Nazi Germany. Only ignorant people
could buy this. The Germans of the 1930s
and ’40s were under attack from the same
Jewish aggressors as we are today. They
fought back, so stop criticizing them for
defending themselves from our Jewishcontrolled war criminals.
When Jews are in control, it’s Communism. There was no Communism until the
Jewish-controlled American government of
Woodrow Wilson sent Bronstein/Trotsky
and his Jewish gangsters from New York
to St. Petersburg in 1917. The Jewishcontrolled American government of Harry
Truman put Ho Chi Minh in power in
1945, David Ben Gurion and Kim Il-sung
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in power in 1948 and Mao Tse-tung in
power in 1949. So it was inevitable that the
Jews would put a Communist such as
Barack Obama in power in 2008. Just
three years later, we are formally under a
Com mu nist Po lice State that al lows
dis ap pear ance and as sas si na tion and
concentration camps.
There is no need for another manifesto
or declaration of independence. We have, at
least for a while, the means to communicate
with each other. If Jews such as Lieberman
are able to shut off the internet we shall
have to go back to shortwave and CB and
marine band radios.
The federal enclave known as Washington
D. C. must be cut off from society. People
living there must evacuate. The parasites
who work there must be starved out. There
can be no more recognition of this criminal
regime. Americans must encourage foreign
governments to withdraw diplomats.

Roadblocks
The D. C. Communists are going to try
to capture and kill the vigilant people first,
to shut us up and terrorize the rest into
compliance. This will be done through
shock and awe actions at roadblocks and
home invasions, probably starting after the
New Year. Please refer to the screenplays
elsewhere at americandefenseparty.com
for the methods of dealing with shock and
awe roadblocks.
Again, roadblocks are potential death
traps and must be treated as such.
Federal agents of any department are
now to be considered enemy forces and
dealt with as such, with no quarter asked or
given. The aggression by Congress and the
White House leave us no other choice.
The D. C. Communists are mobilizing
thou sands of bat tle-hard ened Amer ican
and foreign troops for anti-American
operations. They will be concentrated at
choke-points, which we must attempt to
avoid at all costs. Resistance members will
have to form flying squads to wipe out the
choke-points.
Other resistance members must destroy
the brain of the dictatorship, the Council on
Foreign Relations located at 58 E. 68th
Street in Manhattan. This is at the corner of
Park Avenue and 68th Street. You can’t
miss it.
There are many other lesser policymaking organizations but none with the
proven track record or membership list as
the CFR. When this malignant group is
wiped out, the dictatorship will collapse,
simply because the members make up the
dictatorship.
There is a modern precedent for this
prophylactic action: Budapest 1956. The
Hungarians had suffered under a Jewish
dictatorship for a terrible decade. By October
1956, they’d had enough. Freedom fighters
stormed the offices of the dictatorship and
secret police and dragged all the Jews out
and either shot or hanged them in the
streets (see Uprising by David Irving).

Doing it here
This is not going to be a quick fight and
then back to our former way of life. Life as
we have known it is over now, thanks to the
treachery of the Congress and the White
House, both under some mysterious control
by Jews. We are in for hard, dangerous
years of strug gle against Amer i can
Communism; we ourselves are responsible
for having allowed it to happen, and now
for wiping it out.
The secret to our success is accepting
full re spon si bil ity for end ing this most
terrible imperialism in world history. We

— Made in USA —
have to be the adults, the life-savers. We
cannot any longer allow creepy Jews to
dominate this massive country in which we
live. Americans are the sorriest laughingstock in the world with our vain ideas of
exceptionalism while we do the bidding of
alien Jews who now reveal their plans to
wipe us out. We have slaughtered, for the
Jews, millions of innocent foreigners for
many decades. We’re slaughtering them
right now and the American Communists
plan to slaughter millions more very soon.
We must not allow them to slaughter
any more people. We must not let them

slaugh ter us, as they are now openly
planning to do.

And “voting” won’t get it
American Communists, whether we find
them at roadblocks, at our front and back
doors or in Communist headquarter buildings,
must be wiped out. They are controlled by
Jews, just as the Communist war criminal
Bush was, because Communism is Jewish.
The genocidal wars against Afghanistan
and Iraq were only possible due to Jewish
lies about both countries, dreamed up years
earlier by the Jewish Project for a New

American Century.
To save America and the rest of the
world from Jewish Communism, the Jews
and their Communist assassins must be
annihilated. There is no other way to save
ourselves from a very nasty death.
Save America – Kill the American
Communists. Before they kill us.
The Communists are renegade police,
FEMA, DHS, TSA, FBI, Border Patrol,
IRS, CIA, NSA, NRO (et al) and the
military. The Communists are the Jews
who make policy for the above agencies
and organizations. The Communists are
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the traitors in Congress and the White
House who have betrayed us so utterly.

Communism has always
been a function of the U. S.
government, used on other
people. Now Communism is
going to be used on us.
Prepare to defend yourself and your
family and friends from the Communists.
When it comes to self-defense, anything
goes.

Straight talk, no scapegoating, about China and Fentanyl
By Caleb Maupin

T

journal-neo.org

he crisis of opiate addiction is very real
in the United States. In 2015,
more Americans died from
drug over doses than gun
violence. According to the
Wash ing ton Post: “Opioid
deaths continued to surge in
2015, surpassing 30,000 for the first time
in recent history… That marks an increase
of nearly 5,000 deaths from 2014. Deaths
involving powerful synthetic opiates, like
Fentanyl, rose by nearly 75 percent from
2014 to 2015.”
Who is to blame for this crisis? Almost
all experts agree that the roots of today’s
crisis began in the 1990s when American
pharmaceutical corporations began pushing
pain-killer medications and encouraging
doctors to over-prescribe them, hoping to
drive up their profits. The U. S. Center for
Disease Control is now urging physicians
across the USA to reduce the use of painkillers, as their chronic over-prescription
in the last decades has been fueling the
crisis.
The problem of overusing painkillers was
further exacerbated by the NATO invasion
of Afghanistan in 2002, which resulted in a
huge boom in poppy production across the
country. The poppy fields of Afghanistan
are now flooding the global market, driving
the price of heroin lower than ever.
Predictably, certain voices in America’s
for-profit media have chosen not to blame
powerful money-hungry drug companies
pushing their products or U. S. “regime
change” op er a tions over seas for the
epidemic which is destroying so many
American lives. Instead, they have found
a con ve nient scape goat – the Peo ple’s
Republic of China.
The basis for blaming China for today’s
heroin epidemic is the claim that Fentanyl,
a synthetic opiate, is increasingly prevalent
across the United States and used by opiate
addicts. Because a lot of legal, medical
Fentanyl is man u fac tured in Chi nese
factories, it is somehow deduced that the
drug is being intentionally pushed onto the
United States by a cabal of evil Chinese
sci en tists, Chi nese gang sters, or the
Communist-led Chinese government itself,
and that this sinister conspiracy originating
on the other side of the planet is somehow
the cause of the opiate crisis. This dark
fairy tale, a great example of “fake news”
or a conspiracy theory if ever, simply does
not add up when the basic facts about this
heroin crisis and China are considered.

Fentanyl no “Chinese drug”
First of all, Fentanyl is not a “Chinese
drug,” as certain voices have tried to label
it. Fentanyl was in vented by an Italian
scientist named Paul Janssen, who started
his work at the University of Cologne in
Germany, but it was while he was working
in Belgium that he invented the synthetic
opiate which was eventually introduced
for medical use as a painkiller. Janssen’s
Belgian drug company that gave Fentanyl
to the world as a legal, pharmaceutical
product was eventually bought out by
Americans. Today, the drug inventors who
brought Fentanyl into the world have been
absorbed into that Wall Street “Fortune
500” medical giant known as Johnson &
Johnson.

While a lot of legal, medical Fentanyl is
manufactured in mainland China, like the
United States, China has outlawed all
non-medical use of the drug.
Nar cot ics traf fick ing is
pun ish able by death in
China, and in ter na tional
bodies commonly criticize
the People’s Republic for how
harshly its anti-drug laws are enforced. U. S.
and Chinese drug enforcement officials
routinely cooperate in efforts against drug
cartels. Bill Brownfield, the U. S. assistant
secretary of state for international narcotics
and law enforcement, has stated: “I actually
believe on matters of narcotics and drugs,
the U. S. and China cooperate extremely
well.”

Admixture

Rarely is Fentanyl ever used by itself for
recreational purposes. Pure Fentanyl is
certainly used in hospital rooms and by
those prescribed for it against chronic pain,
but, when Fentanyl is used recreationally
by addicts, it is almost always mixed with
non-synthetic, poppy-derived heroin, since
dealers often cut heroin with Fentanyl as a
method of saving money and expanding
their inventory.
In 2014, a total of 31,271 people in the
United States died from opiate overdoses.
Only 4,200 of those deaths, less than 14%,
actually involved Fentanyl and in almost

American Free Press
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American Free Press
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Unit 406
Upper Marlboro, MD 20774

every single case the Fentanyl was mixed
in with other, non-synthetic, poppy-based
opiates. Recreational drug users who take
Fentanyl do so by accident, thinking they
are consuming pure heroin.

Made in USA
While the DEA suspects that some of
the chemical components necessary to
create Fentanyl often originate in China,
sta tis tics show that a lot of Fentanyl is
being manufactured in the United States.
Across the country, police have noticed a
rise of domestic manufacturing of synthetic
opiates. After all, synthetic opiates do not
require poppy fields, smuggling units or
any of the other more risky aspects of the
drug world. Anyone having the chemicals
and a laboratory can create synthetic opiates.
When making Fentanyl, no poppy fields or
Chinese people are required in the process.
Domestic Fentanyl production facilities
have been found across the United States.
For example, near the post-industrial city
of Syracuse, New York, a lab for creating
synthetic opiates was discovered inside
what looked like a typical family home just
a few blocks away from a local YMCA.
The police found over 6,000 doses in the
house along with $4,000 in cash.

China cuts drug addiction
The narrative about China as the primary
culprit in this epidemic addiction plaguing
the United States is just not consistent with
reality. Yes, it’s easier to blame “the yellow
peril” or the “red dragon” on the other side
of the world for the crisis plaguing middle
America, which was wrought by greed and
militarism among our own population, but
reality tells a different story.
Prior to 1949, China was one of the most

heroin and opium addicted societies in the
world. The British empire famously waged
two “opium wars,” forcing the Emperors to
allow the importation of narcotic substances.
The first U. S. military intervention on the
Chinese mainland was done in 1900 when
the U. S. Marine Corps was sent to crush a
group of Chinese nationalists called “the
boxers” who were lynching drug dealers
considered by them as a scourge imposed
on their country by foreign imperialists.
The Chinese Communists effectively
wiped out drug addiction on the mainland
during their first years by mobilizing the
public in a mass campaign to fight against
substance abuse. According to Opium: A
History, by Martin Booth, “Mao Zedong
wiped out opium and addiction. China
was clean for over forty years with only
pharmaceutical opium being produced.”
When the Chinese speak of their history,
they refer to the scourge of drug addiction
not as a moral failing by recreational users
or random medical calamity befalling
unfortunate individuals. China’s narrative
of history says drugs were imposed on the
country by foreign bankers and Western
monopolists. Drugs served the purpose of
weakening China’s people, making them
subservient and preventing them from
developing their own independent economy.
In the de-industrialized rust belt of the
United States, many Americans voted for
Donald Trump because they hoped he
would fix the economy and make the U. S.
once again a booming center of industrial
production with a rising standard of living.
These very de-industrialized midwestern
States have been hardest hit by the heroin
crisis as well as suicide, mental illness and
other “diseases of despair” associated with
an overall decline in living standards.

Water crisis ends as U. S. hired guns exit
By Brandon Turbeville

I

activistpost.com

f there was any doubt that
the water crisis in Damascus was
created by those Western-backed
terrorists operating outside the
city, the end to that crisis should
now dispel the rest of that doubt.
The crisis is now over precisely
because the Syrian military was
able to retake the area.

Healthy Nation
Indeed, the Syrian military has taken
back the Wadi Barada area, forcing the U. S.
terrorists to leave, surrender, or die so that
the ex perts and spe cialists can at tend to
repairing the damaged water system and
begin providing clean water for the people
of Damascus.
Of course, the mainstream media keep
doing their best to ignore this story and will
likely not be reporting on the fact that it is
the Syrian government which is providing
this water to the people of Damascus after
America’s terrorist rats cut it off nor will
they mention that the Syrian government
was not in control of Wadi Barada and
could not have been in control of the water
supply and water treatment plant coming
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from that location. Thus, it could not have
been the Syrian military who poisoned the
water supply.
According to a report by Leith Fadel of
Al-Masdar News:
“The three week long water crisis in
Damascus has finally come to an end after
an agreement was put in place between the
government and jihadist rebels on Friday
afternoon.
“Follow ing their suc cessful military
op er a tion to seize Bassima vil lage on
Thursday, the Syrian Arab Army (SAA)
was able to cut off the jihadist rebels from
the Al-Fijah Springs, forcing the militants
to either starve themselves out of the area
or surrender.
“A military source in Damascus told
Al-Masdar News on Friday night that
water technicians officially entered the
Al-Fijah Springs after the jihadist rebels
agreed to withdraw from this area.
“The remaining territory in Wadi Barada

will remain with the jihadist rebels for now
until a reconciliation agreement is put in
place to surrender the area to the Syrian
Arab Army and their allies in Damascus.
“Shortly after the liberation of Aleppo,
al-Qaeda fight ers in the Barada Valley
outside Damascus dumped diesel fuel into
the water supply to the city on December
22. Obviously, this made the water supply
impossible to consume and, on December
23, the Syrian military launched a campaign
to retake the area and to restore the city’s
water supply.”

Chutzpah

A number of orga ni za tions signed a
let ter of in tim i da tion to the Syr ian
government demanding that the SAA halt
its siege, saying that they would turn on the
water if the SAA ceased military operations.
One of the groups signing the letter was
that corporate media darling known as the
White Helmets.
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A lesson learned: modern “conser vatism”
By Michael Hill

I

leagueofthesouth.com

did not watch any
of Senator Jeff Sessions’
confirmation hearing for
the post of Attorney
General in the coming
Trump administration.
I did, however, hear
and see a few things
second hand on the
internet. Among them
were 1) a Black man
testifying on behalf of Sessions and 2) a
photo of Ses sions with “civil rights”
activist John Lewis crossing the Edmund
Pettus bridge in Selma, presumably on a
recent re-enactment of the never-to-beforgotten events of Bloody Sunday.
Both Trump and Sessions are widely
supported by “conservatives,” many of them
in the South. What the two above-mentioned
examples tell us is that conservatives, in
order to get along in Washington, DC,
must toe the leftist line on race and every
other social and political manifestation of
liberalism. In short, if you’re a White

Southern conservative like Sessions, you
are required to prove that you buy into
egalitarianism and all that it implies just as
much as the most ardent leftist.
Now, I’ve had several folks tell me that
Sessions is just “playing the game” in
order to be confirmed. This indeed may be
true. But the very fact that he has to play
the game at all tells us that the leftist
worldview has triumphed and that “conservatism” is really only the shadow of
leftism (as Rev. Dabney long ago told us it
was).

Playing for keeps

When is the last time a leftist appointee
has had to “play the game” to ap pease
conservatives? I can’t recall.
I cannot speak for other groups, but I
can say this about The League of the
South. We deplore the reigning godless,
largely Jewish, left-wing worldview. It
has been at the center of every movement
designed to destroy our people for the last
hundred years or more. And its continuing
goal is our complete annihilation as a
distinct people on our own lands. If you
cannot see this, you are blind.

We will not compromise
nor make deals with this
new crop of JudeoBolsheviks and their
gen tile lack eys. They
have proven time and
time again that they
can not be trusted. As
long as men like Senator
Sessions have to kowtow
to their globalist ideology,
it will be necessary for
stron ger men (and
women) to join The
League of the South and
put on the proud man tle of South ern
na tion al ism.
In stead of walk ing arm-in-arm with
Negro John Lewis across the Edmund
Pettus bridge and thus celebrating the
demise of our own people, we will be
working for a future in which the true
South is once again White Man’s Land. A
place where our women and chil dren
can walk the streets of Atlanta, Memphis,
Birmingham and Selma without fear for
their lives. And all who op pose our

defending the lands and civilization given
us by our noble forebears should know this:
you shall not take our patrimony without a
fight. As we are prone to say down here in
Alabama, “We Dare Defend Our Rights.”
And our people (Nation), too.
If you are a mere “conservative,” we’ll
likely be much too scary for you; however,
if you are a Southerner who is sick of
seeing your people abused, your culture
ridiculed and your lands stolen, then you
belong with us.

Trump notes Merkel’s “catastrophic refugee mistake”
Here President Elect Trump was
again, after his first post-election
wobbly comments, talking sanity.
In the last paragraph, however, he
returns to being coy.

C

newobserveronline.com

hancellor Angela Merkel made a
“catastrophic mistake” in letting immigrants
flood into Germany, U. S. President-elect
Donald Trump commented in a newspaper
interview on January 15, adding that his
own “day one” order for America would be
“strong borders.”
Speaking in a joint interview carried out
by the U. K.’s The Times and Germany’s
Bild newspapers, Trump said he thought
Merkel had “made one very catastrophic
mistake and that was taking all of these
illegals, you know, taking all of the people
from wherever they come from…
“And nobody even knows where they
come from. You’ll find out, you got a big
dose of it a week ago. So I think she made a
catastrophic mistake, very bad mistake.”
Trump said that Germany had “got a
clear impression” of the consequences of
Merkel’s policies from the December 19
ter ror ist at tack in Berlin when a fake
refugee used a hijacked truck to mow
down a Christmas market crowd, killing
twelve.
Asked why he thought Brexit had
happened, Trump told the journalists that
“People don’t want to have other people
coming in and destroying their country.
“And, you know, in this country, we’re
going [to] go very strong borders from the
day I get in. One of the first orders I’m
going to sign – day one – is going to be
strong borders.
“We don’t want people coming in from
Syria who we don’t know who they are.
You know there’s no way of vetting these
people. I don’t want to do what Germany
did.”
Trump also said that the mass invasion
of 2015 was “the final straw that broke the
camel’s back” in convincing British voters
to back leaving the European Union in a
June 24th referendum.
He added that he thought “Brexit is
going to end up being a great thing,” and
that he would “quickly” arrange a trade
deal with the U. K. to boost that country’s
Order extra copies of
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economy.
Asked if he still wanted to
stop Mus lims coming to the
U. S., Trump replied, “Well, from
various parts of the world that
have lots of terrorism problems.
There will be extreme vetting,
it’s not going to be like it is now,
they don’t even, we don’t even
have real vetting. The vetting
into this country is essentially
non-existent as it is, as it was at Michael Gove and Kai Diekmann interviewing Trump in his tower
least, with your country [Germany].”
zones in Syria. Would have been a lot less
expensive. Uh, get the Gulf states to pay
Second thoughts
for them who aren’t coming through, I
The journalists then reminded Trump mean, they’ve got money that nobody has.
that during his campaign he had described
“[It] would have been a lot less expensive
Merkel’s policies as “insane.” He was than the trauma that Germany’s going
asked “Do you still think so?”
through now – but I would have said – you
Trump answered as follows: “I think it’s build safe zones in Syria.
not good. I think it was a big mistake for
“Look, this whole thing should have
Germany. And Germany, of all countries, never happened. Iraq should not have been
because Germany was one of the toughest attacked in the first place, all right? It was
in the world for having anybody go in, and, one of the worst decisions, possibly the
uh, no, I think it was a mistake. People worst decision ever made in the history of
make mistakes but I think it was a very big our country.
mistake. I think we should have built safe
“We’ve unleashed – it’s like throwing

rocks into a beehive. It’s one of the great
messes of all time. I looked at something,
uh, I’m not allowed to show you because
it’s clas si fied – but, I just looked at
Afghanistan and you look at the Taliban –
and you take a look at every, every year its
more, more, more, you know they have the
different colors – and you say, you know –
what’s going on?” he continued, adding
that “nothing” in Afghanistan “is going
well” either.

Trump was evasive when
asked about fur ther U. S.
intervention in Iraq and Syria,
about his future relationship
with Israel, the “Iran nuclear
deal,” and whether he would
move the American embassy
from Tel Aviv to Jerusalem,
answering to most of those
questions that he did not
want to comment but would
“see what happens.”

Abbott and Costello should call this game
By Olaf Childress

“L
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et’s give him his 100 days,” some are
saying. And not just Americans; the world
is looking for a leader who will deliver us
from evil, even as the Jewish mediacracy
goes all out to have every goy siding with
or against this clown, his handlers care not
which, for Pence calls the shots. That deal
was cut before the Hidden Hand gave its
less tentative, final decision to ES&S.
Just as Vice President Dick Cheney was

Dubya’s boss, our new motor mouth pays
close attention to his.
Obongo survives today because, unlike
JFK, RFK and MLK, he hasn’t yet become
more good for the Jews dead than alive. As
Trump steps up to the plate and munchkins
pitch him their prescripted questions, he’s
batting Babe Ruth statistics, so his team’s
owners have no thoughts of taking him out.
But, in trying for maximum attendance at
the Election 2016 world series giving them
another four years in which to forbid cash

transactions everywhere just like in India,
the game’s outcome could elude that Hand.
This suggests the next assassin may be
nobody’s patsy, for, in capturing their latest
quadrennial win, today’s captive media not
only caused genial straight Whites to vote
but enticed the rejection of its outcome by
spasmodic libtards and Blacks universally.
So let us pray the Zog keeps its boy alive
until our alternative media pitch “his” team
some hardball questions regarding who’s
on first.

Kentucky passes seven bills in one day
By Chris Williams

G
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overnor Matt Bevin has signed into
law all seven bills that passed the General
Assembly on January 7.

Reversing leftist “progress”

are no longer forced to join unions if they
work in a union shop.
House Bill 2 requires a woman undergo
an ultrasound before having an abortion.
House Bill 3 has repealed Kentucky’s
prevailing wage. Prevailing wage refers to

The rare Saturday session saw all of the
priority Republican bills sail through their
final votes.
House Bill 1 makes Kentucky a “rightto-work” State, which means employees

“The principle for which we
contend is bound to reassert
it self, though it may be
at an other time and in
an other form.”
– Pres i dent Jef fer son Da vis

For the first time in Ken tucky his tory, the
General Assembly passed bills and sent them to the
Governor to be signed into law in their first week.

the minimum wage of some classifications
for work on State contracts.
Sen ate Bill 3 makes the pen sions of
all former and current State lawmakers
available to anyone filing an open records
request. That information and State pension
information for other workers had been
kept private.
Senate Bill 5 bans abortions beyond 20
weeks of pregnancy.
Sen ate Bill 6 prevents un ions from
collecting dues without the written consent
of an employee.
Senate Bill 12 changes the University
of Louisville’s board of trustees. The 17member panel must be scrapped to make
room for a new ten-member board. Those
members will be nominated and Governor
Matt Bevin is then to select new trustees
who must be confirmed by the Senate.
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CFR reschedules NY-DC Axis line’s arrivals & departures
By John Peeples

M
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att Hale and the Trump Train, TFF,
January 2017: No thank you. I’ll miss this
train. Why? When the Pow ers That Be
realized that Donald Trump would become
the Republican nominee and eventually
president elect, the Powers That Be had
their representatives Henry Kissinger,
James A. Baker and Dick Cheney meet
with Mr. Trump, who is not a Washington,
DC, outsider. He is an insider, always was.
Trump has contributed to both political
parties since he was in his twenties. He
knows how the game is played and what
happens to those who do not abide by the
rules. JFK and his brother Bobby were
publicly executed by the Cockroaches In
Authority (CIA) for stepping out of line
onto the wrong toes.

Cast of characters
Henry A. Kissinger: A globalist, interna tion al ist member of the Coun cil on
Foreign Relations (CFR), former Secretary
of State, master geopolitical strategist and
promoter to create a one world government.
James A. Baker: Longtime associate
of the Bush Crime Family, George H. W.
Bush 1980 Campaign Chief in H. W.’s
failed 1980 bid for president, later to be
Secretary of State when G. H. W. Bush won
the 1988 presidential election (41st U. S.
President 1989-1993). Former President
G. H. W. Bush and former Secretary of
State Baker were heavily associated with
the Carlyle Group in Washington, DC, a

$16-billion private equity firm that pays
huge fees to “advisors” H. W. Bush and
James Baker. It is worthy to note that on 11
September 2001, Shafiq Bin Laden, an
“estranged” half-brother of Osama, gave to
the Carlyle Group an estimated $38 million
to manage. After former President H. W.
Bush, James Baker and former British
Prime Minister John Major visited Saudi
Arabia on behalf of Carlyle, the Saudis
increased their investment in the Carlyle
Group to at least $80 million.
Dick Cheney, Vice President during the
George W. Bush administration 2001-2009.
Cheney, associated with Kellog, Brown
and Root, was Co-President with G. W.
Bush. To reiterate from another of my TFF
articles, the CFR is probably one of the
most influential, semipublic organizations
in the field of foreign policy. Composed
of the most elite names in the world of
gov ern ment, la bor, busi ness, fi nance,
communications, the foundations and the
academies, it has staffed almost every key
position of every administration since that
of FDR. The CFR has always been a haven
for spooks, diplomats, military officials
and White House dignitaries. Their end
game is to create a one world government.

Keeping the Zog on track
Donald Trump might be the engineer on
the Trump Train but he doesn’t own the
train or engineer its destination. President
Trump does not represent the traditional
White Southerner. He’s a New Yorker.
The Radical Republican Party (the party

of Lincoln) does not represent a traditional
White Christian Southerner and his values;
nor does the Socialist Democrat Party.

White nationalism
Neither political party intends for the
late, great USA to return to its original
foundation as described by John Jay, the
first Chief Justice of the Supreme Court: “I
have often taken notice that Providence
has been pleased to give this one connected
country to one united people – a people
descended from the same ancestors speaking
the same language, professing the same
religion, attached to the same principles of
government, very similar in manners and
customs, and who, by their joint counsels,
arms and efforts, fighting side by side
throughout a long and bloody war, have
nobly established their general liberty and
independence.”
The original, non-peecee definition of
Nation: (1) a stable, historically developed
commu nity of peo ple with a ter ritory,
economic life, culture and language in
common. (2) the people of a territory
united under a single government: country.
(3) people or tribe.
Not a single mention of “diversity”
within such a stable, historically developed
community sharing a common territory,
economic life, culture and language. Yet
diverse Nations do make up the world and
should be kept that way.
John Adams declared that he was quite
certain that one day the great “American
em pire” would boast a pop u la tion of

between 200 and 300 million freemen.
Freemen were described by Thomas
Jefferson, who wrote the inaugural U. S.
Naturalization Act in 1790. It established
America’s first immigration policy, stating
who could become a Citizen of the U. S.
The requirements written by Jefferson and
passed by Congress read, “Any alien being
a free White person… may be admitted to
become a citizen…”
Lincoln’s War of 1861, the Radical
Republicans and their Reconstruction Acts
and Amendments – 13th, 14th and 15th –
upset the original intent of our Founding
Fathers in more ways than one.

It’s doable
As for this writer, I’m onboard the Exit
express train with the rest of you Whiteminded traditional Southerners. May we
form our own Nation.
“If it is a crime to love the South, its
Cause and its President, then I am a criminal.
I would lie down in this prison and die
rather than leave it owing allegiance to a
government such as yours.” – Belle Boyd

His cap says engineer, but he’s merely on board.

Le Pen: “I’ll put an end to Brussels superpower”
All that glisters is not
gold. Her father founded
the National Front, which
she took over and betrayed
his anti-Semitism. Funny,
that visit to the tower. Any
REAL revolutionaries still
breathing out there?

S
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hould Marine Le Pen win
a chance to en ter the Elysée Marine Le Pen, French far-right National Front party president
Palace, her first official trip would be not to which we can neither move on nor protect
Washington, but to the E. U. headquarters, ourselves,” this leader of the right-wing
to signal that Brussels’ superpower has National Front party said in an interview
finally come to an end, France’s far-right with Radio Classique on January 20.
presidential candidate said.
Le Pen has long been a vocal supporter
of Donald Trump, who was inaugurated as
Promises
president of the United States hours later,
“My first trip will be to Brussels to calling him a “sign of hope,” and stating that
explain to them that I am going to whistle his electoral victory had “made possible
the end of fun and games, the end of this what had previously been presented as
superpower that Brussels has arrogated to impossible.”
itself against the will of people, and that I
“I believe that Donald Trump counts on
wish to return the sovereignty of the France, but not on the ghost of France,” Le
French people in all do mains, with out Pen said. “A France, which as in the past

had a particular voice, a power of balance,”
she added.
“It is a new era that opens, an era, I hope,
for cooperation,” Le Pen stressed, noting
that she is delighted to “see a president of
the United States who is far from what we
have seen in the last few years, [who]
seems ready to accept the very principle of
sovereignty of Nations.”
The leader of the National Front party
said she hoped to meet Trump, with whom
she has “common views” on “economic
axes.”

Suspicious

The previous week Le Pen had made a
surprise appearance at Trump Tower in
New York, fueling speculation about a
hush-hush private meeting with the U. S.
president-elect.
“I wasn’t at Trump Tower by accident. I
was there to catch up with people at my
friend’s place, who lives on the 63rd floor.
I’m sorry, but that’s where my friend
resides on a permanent basis,” she told
Radio Classic.
Le Pen promised in November that, if

she wins the presidential elections, the
world would become a safer place, as
France will cooperate with Trump and
Russian President Vladimir Putin.
“If I am president, France would have
good relations with Russia,” Le Pen told
reporters. She also voiced doubt about the
virtues of NATO.
“What’s the point of NATO? From what
threats does it protect us? That’s the real
question,” she told ITV.
According to the latest survey carried
out for Cevipof and Le Monde, released on
January 19, Le Pen is gaining momentum,
leading with 25 to 26 percent of the vote.
Francois Fillion comes in straight after Le
Pen, with 23 to 25 percent of the vote, and
Emmanuel Macron – also gaining support
– finishes third with 19 to 21 percent.
Some 15,921 people over 18 years old
were interviewed for the Ipsos Sopra Steria
poll. The sur vey was con ducted from
January 10 to 15.
The first round of the French presidential
vote is scheduled for April 23, with a
runoff on May 7.

Lawmakers sign call to move U. S. embassy in Israel
EDITOR’S NOTE
Wait a minute! Why are all these
legistraitors so sharp to jump aboard
a big Caterpillar that’s bulldozing its
way already wherever AIPAC says.
This Trump card was played before
the (s)election. R.I.P., Rachel Corrie.
presstv.ir

U. S. House Republicans prepared their
letter well in advance of U. S. President
Donald Trump’s inauguration, calling on
the incoming administration to immediately
relocate the American embassy from Tel
Aviv to occupied Jerusalem al-Quds.
The letter quickly gained 100 Republican
lawmakers’ signatures in the House of
Representatives urging Trump to “take
swift action to relocate our embassy to
Jerusalem (al-Quds) as soon as you take
office.”

Jewnique ally

“Moving the embassy will strengthen
the unique alliance between Israel and the

A view of the Dome of Rock at the Al-Aqsa
Mosque compound after the Friday prayer
in Jerusalem al-Quds

United States and send a clear message
to the world that we sup port Is rael in
recognizing Jerusalem as its eternal capital,”
the text said.
Their letter lashed out at the outgoing
administration for allowing that December
U. N. resolution against Israel’s settlement
construction in the West Bank to be passed
by the Security Council.
On December 23, 2016, the United
Nations Security Council had passed the
resolution after the U. S. refused to veto it,
reversing a longstanding policy of shielding
Israel from condemnatory resolutions at
the world body.

The letter further argues that the official
relocation of the U. S. embassy from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem al-Quds is “all the more
urgent in light of the anti-Israel Resolution
2334… The resolution invites renewed
diplomatic hostility and economic warfare
against Israel, and we must act urgently to
mitigate its consequences and to reaffirm
our steadfast commitment to Israel,” it
added.

Trump had already stated
that his term in office would
mark a significant step in the
“enhancement” of U. S.-Israel
relations.
In September, Trump, who was the
Republican presidential front-runner at
the time, promised Israeli Prime Minister
Benjamin Netanyahu he would recognize
Jerusalem al-Quds as Israel’s undivided
capital if he emerged triumphant in the
U. S. presidential election.
On January 5, Jordan, which administers
the holy al-Aqsa Mosque compound in

East Jerusalem al-Quds, warned Trump of
“catastrophic” repercussions in case he
opts to honor his campaign pledge to move
the U. S. embassy in Israel from Tel Aviv to
the occupied Jerusalem al-Quds.
The Palestine Liberation Organization
(PLO) has also warned the United States
against relocating the embassy, saying all
American embassies in the Arab world
would have to close in the face of popular
Arab outrage following such an action.
PLO Secretary General Sa’eb Erekat
said on December 19 that the potential
move would deliver a death blow to any
prospect for the resolution of the ArabIsraeli conflict, and he would have his
organization rescind all agreements with
Tel Aviv.
Earlier, the Palestinian ambassador to
the United Nations said he could make the
life of U. S. diplomats “miserable” should
Trump move the U. S. embassy from Tel
Aviv to Jerusalem al-Quds.
Palestinians want the West Bank as part
of a future independent Palestinians State,
with East al-Quds as its capital.
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Bundy wife tells of BLM misconduct, upcoming trials
Briana Bundy, daughter-in-law of jailed
Nevada cattleman and rancher Cliven
Bundy, sat down recently to give AFP a
revealing interview about the actions of
federal law enforcement as well as the
upcoming trials of her family members. The
interview was recorded for an American
Free Press podcast.

Consequently, Cliven has refused to
answer federal court orders because he
contends that they don’t apply to him.

By Mark Anderson
americanfreepress.net

The daughter-in-law of famed rancher
and ac tiv ist Cliven
Bundy recently talked
to American Free Press
about the upcoming
trials of her family
members, who were
arrested for standing
up for their fellow farmers in the western
U. S.
Briana told AFP about what the Bundy
family and affected area residents see as an
especially shocking episode on the part of
the federal Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) in the lead-up to what’s become an
almost legendary standoff at the Bundy
family’s Bunkerville-area ranch.
That April 2014 standoff made major
head lines as the Bundy family became
emblematic with the plight of Western
ranchers and the decline of their livelihoods
and storied lifestyle, in the face of massive
federal control of land in the U. S., particularly in the Western States. In Nevada, for
example, the federal government makes a
claim to at least 83% of land there.

First the punishments
Briana is mar ried to Mel Bundy,
Cliven’s second son. Following Mel’s
arrest, she has been left caring for the
couple’s five daughters while Mel has
been, and remains, in jail for several
months. He is among 17 de fen dants
awaiting federal trial in the Nevada federal
court in Las Vegas on con spiracy and
weapons-related charges, accord ing to
federal prosecutors, stemming from the
standoff.
When Mel was arrested, Briana said, he
and some associates were stormed by 30
federal agents. She added that Mel had
calmly identified himself to federal agents
and indicated with his hands in the air that

he harbored no aggression, but he was still
hit with the butt of a gun. The feds clearly
were looking for a fight, based on what
Briana believes was nasty propaganda fed
to the agents beforehand, in or der to
demonize area Nevadans.
Around mid-March 2014, witnesses say
BLM riflemen who had set up positions in
surrounding hills and other areas fixed the
laser-finders from their firearms on adults
and even children. Although the federal
officers didn’t open fire – reportedly no
shots were fired by either side during the
entire Nevada affair before the BLM
backed down – the apparent pointing of
laser-finders at passersby who had nothing
to do with the standoff, as well as targeting
of those the BLM saw as being connected
to it, has left a lasting scar on those who
would’ve had trouble believing the federal
government would sink so incalculably
low.
Brianna added that BLM agents, who
would stop by a local eatery, also threatened
the restaurant’s patrons, acting as if local
res i dents mind ing their own busi ness
somehow constituted a mortal threat.
The Clark County area in Nevada’s
southern tip has a complex history. It used
to be part of the Arizona territory, but, in
May 1866, it became part of Nevada – with
apparent sovereign status in its own right
under a different legal context, entering
Nevada well after it was proclaimed to be a
State on Oct. 31, 1864. The Bundy family
feels the BLM never had jurisdiction to
enter Clark County in the first place when
it attempted to seize Cliven’s cattle and
engaged in the standoff with the elder
Bundy, his sons and several supporters
over Cliven’s alleged “unpaid grazing
fees.”

“Basically he’s in his own
little country out here and he
understands the Constitution
well enough to realize the
federal government has no
control within a sovereign
State,” Briana said.
AFP confirmed that the Nevada trial has
been divided into three tiers and will take
place as follows: Starting February 6, the
first tier will consist of defendants Richard
Lovelien, Todd Engel, Gregory Burleson,
Eric Parker, O. Scott Drexler and Steven
Stewart. The trial of these men (thought to
be least involved in the Bunkerville events,
there fore Cliven Bundy suc cess fully
insisted that they be tried first) is expected
to last most of February.
Then, according to the court’s schedule,
there will be a 30-day break after the end of

the first phase before starting the second
tier consisting of key defendants Cliven
Bundy, his sons Ammon and Ryan Bundy,
Ryan Payne and internet-radio journalist
Pete Santilli. These men were acquitted in
the Oregon trial regarding their participation
in civil disobedience to protest federal land
policies and other matters at the Malheur
National Wildlife Refuge that ended in
early 2015, only to be kept in custody and
transferred to Nevada for another trial.
This phase is expected to start in early
April.

Then the trials

After another 30-day break at the end of
the second phase, tier three will commence,
involving Cliven’s sons Mel and Dave
Bundy, along with Joseph O’Shaughnessy,
Brian Cavalier, Jason Woods and Micah
McGuire. At this point, it appears that this
final phase will begin in June.
Mark Anderson is a longtime newsman working as
the roving editor for AFP. He is also chairman of the
America First Action Committee, a group dedicated to
mobilizing grassroots Americans to pressure Congress
on bad legislation and support Congress on good
legislation. Email him at truthhound2@yahoo.com.

Actually, Goldman Sachs “hacked” presidential election
By Carey Wedler

A

theantimedia.org

s the me dia con tinue to par rot
American intelligence agencies’ as-of-yet
unsubstantiated claims that Russia hacked
the U. S. election, there is far more evidence
to implicate an equally dangerous infiltrator:
Goldman Sachs.
The infamous banking company, which
was widely implicated in the 2008 economic
crash, appears to have come out on top in
the most recent U. S. presidential election.
On one hand, Goldman Sachs was
hedging its bets on a Hillary Clinton victory.
Considering the banking monolith was one
of her top donors – and that she received
harsh criticism for accepting hundreds of
thousands of dollars in speaking fees from
the firm – it’s clear the powerful financiers
had every intent of influencing the election
and politics in general.

Playing voters for suckers
When Clinton lost, many Americans
celebrated the electoral rebuke of policies
past. In con trast to other politicians,
Trump aggressively criticized Goldman
Sachs on the campaign trail, scolding
Clinton for her ties to the company. He
also criticized Ted Cruz because his wife
worked for Goldman Sachs and because he
received loans from the bank. By electing
Trump, according to some narratives, the
peo ple re jected can didates funded by
special interests in direct defiance of the
established order.
“I know the guys at Goldman Sachs,”
Trump said last February. “They have total,

Finance sector stocks tumbled after Goldman
Sachs was accused of fraud.

total control over [Cruz]. Just like they
have total control over Hillary Clinton,” he
claimed, referencing the funding Clinton
and Cruz received.
But as much as Trump’s rhetoric reflected
the sentiments of millions of Americans –
and though he refused donations from
bankers – his actions since clinching the
role of commander-in-chief have betrayed
his initial position. In fact, before he even
won the presidency, Trump was employing
Ste ven Mnunchin, a for mer Goldman
Sachs executive, as his campaign finance
chairman.
Trump re warded Mnunchin for his
campaign efforts by nominating him for
the position of treasury secretary. But one
affiliation with a former Goldman Sachs
employee admittedly does not mean Trump
is siding with corporate banking interests.

Plot thickens
Ap point ing sev eral Goldman Sachs
employees, however, began to cast doubt
on his priorities when the President-elect
added two more former Goldman Sachs
employees to his administration. His top

donor, Anthony Scaramucci, is a former
Goldman employee who will now serve as
a senior White House advisor. Dina Habib
Powell, who heads “charitable efforts” for
the firm, will be a “senior counselor for
economic initiatives.” She has previously
worked in the Bush administration.
But there’s more. As the New York Daily
News summarized:
“They’ll join White House Chief Strategist
Steve Bannon… Na tional Eco nomic
Council Chairman-appointee Gary Cohn
and Securities and Exchange Commission
Chair man nominee Jay Clayton as top
Trump ap point ees who held se nior
Goldman positions.”
Cohn, a registered Democrat, is particularly worrisome considering he still works
as Goldman Sachs’ COO (Chief Operating
Officer), a top position.
Regardless of who won the 2016 election,
apparently Goldman Sachs has retained its
influence – just as it did throughout the
Obama administration, demonstrating the
financial giant “hacked” not just the 2016
election but also the 2012 and 2008 elections
as well as others before.

Playing both platoons
Goldman Sachs employees were top
donors to Barack Obama in 2008 and also
contributed to his campaign in 2012. John
McCain and Mitt Romney also received
funding from the company.
Once elected in 2008, Obama lined his
cabinet with former employees of major
banking firms who cashed in on government
bailouts and donated to his campaign. For

example, Rahm Emanuel, who served as
his chief of staff from 2008 to 2010 before
successfully running for mayor in Chicago,
had previously been on Goldman Sachs’
payroll, both during his time in the Clinton
administration and when he was an elected
congressman.
Obama’s administration failed to produce
any significant prosecutions for the 2008
crisis and, incidentally, between 2009 and
2012, 95% of income gains went to the top
one percent of Americans.

Whiff the coffee, comrades
Though some Trump supporters might
espouse the argument that Trump needs
experts in business and industry to truly
effect change and beat back government
corruption, Barack Obama already took
that approach – and it failed.
Goldman Sachs leaves noth ing to
chance. Its employees and political action
committee donate not only to presidential
candidates but also to individual lawmakers
and both the Republican and Democratic
national committees. For mer Goldman
Sachs employees make up four of twelve
Federal Reserve board chairmen.
Considering Trump’s slew of Goldman
Sachs appointments, it’s quite likely this
established order will continue to prevail
despite the President-elect’s vows to drain
the swamp.
As Trump’s pick for treasury secretary,
Steven Mnunchin, said last May:
“I wouldn’t in any way say I distanced
myself from Wall Street. I have very good
friends on Wall Street.”

— Bulletin board —
SALTY SID sends seven separate scandal
sheets for eleven dollars. Super-sized set
includes CofCC Newsletter, Heritage &
Destiny, Impact, Citizens Informer, The
First Freedom, The Nationalist Times and
bonus essays by patriots. Send check to
Sidney Secular, P. O. Box 246, Jefferson,
MD 21755.
FLAGS: Confederate, U. S., Don’t Thread
on Me, Thin Blue Line, Jolly Roger and
Military, 3x5 $18.95.
850 207 8231
At the corner of Barancas and Cory Field
Road most Saturdays or Pine Forest and
I-10 – Pensacola, Florida.
JOIN GIDEON’S ELITE, PREPARE
FOR KINGDOM SERVICE! Hear
Pastor Peter J. Peters daily on WWCR
shortwave radio. For a FREE newsletter
with com plete broad cast sched ule:
Scriptures For America, POB 766, LaPorte
CO 80535. 24 hrs daily internet streaming
@ www.scripturesforamerica.org
HERITAGE AND DESTINY is a 24 page
bimonthly Nationalist magazine published
in England. To receive a sample copy
($10) or a year’s subscription / 6 issues
($48) see www.heritageanddestiny.com
for full details.

Letters…
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FOR ONE free pocket Constitution send a
self addressed stamped (70 cents) envelope
to:
NCCS
37777 W Juniper Rd
Malta, ID 83342
or, for 100 copies, $35 to same address.

OUR 64-PAGE catalog lists hundreds of
inexpensive books explaining how Jews
bring all Nations low and what we must do
about that challenge. For your copy send
$1.95 to OMNI Publications, P. O. Box
900566, Palmdale, California 93590-0566.

REALITY CHECK – 217 pgs paperback.
Join history sleuth German-born author
Christine Miller as she exposes Zionist
contradictions in their own words against
themselves. Nothing is closer to fresh air
and light than Reality Check. $20 PPD in
C. S. A. and U. S. TFF, P. O. Box 385,
Silverhill, AL 36576.

AMERICAN FREE PRESS, the biweekly
newspaper, offers an introductory rate of 8
issues for $15. 16000 Trade Zone Ave,
Unit 406, Upper Marlboro, MD 20774.

onedollardvdproject.com
Imagine if you always had a nice stack
of wake-up-call DVDs to pass along. They
are only two dollars each. But, spend one
hundred dollars and the discs are only a
dollar apiece. Or, click the “Free DVD” tab
and get a sample sent. The $149 or $329
Patriot Packs are an even better deal.
Phone Orders: 817-776-5475
“What World Famous Men Said About
The Jews.” Compiled by Dr. Ed Fields.
100 quotes – from Christ to Cicero, Henry
Ford, Napoleon, Truman, Nixon, Rev.
Billy Graham, many others (our best seller).
$6 PPD. Truth at Last Books, P. O. Box
1211, Marietta, GA 30061.

ODINIST skinheads take heart! You are
not alone! The Valhalla Bound Skinheads
seek to unite all worthy Odinist & National
Socialist skins into one movement that can
greatly aid the White Nationalist cause!
Embrace your wyrd! Research our group
on web, in “news,” on Twitter or Facebook
and email 14VBS88@gmail.com for info.
ORDER the 100+ page booklet
CONNECT THE DOTS
Second Edition
Help stop the Zionist NWO
$20 includes postage
DWA Trust – P. O. Box 1947
Payson, Arizona 85547
ADVERTISE on this bulletin board. Just
$10 per insertion, maximum 50 words, 10¢
each additional word. Please indicate any
capitalization or italics desired.

The First Freedom
DISPLAY ADVERTISING
for pages 6-22:
www.firstfreedom.net/Adv.rates.htm

YOUR NAME in The First Freedom
makes a difference to people you can
count on, assuring those friends you’re
with them.

Thanks for publishing this paper. Don’t
know what I’d do without it. Also the guys
and gals who submit their articles. I salute
them!
DAVE YOUNG
Kirksville, MO
FOREBODINGS
As you know, California Democrats are
agitating for secession. Of course, those
“progressives” mostly consider themselves
superior to you rebel flag-waving Southern
Whites, but it should be interesting to hear
their politically-correct rationalizations. We
are in a civil war; just not as yet a shooting
war!
Trump looks good but, unless secretly
pro non-Zionist, his appointment to Israel
of that choice for ambassador is shocking.
This guy Friedman is a real bastard, worse
even than Bolton! MICHAEL WAYNE
Eugene, OR
RIDDLE ME THIS
Why is the word “racist” only applied to
White people when it’s clear to anyone
with an IQ over 70 that Blacks are the real
racists? Their hatred and resentment of all
White people is inborn and inbred in them.
Racists indeed.
Why, when anything is distributed free,
are the gimme-gimme lines composed of
99% Blacks? Doesn’t matter what’s to be
handed out, it attracts lazy Blacks just like
rotten bananas draw fruit flies. They swarm
for free school supplies, frozen turkeys,
adult diapers, bottled water, winter coats
and holiday food baskets – in fact, going
back through the lines multiple times. You
would think they were starving with all the
food baskets they cadge, maybe so skeletal
they hadn’t the strength to go through the
lines so many times! Well, take a look; do
those fat, waddling freeloaders appear to
be emaciated? Not at 300 pounds and still
gaining.
Why must bleeding-heart organizations
cater almost exclusively to Blacks? Have
you ever known of a Habitat for Humanity
building a free house for some deserving
White family? It’s always a Black female
and her “sex partner du jour” in the media,
on Facebook, etc. DIANA LAVENDER
Chicago, IL

HELLO, MEDIA?
In early November 2016, The Hopewell
Baptist Church of Greenville, Mississippi,
was torched, “VOTE TRUMP” painted on
one side. “We’re investigating it as a hate
crime,” said Black Mayor Errick Simmons,
“a hateful and cowardly act, an attack on the
Black community. It appears to be a race
crime. It happened in the ’50s. It happened
in the ’60s. It shouldn’t happen in 2016.”
Now, Mayor Simmons, when you say it
was a race crime in a predominately Black
community, we take that to mean you are
saying White people did it. This is not an
assumption on our part, the words came
out of your mouth. The hate crimes bills of
2009 and 2014 say the punishment is not
more than 10 years in prison and handled
by local law enforcement. We hope you
understand this federal statute was written
by a Black president to protect both White
and Black people all over America.
Since the Greenville Police Department
has arrested a suspect who admits having
started the fire and written VOTE TRUMP
on the church, one Andrew McClinton, 45,
who is a member of the Hopewell Baptist
Chruch, he committed this hate crime. One
thing we would like to point out: Andrew
McClinton is Black. According to the hate
crimes bills there is no racial separation
when it comes to prosecuting a person who
violates these statutes. Pastor Carolyn is
probably very upset it was a member of her
church, and a Black person as well. Our
prayers go out to her.
We concerned White people take offense
here. Mayor Simmons told the media that
White people did this hate crime. We have
not heard anything further about this crime,
nor what the Greenville Municipal Courts
are doing about it.
RAY EDWARDS
Ellisville, MS
ELECTION 2017
The favoritism that so many civil rights
rulings grant to minorities, etc., was never
“equal rights for all.” In simple terms, they
degrade the human rights of White people
underneath those of every other group.
If, once public interest gets aroused and
action is taken to address the issue in our
courts, should that effort fail and we still
haven’t gained our rights, next, as a single
focal point, this argument must be the glue
binding nationalistic, ethnocentric Whites
and White groups within a common cause.
Let’s turn the thing around, whatever that
takes. Extreme or radical maneuvers may
be necessary to make our case, its reality
remaining to be seen. White Nations all
around the world face such circumstances
of similar disadvantage and may champion
the same basic cause.
So let’s unabashedly proclaim the rights
of Whites, for we as a people do intend to
continue our existence! The alternative can
only mean committing an ultimate act of
cowardly forfeiture.
JASON BAKER
Lewisburg, PA
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David Lee’s BIBLE ERRORS REVEALED
and Related Topics. Thirty years research
seeking the Truth. Six paper back 8½ x 11
volumes $20 each PPD. Vol. I – 179 pages
including Genesis chapter one, Noah’s
flood & Khazar Empire. Check or m.o. to
SBO 66, Box 05292, Miami, FL 33102.
ISRAEL NOT A DEMOCRACY

A Folk Honors its Fuehrer. Translated
from the original Third Reich picture book
Ein Volk ehrt seinen Fuehrer. Hit ler
photos and commentary on every page.
$10 plus $2 shipping/postage. Order from:
GA books, 1332 Audubon Dr., Cocoa, FL
32922.

By Norman F. Dacey, author of the best
seller, “How To Avoid Probate.” Studies
Is rael’s laws which make it a Marx ist
dictatorship. 70 pages, $8 PPD.
Truth at Last Books
P. O. Box 1211, Marietta, GA 30061

FREE DVD catalog on global conspiracy,
legal sovereignty, reduce taxes and avoid
taxes, land patent, allodial title, etc. Over
200 listings plus discounted DVDs and
books. Call 800-770-8802, leave name and
address. ToolsForFreedom.com .

THREE TRUTH TRACTS
1) “Interracial Marriage - Right or Wrong?”
Mixed race offspring have lower IQ, goes
against nature and Biblical law.
2) “Martin Luther King Holiday Should
Be Repealed.” FBI files document his
Communist ties.
3) “Kosher Food Tax Raises Food Prices.”
Every food item featuring a “K” or “U”
imprint has paid a tax to a Rabbi.
All three tracts only $1 from:
Truth at Last Books
P. O. Box 1211
Marietta, GA 30061

1 THESSALONIANS, Chapter 2, verses
14-16 and Romans 2 have kept the Bible
scholars busy on the numbers of Jews who
will convert shortly before the end of the
world. Around 1/3, of course a very small
number, have converted to different kinds
of Protestantism and Roman Catholicism
down through the centuries.

Your signed letter with phone number and address is welcome, but will be edited as necessary to fit available
space. Send to The First Freedom, P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, Alabama 36576 or email editor@firstfreedom.net

IF NOT US
Your excellent publication deserves to
go mainstream! If not now, when? If not
us, who? Please give a strategy to achieve
your goal (mine too) of one million hardcopy subscribers putting the truth out. You
ask how important is that one million goal.
Very important! I ask, how can this goal be
met? Let it happen ASAP. It can happen if
all subscribers do their little parts. What
does each one of your subscribers have to
do? Please dedicate an article in all future
issues stating your strategy to achieve this
goal.
STEVE DALEMAN
Peoria, IL
It begins with a first step. See page 24.
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TFF deletes vulgarity and will correct any defects in grammar or spelling.
Predicate verbs and objects must agree in number with their subjects.

WRONG CUP OF TEA
I fail to understand widespread support
for libertarianism. Libertarians hate the
idea of America. They consider borders a
frivolous limitation on the free flow of
markets, and would have immigrant labor
able to move anywhere in the world where
capitalists refuse to pay a living wage to
their own countrymen. To them, “America”
should simply be the name for an open
space to sell stuff, like that old drive-in
theater that doubles as a flea market on the
weekend.
Libertarians think America is something
like the boy who carries their luggage up to
the penthouse suite. They should be able to
have America publically dressed down or
fired if it fails to move fast enough for their
liking. They want to turn the Nation State
into something like the British Royal Family
or like Christianity under the Constitution,
something purely symbolic invoked to
satisfy a sense of nostalgia but deliberately
made irrelevant to the real world of politics
and economics. First they stole Christianity,
now they steal our homeland. They want a
centralized, universal “free market” order
in which national borders are only so much
decoration, like your favorite team’s logo
displayed on a sweatshirt.
In the good old days Nation States used
to exile traitors, if they didn’t shoot them.
Now the traitors stay and exile the Nation.
In the United States we do not deport the
illegals.
We deport America!
We should deport the Libertarians. Back
to Israel.
Outside of Israel Jews preach the gospel
of a diverse and borderless world under free
market universalism. Back in the Jewish
State they preach na tion al ism and the
Zionist dominion mandate. These are the
same guys who, in America, call themselves
patriots, as in tea party patriot, if by “tea
party” you are referring to that pro-empire
movement to squash colonial independent
sovereignty. With patriots like Libertarians
who needs ISIS? MATTHEW LUCKEY
San Francisco, CA
MORE CLARITY, LESS MUD
In your January issue Mr. Hale regards
all the world’s nonWhites apparently as
“muds.” Obviously the White people, as a
race, excel in organization, intellect and
physical beauty – as Jews do in the grasp of
finance (though of course they pervert it)
and Blacks excel as nannies and servants.
If each rung of the social hierarchy,
from White to Black, would just do what it
does best, with good will to all, people
wouldn’t be calling everyone else “muds”
or “goyim” (beasts), etc.
Thank you and your contributors for all
your endeavors to enlighten the rest of us,
for example, Christine Miller’s revelations
on the realities of WWII and post-WWII
Germany.
PATRICIA JONES
Lyons, IL

HIS CUP OF TEA
I sincerely thank you for your efforts
in regard to truth, honor and freedom for
White folks.
DUNCAN EDMISTER
Saint Louis, MO
TWO OF A KIND
The vicious, corrupt, murderous, ruthless,
tyrant Communist dictator Fidel Castro has
finally died. Those are the kindest words
you can say about him.
In February 1988, the State Department
named Cuba one of the biggest human
rights oppressors in the world.
Cuba, when Fidel Castro took over, was
the most prosperous, rich Nation of Central
and South America. Now it is the poorest.
Barack Obama called Castro a hero: “In
countless ways (Castro) altered the course
of individual lives, families and the Cuban
Nation. History will record and judge the
enormous impact of this singular figure on
the people and the world around him.” His
remarks are ridiculous, absurd! Obama and
Castro are two of a kind. Obama was by far
the most treacherous “president” in United
States history.
Why wait on history? We can judge him
right now. Donald Trump has threatened to
reverse “the deal” that Obama made with
Castro. Let’s hope so. It was all one-sided
for Cuba. Communism is bountiful only of
slogans, among which a Castro favorite
was, “Communism or death.”
RAY DIVELY
Baden, PA
UNCERTAINTIES
This has been the strangest presidential
transition ever. CNN is still painting Donald
Trump as the stooge of Vladimir Putin.
Rep. John Lewis (D-GA) said Mr. Trump
is not “a legitimate President.” The Left is
planning on a gigantic inauguration day
anti-Trump demonstration in Washington,
DC.
What’s next? Are Democrats going to
ask the U. S. Supreme Court to invalidate
the election? Will the eight Justices choose
our 45th President, as was the case in the
year 2000?
Jill Stein might still get her chance to
redecorate the White House, after all.
JOSEPH TRAINOR
Attleboro, MA
NEWBIE
Good morning from this side of a wasteland. Thank you for your prompt response
to my inquiry.
I’m from Greenville, SC, and grew up
with my sister in an all White town called
“Possum Kingdom.” We were raised up
racially aware and correctly.
I would like to receive your $25 a year
newsletter. Please tape or staple it shut.
ZACHARIAH PEARSON
Adelanto, CA
Sorry, there’s no special handling for
bulkmail. It’s $48 in a 1st class envelope.
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— Self-government begins at home —

Nothing of value without struggle
By Olaf Childress

“W

editor@firstfreedom.net

e must secure the existence of our
people and a future for White children.”
Thus exhorted David Lane prior to their
killing him, but not his
precepts giving Aryan
brothers and sisters in
The Order courage. Is
today’s Jewish Project
for a New American
Century, along with its
agenda of annihilating
this race that can stop
such evil designs, still
hoping to silence us Gebrüder before we
yank enough proles away from televised
hypnosis to turn that Trumpfomania back
upon its choreographers? Hardly. Thinking
only of themselves in their own generation,
they’re just shamefully hoarding shekels
and buying time.
For those would-be world rulers realize
It’s-the-economy-stupid won’t indefinitely
pacify Whites to keep subsidizing welfare
leeches who grow fatter, lazier and more
irksome by the day. Little wheels still go
around in our people’s minds even after all
this Reconstruction aimed at obliterating
ideas of noncompliance by Y2K – which
didn’t happen. What’s missing? Quality of
life. Spirituality, comrades.
The Zog’s newly-selected NY-DC Axis
administration is offering Rahm Emanuel’s
Chicago a New Deal. They’re asking him
to ask for money, which will then arrive.
How quaint. Why didn’t somebody think
of that solution in 150 BT – Before Trump?
Materialism is the spirituality of robots,
strictly mundane; it comes canned, labeled
with fedguv-regulated Nutrition Facts, and
James Bond’s Goldfinger can eat the stuff.
We do not outwit those world banksters at
their own games, yet in our arena, where
they’re the strangers, it’s not only possible
but likely.

And doable

Let us come together as a White Nation,
get down on our knees each morning when
praying for guidance, seek spiritual revival
in the sure knowledge that such physical
comforts as deserved will follow, cultivate
harmoniously whatever we’re capable of,
concentrate on further growing in virtue,
morality and integrity, demonstrate a life
mode that is highly attractive to Aryans,
exemplify the advantages of knowing right
from wrong, support young White couples
in their childbearing and family rearing by
maintaining orderly communities wherein
they may thrive.
None of this will happen inside today’s
confines which, little by cowardly little,
have surrounded us; so let’s step outside
that box and ask ourselves a few questions.
Why, during Election 2016, did Goldman
Sachs puppet Donald Trump denounce his
sponsors and then, shortly after November
8, admit that they would be on “his” team?
What changed “his” mind about stopping
Muslim immigration, draining the swamp,
building that wall, sending Hillary to jail
and heeding White nationalists’ demands
for getting the District of Corruption off
our backs so that, even without a single
dollar confiscated from and then returned
to us as a “stimulation” package dangling
strings, all by ourselves we might make
America self-sufficient again?
The First Freedom
P. O. Box 385, Silverhill, Alabama 36576
________________________________________
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Back to FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover in
1956: “The individual is handicapped by
coming face to face with a conspiracy so
monstrous he cannot believe it exists.”

It begins with a first step
But we must confront our own naiveté,
admit the disadvantage of living together
with whatever is slowly destroying us yet
whose m. o. the honest White man cannot
decipher; then remove either ourselves or
that something from close proximity.
Do not be deceived by appearances. We
obtain our just deserts. When qualified for
advancement, it happens, or one falls back
to where he belongs. There’s no injustice
in the wolf pack stalking a herd of buffalo
until gaining its kill. All living creatures
migrate instinctively in these discoveries.
One needs but knock; the door will open.
Seek; ye shall find. But, expect too much,
betray to get there and the fruit will taste
bitter in your mouth.
Even if we still view The Donald as no
less real than he appeared in 2016, how can
today’s three-times-bankrupted-and-everJewish-resuscitated billionaire get that far
with draining the swamp he grew up in?
Ours to reason why, therefore we’ll neither
do nor die when Bibi warwhoops his game
before a Radical Congress that must decide
whether, as an Israeli institution, it should
try trumping the non-Rothschild-banking
State of Iran with mercenary pawns.
That’s really all there is to stopping this
impending war in its armaments-industrial
tracks: noncompliance. Hell no, we won’t
go. So bring on the counter-conspiracy, a
temporary expedience prayerfully seeking
divine guidance instinctively, like a buffalo
herd turned against its enemies in mortal
combat securing its own existence, never a
suicidal thought for theirs.
The natural “sustainable development”
that Orwell’s Animal Farm inadvertently
notices – this tendency toward Groupthink
as a racial reality – assures eternal balance.
That is, until man arrives, kills all the Dodo
birds and sets about to rise above nature,
experimenting ever further afield in vain
attempts at perfecting her perfection until
an unfathomable species, a certain kind of
anthropoid ordaining himself The Chosen,
calls all other human beings cattle and sets
about to divide, conquer and assign them
places in his New World Order.
But self-delusion obtains its just deserts.
Those would-be gods are always whining
and nagging, demanding that the reluctant
host cattle not only serve but love them. It’s
a paradox. For, not only do the other races
of men object to that scheme, they rise up
every hundred years or so and throw the
bums out. However, more tenacious by far
than harpies, The Chosen return at earliest
opportunity.
The average American, today observing
Trump renege on all his promises, simply
cannot believe this is happening. He must
have a secret plan. All my friends believe in
him. Why shouldn’t I?

Victims of deceit
J. Edgar Hoover was right. It’s no secret
how cognitive dissonance works. Holding
two or more contradictory beliefs, ideas or
values at the same time results in mental
stress and discomfort. Loyal voters having
thoroughly convinced themselves that The
Donald meant every word he said simply
cannot today wrap their minds around such
a scope of deception as immobilizes and
hypnotizes them into inaction.
But those who know The Score – that’s
the title of Rudy “Butch” Stanko’s book –
will be quicker to admit the presence of
grinning, circling wolves out there, and the
first ones turning to meet this new attempt
at exterminating us. How cunning, all that
has happened! Realizing their schemes for
picking us off individually required a good
voter turnout to license another four years
of “you elected this team, now obey it,”
and aware it would take someone running
as “an outsider” fulminating against both

the system and his sponsors, they gave us
this cattle hustler.
So now it’s show time. The “conspiracy
so monstrous he cannot believe it exists”
will soon stand visible for every ordinary
American to see. A Police State, even with
help from the mainstream media, cannot go
on committing crimes unremarked in and
unchallenged by these fast-rising alternate
news sources. The enormous task before us
is indeed monstrous, almost beyond belief.
But, as John F. Kennedy explained when
heralding an earlier goal of landing a man
on the moon, “The longest journey begins
with a first step… let us begin.”
Liberal Democrat JFK became United
States President only by default, his older
brother Joe having met death in World War
Two. Kennedy’s flamboyance pleased his
party bosses, but when he ordered dollars
printed by the Treasury, not borrowed from
the Jews, snipers picked him off in Dallas.
Attorney General Robert Kennedy, JFK’s
younger brother, had started investigating
that conspiracy more monstrous than TV
viewers could believe existed when Sirhan
Sirhan assassinated even him. Thereafter,
U. S. Senator Edward Kennedy, the other
younger brother, needed no further lesson;
he toed the line.
Which was merely one political family.
Other groups and organizations that won’t
be bluffed keep popping up, and, whether
or not knowingly, carrying on a good Don
Quixotic fight for more than the Jews will
acknowledge when the latter satirize every
effort against their cashless world currency
scheme as hopeless. However, in various
places at this moment, our people are into
countermeasures to thwart that connivance
whereby those banksters would control our
spending habits by charging such negative
interest as they please, dictating forbidden
and mandatory expenditures, etc.
The key to throwing those bums out of
our lives once again isn’t force alone. It’s
Aryan genius. Inasmuch as the truth does
not fear investigation, one finds secondary
information sources tenaciously plugging
away. An establishment newspaper closes
its doors every day; people are not reading
chamber of commerce pablum any more
which they now see as totally uninstructive
considering what’s actually going on in the
world. It’s unnatural. Who needs it, once
these “alternatives” – no longer dismissed
as “fringe” by the out-of-it Lügenpresse –
have taken over and started introducing the
missing facts into that vacuum?
Even here the Zog retains contingency
plans, for seventy-five years of New Yorkdispatched mayhem to Communist Russia
has given social engineers unprecedented
insight as to how many Winston Smiths
must confess they love Big Brother when
taking the bullet before one Solzhenitsyn
appears.

Lamentation

“And how we burned in the camps later,
thinking: What would things have been
like if every Security operative, when he
went out at night to make an arrest, had
been uncertain whether he would return
alive and had to say goodbye to his family?
Or if, during periods of mass arrests, as for
example in Leningrad, when they arrested
a quarter of the entire city, people had not
simply sat there in their lairs, paling with
terror at every bang of the downstairs door
and at every step on the staircase, but had
understood they had nothing left to lose
and had boldly set up in the downstairs hall
an ambush of half a dozen people with
axes, hammers, pokers, or whatever else
was at hand?... The Organs would very
quickly have suffered a shortage of officers
and transport and, notwithstanding all of
Stalin’s thirst, the cursed machine would
have ground to a halt! If...if...We didn’t
love freedom enough. And even more – we
had no awareness of the real situation....
We purely and simply deserved everything
that happened afterward.”
– Aleksandr Solzhenitsyn
The Gulag Archipelago 1918-1956

Now it’s happening here, more subtly
than in Trotsky’s and Lenin’s day. Back at
that time Jewish television didn’t exist. Let
it sink in: just how those would-be world
rulers must’ve chuckled seeing us cheer as
The Donald sent “his” competitors reeling,
knowing that we would go flocking to vote
acceptance of their administration behind
that front man, that circus Election 2016,
thereby postponing our day of reckoning
four more years, perhaps long enough to
celebrate a reborn Communist Police State
with its cashless animal farm worldwide.
The Zog’s last-ditch contingency plans
have surely taken into consideration and
prepared against today’s late-awakening
proles. Yes, the true facts these “alternate”
information sources keep uploading for
public perusal stand readily available – if
one can find them. Each well-researched
news item that the enemy would never dare
take on in honest debate remains relatively
unnoticed when his hired army of Jewish
Hasbara “explainers” plagiarize the same
headline and shunt its conclusions in the
opposite direction.

Google the word holohoax
For instance: “‘Holohoax’ hashtags and
‘Zio’ slurs – when will Twitter take antiSemitism seriously?
“A Brit ish gov ern ment re port has
branded online attacks on Jews via social
media ‘deplorable’.”
As TFF writer John Kaminski reported
under the heading “U. S. Senate attempts
to place Jews above the law” last month, a
few readers were astonished. “Is this now
the law?”
No, of course not. What our enemies get
away with in Europe hasn’t gone airborne
here in these Jewnighted States – yet. That
was just a test run letting the idea incubate,
introducing the possibility of separate laws
to make “some pigs” on this animal farm
“more equal than others.” The U. S. Senate
voted almost unanimously for it, the House
near totally opposed. “Oops, hold off, all
you ‘representatives.’” Perhaps Bibi said:
“Not now, too much ready-for-a-revolution
informed defiance at the moment; but our
‘preemptive’ strike option for that remote,
nuclear-ambitious State of Iran is still on.”

Think!
Where is our Adolf Hitler? An Austrian
raised near Linz, he moved to Germany in
1913 and was decorated by the German
Army during World War I. He joined the
German Workers Party and was its leader
by 1921. His failed coup to oust the Zog of
Munich resulted in Hitler’s imprisonment,
during which time he wrote the first part of
Mein Kampf. Released in 1924, he gained
popular support for attacking the Treaty of
Versailles while declaring Communism a
Jewish conspiracy. As Jewish Hollywood
has turned out hundreds of movies against
Nationalism to date but none criticizing
Jewish International Communism, most
readers will kneejerk convulsively upon
reading this paragraph’s opening sentence.
That’s cognitive dissonance at work.
Where is our Ilona Tóth, martyr of the
1956 Hungarian revolution? She and those
others died because Jewish U. S. President
Eisenhower was busy threatening England
and France with the U. S. Sixth Fleet in the
Mediterranean which ended their plans for
keeping the Suez Canal safe during Israel’s
1956 land grabs. This was Stalin’s cue to
send his tanks into Budapest, suppressing
the revolt. Ilona Tóth joined the resistance,
hiding freedom fighters. She was executed
in 1957 at the tender age of 25.
Where is our Lech Walesa? With martial
law in Poland, and Solidarity outlawed, he
was arrested again. Released, he continued
his activism which led to the Round Table
Agreement and semi-free elections in June
1989. Walesa captured the renewed office
of President and administered his country’s
escape from Communism to sovereignty.
We, too, must secure the ex istence of
our people and a future for White children.

